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It	yields	high-quality	product	offerings	that	build	trust	and	loyalty	with	customers.	Cost	is	not	the	only	consideration,	however,	as	the	decision	to	opt	for	custom	software	often	includes	the	requirement	for	the	purchaser	to	own	the	source	code,	to	secure	the	possibility	of	future	development	or	modifications	to	the	installed	system.\rAdditionally,	COTS
comes	with	upfront	license	costs	which	vary	enormously	but	sometimes	run	into	the	millions	(in	terms	of	dollars).	Many	other	paradigms	are	supported	via	extensions,	including	design	by	contract	and	logic	programming.\rPython	uses	dynamic	typing	and	a	combination	of	reference	counting	and	a	cycle-detecting	garbage	collector	for	memory
management.	As	a	member,	you’ll	get	access	to	beta	iOS	app	development	software,	advanced	app	capabilities,	extensive	beta	testing	tools,	and	app	analytics.\r\r","materialsDescription":"What	are	the	advantages	of	iOS	App	Development?\riOS	is	easy	to	use	interface.	Apple’s	iPhone	becomes	the	dream	of	many	smartphone	users,	providing	high
customer	service	and	become	a	market	leader	for	offering	unmatched	devices.	With	cloud	testing,	you	can	test	your	application	on	real	devices	that	are	accessible	on	the	cloud.	The	future	is	all	connected,	and	.NET	will	get	us	there.","iconURL":"	},{"id":607,"title":"C/C++	Development","alias":"cc-development","description":"	C++	is	a	general-
purpose	object-oriented	programming	(OOP)	language,	developed	by	Bjarne	Stroustrup,	and	is	an	extension	of	the	C	language.	This	could	also	include	artwork	used	for	T-shirts	and	other	items	screenprinted	for	sale.\rFrom	scientific	journals	to	news	reporting,	the	presentation	of	opinion	and	facts	is	often	improved	with	graphics	and	thoughtful
compositions	of	visual	information	-	known	as	information	design.	Mock-ups	are	usually	confused	with	wireframes	and	prototypes.	When	used	by	programmers,	it	typically	indicates	a	"C++	is	C	with	a	few	useful	and	a	lot	of	useless	complicated	features	added"	attitude.	Other	vendors	can	add	other	language	capabilities	to	Visual	Studio	.NET,	and	the
suite	can	be	used	to	target	a	wide	range	of	applications	and	services,	including	.NET	Web	services,	Windows	applications,	and	Web	applications.	Thus,	the	packaging	design	and	its	individual	components	(logo,	illustrations,	product	image,	color,	font	and	compositional	solutions)	are	evaluated	by	the	consumer	more	likely	from	an	emotional	point	of
view,	with	their	help	you	can	convey	the	brand’s	target	associations.	A	website	with	a	user-friendly	page	tends	to	attract	clients	more	to	businesses.","iconURL":"	},{"id":609,"title":".Net	Development","alias":"net-development","description":"	.NET	Framework	is	a	software	framework	developed	by	Microsoft	that	runs	primarily	on	Microsoft	Windows.
This	went	surprisingly	quickly;	as	such	things	do	when	you	have	them	fully	worked	out	in	your	head.	Watching	videos,	finding	the	nearest	restaurant,	accessing	emails	while	being	offline	are	just	some	of	the	powerful	new	capabilities	enabled	by	the	set	of	specifications	in	development	at	W3C.\rOne	aspect	that	interests	W3C,	in	particular,	is	enabling
people	to	combine	different	technologies.	Put	simply,	time	is	money.\rWhile	it’s	a	large	investment,	by	investing	in	custom	software,	you’ll	own	the	code	instead	of	having	a	long-term	licensing	agreement	with	another	software	company.\rHow	could	my	business	benefit	from	custom	software?\rA	custom	business	software	solution	increases	process
efficiency	through	process	automation.	Therefore,	graphic	design	may	overlap	with	web	design,	since	graphic	designers	often	create	images	for	use	on	the	Web.	And	they	need	a	robust	foundation	to	store	all	product	assets	–	designs,	images,	testing	results,	technical	characteristics,	social	media	information	–	that	project	stakeholders	can	access	at
any	time,	from	anywhere.\rMy	Design	industry	solution	experience	provides	all	this	and	more.	After	the	configuration	and	development	stage,	validation	of	the	interface	is	necessary.\rMaintenance.	After	the	completion	of	the	project,	when	the	project	reaches	it’s	working	stage,	the	interface	is	set	to	be	monitored	for	its
performance.\r\r","materialsDescription":"Types	of	Interface	Testing	\rDuring	Interface	Testing	various	types	of	testing	done	on	the	interface	which	may	include:\rWorkflow:	It	ensures	that	the	interface	engine	handles	your	standard	workflows	as	expected.\rEdge	cases	-unexpected	values:	This	is	considered	when	testing	include	date,	month	and	day
reversed.\rPerformance,	load,	and	network	testing:	A	high-volume	interface	may	require	more	Load	Testing	than	a	low-volume	interface,	depending	on	the	interface	engine	and	connectivity	infrastructure.\rIndividual	system	interface	testing:	This	includes	testing	each	system	individually.	An	organization	has	to	ensure,	that	processes	are	efficient	and
effective	as	per	the	quality	standards	defined	for	software	products.	This	type	of	editor	provides	a	visual	interface	for	designing	the	webpage	layout	and	the	software	automatically	generates	the	corresponding	HTML	and	CSS	code.	Version	1.0	was	released	on	May	2006.\rOne	of	the	project's	inspirations	was	Ruby	on	Rails,	using	many	of	its	concepts.
In	contrast,	commercial	off-the-shelf	software	(COTS)	is	designed	for	a	broad	set	of	requirements,	allowing	it	to	be	packaged	and	commercially	marketed	and	distributed.\rSteps	in	the	software	development	process\rDeveloping	software	typically	involves	the	following	steps:\rSelecting	a	methodology	to	establish	a	framework	in	which	the	steps	of
software	development	are	applied.	Often	such	software	is	legacy	software,	developed	before	COTS	or	free	software	packages	offering	the	required	functionality	became	available.\rCustom	software	development	is	often	considered	expensive	compared	to	off-the-shelf	solutions	or	products.	TYPO3	CMS	is	an	Open	Source	Enterprise	Content
Management	System	with	a	large	global	community,	backed	by	the	approximately	900	members	of	the	TYPO3	Association.\rWhere	did	the	name	TYPO3	come	from?\rTYPO3	creator	Kasper	Skårhøj	remembers	it	something	like	this:\rBack	in	the	late	1990s,	while	still	working	on	the	initial	version	of	his	new	CMS,	he	was	looking	for	a	name	for	the	new
software.	HTML	describes	the	structure	of	a	web	page	semantically	and	originally	included	cues	for	the	appearance	of	the	document.\rHTML	elements	are	the	building	blocks	of	HTML	pages.	While	doing	this,	the	steps	are	captured/recorded	with	the	help	of	the	automation	tool	while	performing	the	first	round	of	testing.	Its	built-in	security	is	strong.
A	2013	analyst	report	estimates	there	are	529,000	direct	app	economy	jobs	within	the	EU	28	members,	60%	of	which	are	mobile	app	developers.\rAs	part	of	the	development	process,	mobile	user	interface	(UI)	design	is	also	essential	in	the	creation	of	mobile	apps.	With	poorly	written	specifications	and	short	execution	time,	human	skills	are	a	must	to
test	in	this	scenario.\rAd-Hoc	Testing:	It	is	an	unplanned	method	of	testing	where	the	biggest	difference	maker	is	a	tester’s	insight	that	can	work	without	a	specific	approach.\rUsability	Testing:	Here	you	need	to	check	the	level	of	user-friendliness	and	check	the	software	for	convenience.	This	bug	enables	users	to	escape	from	security	sandboxes
through	a	flaw	in	the	win32k	system.In	2015	fighter	plane	F-35	fell	victim	to	a	software	bug,	making	it	unable	to	detect	targets	correctly.China	Airlines	Airbus	A300	crashed	due	to	a	software	bug	on	April	26,	1994,	killing	264	innocent	live.In	1985,	Canada's	Therac-25	radiation	therapy	machine	malfunctioned	due	to	software	bug	and	delivered	lethal
radiation	doses	to	patients,	leaving	3	people	dead	and	critically	injuring	3	others.In	April	of	1999,	a	software	bug	caused	the	failure	of	a	$1.2	billion	military	satellite	launch,	the	costliest	accident	in	history.In	May	of	1996,	a	software	bug	caused	the	bank	accounts	of	823	customers	of	a	major	U.S.	bank	to	be	credited	with	920	million	US	dollars.\rWhat
are	the	types	of	Software	Testing?\rTypically	Testing	is	classified	into	three	categories.\rFunctional	TestingNon-Functional	Testing	or	Performance	TestingMaintenance	(Regression	and	Maintenance)","iconURL":"	},{"id":651,"title":"Interface	Testing","alias":"interface-testing","description":"When	an	application	or	a	software	or	a	website	is
developed,	then	there	are	several	components	of	it.	Engineers	can	add	technical	functionality	to	improve	product	performance	and	manufacturability	and	can	interact	with	designers	to	fine-tune	designs	to	functional	requirements.	Pentagram’s	Paula	Scher	has	created	a	design	for	the	book	that	conveys	the	revolutionary	point	of	view	of	Szenasy's
writing	and	advocacy.	We	cater	to	the	needs	of	not	just	you,	but	your	target	audience	as	well.	The	biggest	benefit	of	having	an	online	store	is	that	you	can	add	unlimited	products	and	catalogs	and	at	the	same	time	you	can	grow	your	customer	base	as	you	require.","iconURL":"	},{"id":645,"title":"JavaScript	development","alias":"javascript-
development","description":"	JavaScript,	often	abbreviated	as	JS,	is	a	high-level,	just-in-time	compiled,	object-oriented	programming	language	that	conforms	to	the	ECMAScript	specification.	Since	Java	9	(and	10	and	12)	is	no	longer	supported,	Oracle	advises	its	users	to	immediately	transition	to	the	latest	version	(currently	Java	13)	or	an	LTS
release.","materialsDescription":"What	is	Java	technology	and	what	is	its	application?\rJava	is	a	programming	language	and	computing	platform	that	was	first	launched	by	Sun	Microsystems	in	1995.	Some	browsers	offered	their	own	tags,	which	only	they	could	reproduce.\rThus,	users	often	stumbled	upon	the	message:	"To	view	a	page,	you	need	to
use	browser	XXX."\rTo	correct	the	situation	and	create	a	single	database	of	tags	for	formatting	was	created	CSS.	We	have	a	big	pool	of	happy	clientele	who	talk	with	excessive	pride	and	self-satisfaction	about	our	achievements	and	exhaustive	experience.	Alternatively,	you	can	use	the	student	license	or	the	educational	license	that	some	design	suites
provide.	Boundary	representation	(B-rep)	uses	mathematically	defined	surfaces	such	as	cones,	spheres	and	NURBS	(non-uniform	rational	basis	spline)	which	are	connected	by	topology	to	accurately	represent	objects	as	water-tight	volumes.	They	are	typically	the	mid-to-high	fidelity	representation	of	products’	visual	appearance;	mock-ups	dictate	the
product’s	typography,	color	schemes,	iconography	and	also	hint	at	the	basics	of	product	functionality.	This	is	a	good	time	for	testing	Push	Notifications,	data	storage	using	Core	Data,	and	making	network	calls	to	3rd	party	APIs.	To	get	going,	you	simply	upload	a	beta	build	of	your	app,	and	use	iTunes	Connect	to	add	the	name	and	email	of	testers.
Instead,	XML	is	extensible	and	dynamic:	Programmers	can	define	new	types	of	data	using	XML	and	then	describe	that	data	so	that	others	will	know	how	to	use	it.\rWhat	are	Web	services?\rWeb	services	are	functions	exposed	by	server-side	applications.	It	saves	you	money,	time	and	lets	you	reach	the	goal.\rYou	have	an	early-stage	startup\rIt's	a
common	case	that	young	startups	spend	money	faster	than	they	get	a	solid	team	and	a	ready-to-market	product.	On	16	January	2008,	MySQL	AB	announced	that	it	had	agreed	to	be	acquired	by	Sun	Microsystems	for	approximately	$1	billion.	Tags	such	as	<img	/>	and	<input	/>	directly	introduce	content	into	the	page.	CSS	lets	a	decent	developer
style	the	content	and	change	things	like	colors,	sizes,	and	borders.	eyeing	to	engage	and	sell	through	mobiles,	mobile	application	development	is	witnessing	a	transformation.\rAndroid	was	created	by	the	Open	Handset	Alliance,	which	is	led	by	Google.	In	that	sense,	it	is	the	only	"fake	FAQ"	in	this	FAQ.	As	of	February	2012,	Java	7	code	is
approximately	1.8	times	slower	than	C	code.\rSome	platforms	offer	hardware	runtime	support	for	Java.	Microsoft	also	produces	an	integrated	development	environment	largely	for	.NET	software	called	Visual	Studio.\r.NET	Framework	began	as	proprietary	software,	although	the	firm	worked	to	standardize	the	software	stack	almost	immediately,	even
before	its	first	release.	Xcode	is	Apple’s	IDE	(Integrated	Development	Environment)	for	both	Mac	and	iOS	apps.	Video	Explainers	makes	scripts	that	tell	your	brand	story	and	convert	your	visitors	into	customers.	The	boundary	of	this	set	of	technologies	is	informal	and	changes	over	time;to	refer	to	the	HTML5	specification,	which	is,	of	course,	also	part
of	the	Open	Web	Platform.\rAlthough	it	would	be	great	if	people	used	one	term	to	refer	to	the	specification	and	another	term	to	refer	to	a	set	of	specifications,	in	practice	people	use	the	term	both	ways.\rHTML5	has	been	cited	by	many	thought	leaders	as	the	future	of	the	Web.	It	is	an	open-source	server-side	scripting	language	that	is	widely	used	for
web	development.	Better	the	application	is,	strong	would	be	the	relationship	with	the	superior	brand	in	consumer	electronics.iOS	applications	are	innovation	and	the	latest	technology	used	globally	and	this	can	help	your	business	to	expand	the	most	secure	way.	It	can	be	either	done	manually	or	using	automated	tools.	\rA	great	presentation	software
will	allow	you	to	add	slides,	write	copy,	and	format	visuals	immediately	after	the	prospect	hangs	up.	It	includes	new	storage	engines	like	Aria,	ColumnStore,	and	MyRocks.\rIts	lead	developer/CTO	is	Michael	"Monty"	Widenius,	one	of	the	founders	of	MySQL	AB	and	the	founder	of	Monty	Program	AB.	Considering	that	the	shopping	list	is	usually	rather
big,	we	spend	from	a	few	seconds	to	a	couple	of	minutes	choosing	each	item.	Implemented	as	a	code	library,	the	.NET	Framework	includes	the	Common	Language	Runtime	(CLR),	the	.NET	run-time	environment;	ASP	.NET,	a	Web	applications	platform;	and	ADO	.NET,	for	data	store	access.\r.NET	Compact	Framework	-	A	subset	of	the	.NET
Framework	designed	for	Pocket	PCs,	Microsoft	Smart	Phones,	and	other	Windows	CE	.NET-based	mobile	devices.\rMSN	consumer	services	-	Microsoft	will	use	its	consumer-oriented	MSN	online	service	to	expose	Web	services	to	individuals.	Clay-like	modelling	features	provide	a	volumetric	experience	with	the	ability	to	push,	pinch	and	pull	a	model	to
get	a	precise	3D	form	with	high-quality	surfaces.	In	2010,	when	Oracle	acquired	Sun,	Widenius	forked	the	open-source	MySQL	project	to	create	MariaDB.\rMySQL	is	a	component	of	the	LAMP	web	application	software	stack	(and	others),	which	is	an	acronym	for	Linux,	Apache,	MySQL,	Perl/PHP/Python.	Like	desktop	software,	iOS	development
software	are	designed	using	a	range	of	programming	languages	and	frameworks.\riOS	software	development	kit.	They	differ	in	the	scope	of	services	and	in	price.	It	can	improve	customer	experiences,	bring	more	innovative,	feature-rich	products	to	market	faster,	and	make	operations	more	efficient,	safe	and	productive.\rSoftware	development	is	also
important	because	it	is	pervasive.","iconURL":"	},{"id":645,"title":"JavaScript	development","alias":"javascript-development","description":"	JavaScript,	often	abbreviated	as	JS,	is	a	high-level,	just-in-time	compiled,	object-oriented	programming	language	that	conforms	to	the	ECMAScript	specification.	Then,	after	the	initial	shock	had	subsided,	he
walked	back,	sat	down,	and	began	to	recreate	the	lost	code.	With	today’s	modern	trend,	you	can	design	various	creative	and	elegant	designs	for	your	brand	name	which	leaves	the	potential	customer	to	identify	your	company	immediately.\rThe	Brand	is	much	more	than	the	name	of	the	company	or	its	logo.	So,	with	the	development	of	the	CLR	from
version	1.1	to	2.0,	C	#	itself	was	significantly	enriched;	similar	interaction	should	be	expected	in	the	future.	Finally,	Python	is	portable:	it	runs	on	many	Unix	variants,	on	the	Mac,	and	on	Windows	2000	and	later.\rWhat	is	the	Python	Software	Foundation?\rThe	Python	Software	Foundation	is	an	independent	non-profit	organization	that	holds	the
copyright	on	Python	versions	2.1	and	newer.	Drupal	will	lock	down	whatever	directory	installed,	rendering	important	data,	configuration	files	unable	to	be	accessed	directly.	Many	templates	provide	a	graphical	user	interface	which	allow	you	to	change	colors,	fonts,	layouts	and	features.	Your	bright	future	with	C#.\rThis	item	smoothly	continues	the
previous	one.	Stroustrup:	C	and	C++:	Siblings.	Their	surfaces	may	be	further	defined	with	texture	mapping.\rAlthough	complex	mathematical	formulas	are	at	the	foundation	of	3D	drawing	software,	the	programs	automate	computation	for	users	and	have	tool-based	user	interfaces.	JavaScript	enables	interactive	web	pages	and	is	an	essential	part	of
web	applications.	Modern	3d	modeling	and	animation	tools	create	and	interact	with	a	“digital	twin”,	which	is	used	to	develop,	test,	simulate	and	manufacture	its	real	world	counterpart	as	part	of	the	product	lifecycle.\r3D	modeling	is	used	in	a	wide	range	of	fields,	including	engineering,	architecture,	entertainment,	film,	special	effects,	game
development,	and	commercial	advertising.	You	name	it,	they've	got	it:	from	YouTube	and	GIPHY	to	Google	Fonts	and	Figma,	so	you	can	pull	content	from	other	sources	to	create	a	stunning	presentation.\rPaid	plans	allow	you	to	password-protect	your	presentations,	use	a	remote	control,	share	and	collaborate	as	a	team,	and	even	embed	on	Medium
and	Notion.\rLet	everyone	focus	on	what	they	are	good	at.	Custom	software	development	is	the	process	of	designing,	creating,	deploying	and	maintaining	software	for	a	specific	set	of	users,	functions	or	organizations.	Web	development	can	range	from	developing	a	simple	single	static	page	of	plain	text	to	complex	web-based	internet	applications	(web
apps),	electronic	businesses,	and	social	network	services.	Through	each	step	of	the	process	and	the	build,	we	keep	you	in	the	loop	weekly	so	you	know	what	to	expect	and	what	is	happening,	but	a	good	development	company	should	have	places	in	their	process/relationship	where	you	can	cleanly	exit.	You	only	have	to	write	the	code	once	and	your
hybrid	app	will	run	on	different	operating	systems.	Therefore,	most	websites	include	a	combination	of	HTML	and	CSS	that	defines	how	each	page	will	appear	in	a	browser.\rSome	web	designers	prefer	to	hand	code	pages	(typing	HTML	and	CSS	from	scratch),	while	others	use	a	"WYSIWYG"	editor	like	Adobe	Dreamweaver.	While	the	terms	web	design
and	web	development	are	often	used	interchangeably,	web	design	is	technically	a	subset	of	the	broader	category	of	web	development.\rWebsites	are	created	using	a	markup	language	called	HTML.	Just	expand	your	imaginations	with	characters,	motions,	props,	textures	and	unique	conte","og:title":"iClone","og:description":"Internal	training,	virtual
demos,	promotional	storytelling	presentations	and	more	other	purposes?	Oracle	(and	others)	highly	recommend	uninstalling	older	versions	of	Java	because	of	serious	risks	due	to	unresolved	security	issues.	It	applies	the	conventions	of	object-oriented	programming	and	model–view–controller	architecture.	Today	it	is	this	kind	of	graphics	that	is	most	in
demand.	To	avoid	any	hackers	gain	access	to	important	confidential	data,	include	encryption	methods	for	any	data	transactions.\rIs	there	any	limit	on	the	size	of	my	product	or	customer	database?\rNo,	as	such	there	are	no	limits	on	the	size.	Look	at	the	table	of	contents	for	The	Python	Standard	Library	to	get	an	idea	of	what’s	available.	The	relational
model	also	provides	referential	integrity	and	other	integrity	constraints	to	maintain	data	accuracy;	those	checks	are	part	of	a	broader	adherence	to	the	principles	of	atomicity,	consistency,	isolation,	and	durability	-	collectively	known	as	the	ACID	properties	and	designed	to	guarantee	that	database	transactions	are	processed	reliably.\rThe	advanced
security	features	supported	in	all	editions	of	Microsoft	SQL	Server	starting	with	SQL	Server	2016	SP1	include	three	technologies	added	to	the	2016	release:	Always	Encrypted,	which	lets	user	update	encrypted	data	without	having	to	decrypt	it	first;	row-level	security,	which	enables	data	access	to	be	controlled	at	the	row	level	in	database	tables;	and
dynamic	data	masking,	which	automatically	hides	elements	of	sensitive	data	from	users	without	full	access	privileges.","materialsDescription":"	What	is	MS	SQL?\rMS	SQL	is	short	for	Microsoft	SQL	Server.	The	very	provision	of	services	creates	the	desired	result	for	the	consumer.\rServices	have	four	main	characteristics	that	significantly	affect	the
development	of	marketing	programs:\rintangibility	-	it	is	impossible	to	demonstrate,	see,	try,	transport,	store,	pack	or	study.	Each	slide	includes	the	animations	you	choose	and	takes	up	as	much	time	as	is	needed	based	on	the	content	on	the	slide.	They’re	likely	not	sold	on	you	and	actively	forming	their	opinion	of	your	brand.	Sometimes,	all	you	need	is
a	simple	brainstorm	to	help	you	get	clarity	on	who	you	are	as	a	brand.\rAsk	yourself:\rWhy	did	we	start	this	business?What	are	the	beliefs	and	values	that	are	important	to	us	as	a	company?What	do	we	do	better	than	anyone	else?What	makes	us	special?If	we	could	describe	our	brand	in	three	words,	what	would	they	be?What	are	the	three	words	we
would	want	our	customers	to	use	to	describe	us?\rYou	can	also	check	out	this	awesome	branding	workbook	from	consulting	firm	PricewaterhouseCoopers.	As	there	are	fewer	dependencies,	native	mobile	apps	are	faster	and	more	responsive	than	hybrid	apps.	There	are	so	many	functionalities	in	an	IDE	that	gives	you	a	lot	of	benefits	for	app
development.\rThe	IDE	makes	strategies	and	streamlines	the	development	phase	for	your	entire	team.	Even	with	SQA	processes	in	place,	an	update	to	software	can	break	other	features	and	cause	defects	-	commonly	known	as	bugs.\r\r","materialsDescription":"	Differences	between	Software	testing	and	SQA	services\rSQA	tools\r-	Is	about	engineering
process	that	ensures	quality\r-	Involve	activities	related	to	the	implementation	of	processes,	procedures,	and	standards.\r-	Process	focused	\r-	Preventive	technique\r-	Proactive	measure\r-	The	scope	of	software	quality	testing	tools	applied	to	all	products	that	will	be	created	by	the	organization\rSoftware	Testing\r-	Software	Testing	is	to	test	a	product
for	problems	before	the	product	goes	live\r-	Involves	actives	concerning	verification	of	product	Example	-	Review	Testing\r-	Product	focused\r	-	Corrective	technique\r-	Reactive	measure\r-	The	scope	of	Software	Testing	applies	to	a	particular	product	being	tested\rManual	QA	testing	services	Vs	Automated	Quality	Assurance	Testing\rSoftware	testing
is	a	huge	domain,	but	it	can	be	broadly	categorized	into	two	areas:	manual	testing	and	automated	testing.	This	allows	you	to	provide	your	target	audience	with	useful	and	entertaining	content	for	any	purpose,	in	any	format:	promo	videos,	viral	videos,	training	videos,	interviews,	a	report	on	the	promotional	event,	etc.\rHow	Do	We	Work	with	a	Client?
\rVideo	advertising	agency	Cinema	Friends,	provide	a	full	specter	of	video	advertising	production	services	that	includes:\rAnalysis	of	the	company	and	its	marketing	environment;	according	to	its	results,	we	create	the	advertisement	video	project;Pre-production:	generation	of	ideas,	development	of	the	concept	of	the	video	and	its	storyboard,
scriptwriting,	casting,	search	for	a	site	or	field	locations,	preparation	of	scenery,	etc.Shooting	the	video.Postproduction:	editing,	sound	editing,	adding	visual	effects,	color	correction.\rDo	you	feel	a	need	for	likes,	shares,	and	discussion	of	your	products	or	services?	\rYou	can	choose	between	manual	and	quality	assurance	testing	services	based	on	a
variety	of	factors.	The	remaining	development	team	continued	to	focus	on	the	original	roadmap	that	was	previously	defined.","materialsDescription":"	What	is	CakePHP?	The	event	is	free	and	open	to	the	public	with	the	museum’s	pay-what-you-wish	admission.	The	Failory	found	that	financial	problems	are	the	3rd	reason	why	startup	fails.	Mobile	app
development	has	been	steadily	growing,	in	revenues	and	jobs	created.	In	addition,	with	major	business	entities	like	Walmart,	Amazon,	Bank	of	America	etc.	Programs	written	for	.NET	Framework	execute	in	a	software	environment	(in	contrast	to	a	hardware	environment)	named	Common	Language	Runtime	(CLR),	an	application	virtual	machine	that
provides	services	such	as	security,	memory	management,	and	exception	handling.	These	resources	make	development,	deployment	and	debugging	processes	very	simple.	The	team	is	good	at	meeting	deadlines.	A	distinctive	feature	of	the	drawn	clips	is	the	ability	to	present	information	from	the	face	of	any	character,	even	the	directly	promoted
product	“animated”	with	the	help	of	animation.\rBefore	you	order	an	animated	video,	it	is	important	to	decide	which	type	of	video	is	needed.	That	way	you	can	elevate	their	points	of	interest.","iconURL":"	}],"characteristics":[],"concurentProducts":[],"jobRoles":[],"organizationalFeatures":[],"complementaryCategories":[],"solutions":[],"materials":
[],"useCases":[],"best_practices":[],"values":[],"implementations":[]},{"id":5109,"logoURL":"	,"logo":true,"scheme":false,"title":"IceCube	Digital	Software	Development","vendorVerified":0,"rating":"0.00","implementationsCount":0,"presenterCode":"","suppliersCount":0,"supplierPartnersCount":0,"alias":"icecube-digital-software-
development","companyTitle":"IceCube	Digital","companyTypes":["vendor"],"companyId":7912,"companyAlias":"icecube-digital","description":"We	offer	custom	design	and	development	services	tailored	to	contribute	to	the	growth	of	your	online	business.	Once	you	are	done	with	this,	you	can	plan	for	the	remaining	strategies	that	include	target
audience,	personalization,	content	plan,	mobile	strategy,	third	party	add-ons	and	support	services	that	you	would	require	to	keep	your	site	running	and	performing.","iconURL":"	},{"id":637,"title":"eCommerce	development","alias":"ecommerce-development","description":"	Electronic	commerce	is	an	online	transaction	of	buying	and	selling	products
through	World	Wide	Web-based	websites	and	mobile	applications.	This	means	that	hundreds	of	thousands	of	games,	including	the	most	popular,	were	created	using	C#.C#	is	good	for	working	with	iron,	the	so-called	embedded.	But	once	you	learn	some	basic	things,	it’s	easy,	and	the	flow	is	smoother.It	is	not	for	those	who	have	insufficient	time	to
educate	themselves	about	this	system,	or	little	money	to	pay	a	Drupal	developer	to	carry	out	the	work.Finding	a	good	Drupal	developer	is	harder	to	find	than	that	of	Wordpress	or	other	systems.	And	it	was	during	this	new	rush	of	adrenaline	and	the	satisfaction	that	all	was	not	actually	lost,	that	he	began	to	put	the	incident	into	perspective.	A	global
community	of	programmers	develops	and	maintains	CPython,	an	open	source	reference	implementation.	Integration	is	also	possible	with	these	IDEs.	It	is	as	simple	as	a	word	processing	program	used	by	developers	to	create	robust	mobile	applications.
","iconURL":"	},{"id":619,"title":"Drupal	Development","alias":"drupal-development","description":"	Drupal	is	a	content	management	software.	Also,	using	CSS,	we	managed	to	reduce	the	code	of	the	pages,	their	size.	When	you	deal	with	anything	creative,	you	have	to	think	about	copyright	and	the	intellectual	property	on	that	work	and	that	includes
the	creation	of	software	code.\rThis	gets	back	to	the	question	of	buying	vs.	Such	videos	reveal	the	main	characteristics	of	the	product	and	tell	about	its	strengths.	Just	expand	your	imaginations	with	characters,	motions,	props,	textures	and	unique	contents,	iClone	is	certain	to	bring	you	beneficial	results.\riClone	is	the	fastest	real-time	3D	animation
software	in	the	industry,	helping	you	easily	produce	professional	animations	for	films,	previz,	animation,	video	games,	content	development,	education	and	art.	Work	—	Apr	22,	2022	Giorgia	Lupi	collaborates	on	a	data-driven	art	installation	for	the	Merz	Foundation	in	italy.	Succeed	with	us!\rWhat	about	the	price	for	advertising	video	production?\rThe
price	for	making	advertising	is	determined	at	the	script	development	stage.	Попробуйте	повторить	переход	через	некоторое	время."},"videos":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Videos","ru":"Видео"},"vendor-verified":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Vendor	verified","ru":"Подтверждено	производителем"},"event-schedule":
{"_type":"localeString","en":"Events	schedule","ru":"Расписание	событий"},"scheduling-tip":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Please,	сhoose	a	convenient	date	and	time	and	register	for	the	event.","ru":"Выберите	удобную	дату	и	время	и	зарегистрируйтесь	на	ивент."},"register-to-schedule":{"_type":"localeString","en":"To	register	for	the	event	please
log	in	or	register	on	the	site.","ru":"Для	того	чтобы	зарегистрироваться	на	ивент	пожалуйста	авторизируйтесь	или	зарегистрируйтесь	на	сайт."},"comparison-matrix":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Comparison	matrix","ru":"Матрица	сравнений"},"compare-with-competitive":{"_type":"localeString","en":"	Compare	with
competitive","ru":"Сравнить	с	конкурентными"},"avg-deal-closing-unit":{"_type":"localeString","en":"months","ru":"месяцев"},"under-construction":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Current	feature	is	still	developing	to	become	even	more	useful	for	you.","ru":"Данная	услуга	всё	ещё	находится	в	разработке."},"product-presentation":
{"_type":"localeString","en":"Product	presentation","ru":"Презентация	продукта"},"go-to-comparison-table":{"_type":"localeString","en":"	Go	to	comparison	table","ru":"Перейти	к	таблице	сравнения"},"see-product-details":{"_type":"localeString","en":"See	Details","ru":"Детали"}},"header":{"help":
{"_type":"localeString","de":"Hilfe","en":"Help","ru":"Помощь"},"how":{"_type":"localeString","de":"Wie	funktioniert	es","en":"How	does	it	works","ru":"Как	это	работает"},"login":{"_type":"localeString","de":"Einloggen","en":"Log	in","ru":"Вход"},"logout":{"_type":"localeString","en":"logout","ru":"Выйти"},"faq":
{"_type":"localeString","de":"FAQ","en":"FAQ","ru":"FAQ"},"references":{"_type":"localeString","de":"References","en":"Requests","ru":"Мои	запросы"},"solutions":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Solutions","ru":"Возможности"},"find-it-product":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Selection	and	comparison	of	IT	product","ru":"Подбор	и	сравнение	ИТ
продукта"},"autoconfigurator":{"_type":"localeString","en":"	Price	calculator","ru":"Калькулятор	цены"},"comparison-matrix":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Comparison	Matrix","ru":"Матрица	сравнения"},"roi-calculators":{"_type":"localeString","en":"ROI	calculators","ru":"ROI	калькуляторы"},"b4r":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Bonus	for
reference","ru":"Бонус	за	референс"},"business-booster":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Business	boosting","ru":"Развитие	бизнеса"},"catalogs":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Catalogs","ru":"Каталоги"},"products":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Products","ru":"Продукты"},"implementations":
{"_type":"localeString","en":"Deployments","ru":"Внедрения"},"companies":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Companies","ru":"Компании"},"categories":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Categories","ru":"Категории"},"for-suppliers":{"_type":"localeString","en":"For	suppliers","ru":"Поставщикам"},"blog":
{"_type":"localeString","en":"Blog","ru":"Блог"},"agreements":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Deals","ru":"Сделки"},"my-account":{"_type":"localeString","en":"My	account","ru":"Мой	кабинет"},"register":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Register","ru":"Зарегистрироваться"},"comparison-deletion":
{"_type":"localeString","en":"Deletion","ru":"Удаление"},"comparison-confirm":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Are	you	sure	you	want	to	delete","ru":"Подтвердите	удаление"},"search-placeholder":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Enter	your	search	term","ru":"Введите	поисковый	запрос"},"my-profile":{"_type":"localeString","en":"My	Profile","ru":"Мои
Данные"}},"footer":{"copyright":{"_type":"localeString","de":"Alle	rechte	vorbehalten","en":"All	rights	reserved","ru":"Все	права	защищены"},"company":{"_type":"localeString","de":"Über	die	Firma","en":"My	Company","ru":"О	компании"},"about":{"_type":"localeString","de":"Über	uns","en":"About	us","ru":"О	нас"},"infocenter":
{"_type":"localeString","de":"Infocenter","en":"Infocenter","ru":"Инфоцентр"},"tariffs":{"_type":"localeString","de":"Tarife","en":"Subscriptions","ru":"Тарифы"},"contact":{"_type":"localeString","de":"Kontaktiere	uns","en":"Contact	us","ru":"Связаться	с	нами"},"marketplace":
{"_type":"localeString","de":"Marketplace","en":"Marketplace","ru":"Marketplace"},"products":{"_type":"localeString","de":"Produkte","en":"Products","ru":"Продукты"},"compare":{"_type":"localeString","de":"Wähle	und	vergleiche","en":"Pick	and	compare","ru":"Подобрать	и	сравнить"},"calculate":{"_type":"localeString","de":"Kosten
berechnen","en":"Calculate	the	cost","ru":"Расчитать	стоимость"},"get_bonus":{"_type":"localeString","de":"Holen	Sie	sich	einen	Rabatt","en":"Bonus	for	reference","ru":"Бонус	за	референс"},"salestools":{"_type":"localeString","de":"Salestools","en":"Salestools","ru":"Salestools"},"automatization":
{"_type":"localeString","de":"Abwicklungsautomatisierung","en":"Settlement	Automation","ru":"Автоматизация	расчетов"},"roi_calcs":{"_type":"localeString","de":"ROI-Rechner","en":"ROI	calculators","ru":"ROI	калькуляторы"},"matrix":{"_type":"localeString","de":"Vergleichsmatrix","en":"Comparison	matrix","ru":"Матрица	сравнения"},"b4r":
{"_type":"localeString","de":"Rebate	4	Reference","en":"Rebate	4	Reference","ru":"Rebate	4	Reference"},"our_social":{"_type":"localeString","de":"Unsere	sozialen	Netzwerke","en":"Our	social	networks","ru":"Наши	социальные	сети"},"subscribe":{"_type":"localeString","de":"Melden	Sie	sich	für	den	Newsletter	an","en":"Subscribe	to
newsletter","ru":"Подпишитесь	на	рассылку"},"subscribe_info":{"_type":"localeString","en":"and	be	the	first	to	know	about	promotions,	new	features	and	recent	software	reviews","ru":"и	узнавайте	первыми	об	акциях,	новых	возможностях	и	свежих	обзорах	софта"},"policy":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Privacy	Policy","ru":"Политика
конфиденциальности"},"user_agreement":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Agreement","ru":"Пользовательское	соглашение	"},"solutions":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Solutions","ru":"Возможности"},"find":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Selection	and	comparison	of	IT	product","ru":"Подбор	и	сравнение	ИТ	продукта"},"quote":
{"_type":"localeString","en":"Price	calculator","ru":"Калькулятор	цены"},"boosting":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Business	boosting","ru":"Развитие	бизнеса"},"4vendors":{"_type":"localeString","en":"4	vendors","ru":"поставщикам"},"blog":{"_type":"localeString","en":"blog","ru":"блог"},"pay4content":{"_type":"localeString","en":"we	pay	for
content","ru":"платим	за	контент"},"categories":{"_type":"localeString","en":"categories","ru":"категории"},"showForm":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Show	form","ru":"Показать	форму"},"subscribe__title":{"_type":"localeString","en":"We	send	a	digest	of	actual	news	from	the	IT	world	once	in	a	month!","ru":"Раз	в	месяц	мы	отправляем	дайджест
актуальных	новостей	ИТ	мира!"},"subscribe__email-label":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Email","ru":"Email"},"subscribe__name-label":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Name","ru":"Имя"},"subscribe__required-message":{"_type":"localeString","en":"This	field	is	required","ru":"Это	поле	обязательное"},"subscribe__notify-label":
{"_type":"localeString","en":"Yes,	please,	notify	me	about	news,	events	and	propositions","ru":"Да,	пожалуйста	уведомляйте	меня	о	новостях,	событиях	и	предложениях"},"subscribe__agree-label":{"_type":"localeString","en":"By	subscribing	to	the	newsletter,	you	agree	to	the	%TERMS%	and	%POLICY%	and	agree	to	the	use	of	cookies	and	the
transfer	of	your	personal	data","ru":"Подписываясь	на	рассылку,	вы	соглашаетесь	с	%TERMS%	и	%POLICY%	и	даете	согласие	на	использование	файлов	cookie	и	передачу	своих	персональных	данных*"},"subscribe__submit-label":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Subscribe","ru":"Подписаться"},"subscribe__email-message":
{"_type":"localeString","en":"Please,	enter	the	valid	email","ru":"Пожалуйста,	введите	корректный	адрес	электронной	почты"},"subscribe__email-placeholder":{"_type":"localeString","en":"username@gmail.com","ru":"username@gmail.com"},"subscribe__name-placeholder":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Last,	first	name","ru":"Имя
Фамилия"},"subscribe__success":{"_type":"localeString","en":"You	are	successfully	subscribed!	Check	you	mailbox.","ru":"Вы	успешно	подписаны	на	рассылку.	If	the	position	of	any	button	or	image	changes	that	during	the	playback,	it	does	not	get	tracked	and	the	test	fails.\rWhat	Features	Should	I	Look	for	in	a	GUI	Testing	Tool?\rObviously	the
first	answer	is	to	choose	a	tool	that	can	automate	the	specific	technologies	you’re	testing,	otherwise	your	automation	is	doomed	to	fail.	Today,	the	most	important	aspect	of	an	online	business	presence	in	web	design.\rThis	means	that	businesses	should	always	try	to	find	the	best	web	styles	that	work	for	their	businesses.	","materialsDescription":"	What
is	the	native	app	development?\rUnlike	websites	and	web	applications,	native	mobile	apps	don’t	run	in	the	browser.	Video	production	(the	creation	of	such	advertising	messages)	is	a	very	complex	creative	process	that	requires	the	work	of	many	specialists.	Also,	billions	of	lines	of	code	are	written	all	over	the	world	not	only	under	Microsoft,	so	the
work	is	foreseen	to	everyone	who	wants	to	learn	the	C	#	programming	language.\rReason	#	2.	You	can	choose	among	them	that	really	sync	well	in	explaining	your	brand	story.\rSCRIPT	WRITING	THAT	CONVERTS.	It’s	vital	to	understand	how	to	use	design	elements	to	transmit	the	required	messages	and	values	as	well	as	evoke	a	certain	feeling	in
the	viewer.	The	eCommerce	applications	are	linked	with	the	payment	gateways	for	a	smooth	transfer	of	credit	from	one	entity	to	another	one.\rAn	eCommerce	developer	is	a	very	important	role	in	eCommerce	app	development	and	web	services	to	realize	the	power	of	online	sales	and	marketing	in	all	domains	of	businesses.	Without	their	help	and
advice,	and	without	C,	C++	would	have	been	stillborn.\rContrary	to	repeated	rumors,	I	was	never	told	that	I	had	to	use	C;	nor	was	I	ever	told	not	to	use	C.	Some	other	software	like	footnotes	has	compatibility	issues	while	moving	files	from	macOS	to	Windows.\rLess	hardware	used:\rThe	new	version	of	macOS	computer	supports	fewer	USB	ports	and
they	also	not	shipped	with	CD/DVD	writer.","iconURL":"	},{"id":593,"title":"Mobile	Software	Development","alias":"mobile-software-development","description":"	Mobile	app	development	is	the	act	or	process	by	which	a	mobile	app	is	developed	for	mobile	devices,	such	as	personal	digital	assistants,	enterprise	digital	assistants	or	mobile	phones.	The
operating	system	and	hardware	work	great.	Choosing	an	IDE	for	iPhone	app	development	is	dependent	on	the	budget,	kind	of	programming	language	you	prefer,	etc.	Having	an	e-commerce	site	for	your	business	will	help	you	to	capture	this	market	base	and	keep	your	customers	informed	about	all	your	latest	products	and	services.\rHow	can	I	choose
the	best	platform	for	my	eСommerce	business	website?\rBefore	getting	started	with	your	eСommerce	web	development,	consider	the	few	fundamentals	that	can	help	to	choose	the	best	platform.	If	you	need	to	create,	manage	and	output	any	kind	of	digital	content,	TYPO3	is	the	right	tool	for	you.	No	other	content	management	software	is	this	powerful
and	scalable.\rThe	Drupal	project	is	open	source	software.	That’s	what	bugs	me	about	WordPress	and	what	cheers	me	up	when	working	with	Joomla	-	there	is	no	need	to	go	to	the	admin	panel	to	edit	some	piece	of	content.\rIf	you	enabled	front-end	editing	of	your	site,	there	will	be	a	gear	wheel	next	to	any	module	and	by	clicking	on	it	you’ll	be	able	to
make	changes	on	the	go.	Often,	after	the	purchase,	we	begin	to	consider	the	product	in	more	detail:	notice	new	design	details,	carefully	read	the	texts,	delve	into	their	meaning.	These	include:\r-	Project	requirements\r-	Timeline\r-	Budget\r-	Expertise\r-	Suitability
\rManual	Testing					\rExploratory	Testing:	This	scenario	requires	a	tester’s	expertise,	creativity,	knowledge,	analytical	and	logical	reasoning	skills.	Media	Manager	in	Joomla	is	one	of	the	most	intuitive	and	easy	to	use	among	similar	tools.\rUnlike	other	CMS	systems,	you	can	easily	create	new	folders	on	your	server	and	upload	files	there.	After	the
configuration	of	the	interface	and	the	development	initialization,	the	configuration	is	needed	to	be	verified	as	per	the	requirement.	The	job	of	testing	is	an	iterative	process	as	when	one	bug	is	fixed,	it	can	illuminate	other,	deeper	bugs,	or	can	even	create	new	ones.\rSoftware	testing	can	provide	objective,	independent	information	about	the	quality	of
software	and	risk	of	its	failure	to	users	or	sponsors.\rSoftware	testing	can	be	conducted	as	soon	as	executable	software	(even	if	partially	complete)	exists.	These	technologies	include	HTML5	specification,	CSS3,	SVG,	MathML,	Geolocation,	XmlHttpRequest,	Context	2D,	Web	Fonts	(WOFF)	and	others.	Anyone	can	download,	use,	work	on,	and	share	it
with	others.	It's	possible	the	.NET	platform	could	be	ported	to	other	operating	systems,	such	as	Linux,	FreeBSD,	the	Macintosh,	or	whatever,	and	indeed,	some	work	is	being	done	now	in	this	area.	People	should	ask	"What	is	C/C++?"	and	then	on	reflection	stop	using	the	term.	Our	experienced	team	of	designers	and	developers	build	websites	that
engage	your	customers	and	make	more	sales.	The	company's	clients	matters	to	us	a	lot	and	delivering	every	bit	of	details	and	updates	is	what	we	focus	on.	Office	productivity	suites,	data	management	software,	media	players	and	security	programs	are	examples.	Those	components	can	be	server,	database	etc.	Magento	employs	the	MySQL	or	MariaDB
relational	database	management	system,	the	PHP	programming	language,	and	elements	of	the	Zend	Framework.	The	target	audience	of	such	clips	is	existing	and	potential	employees	and	partners.	So	it	can	offer	ideas	and	suggest	alternative	solutions.\rOutstaff	Model.	It's	a	type	of	outsourcing	in	IT	when	you	don't	need	a	full-fledged	development
team	and	hire	separate	specialists.	Your	website	address	should	be	present	in	every	advertisement	that	your	company	invests	in.	Data	types	when	creating	a	database	are	different	data	types.\rThe	main	tasks	in	designing	are	the	possibilities	for	ensuring	the	entire	database,	obtaining	data	on	all	the	necessary	requests,	reducing	redundancy	and
duplication	of	data,	ensuring	the	integrity	of	the	database.\rThe	main	stages	of	the	development	of	any	database	are:\rconceptual	(infological)	design;logical	(datalogical)	design;physical	design.","materialsDescription":"	\rWhat	is	a	database?\rA	database	is	a	file	or	a	set	of	files	that	use	a	special	format	to	structurally	organize	information	for	the
purpose	of	searching	and	editing.\rDatabase	development	is	a	multi-step	process	of	making	informed	decisions	in	the	process	of	analyzing	an	information	model	of	a	domain,	data	requirements	from	applied	programmers	and	users,	synthesizing	logical	and	physical	data	structures,	analyzing	and	justifying	the	choice	of	software	and	hardware.\rWhat	is
a	DBMS?\rA	database	management	system	(DBMS)	is	a	set	of	system	utilities	that	solve	the	problem	of	organizing	information	(storage,	search,	editing).","iconURL":"	},{"id":591,"title":"Software	Development","alias":"software-development","description":"	Software	development	is	the	process	of	conceiving,	specifying,	designing,	programming,
documenting,	testing,	and	bug	fixing	involved	in	creating	and	maintaining	applications,	frameworks,	or	other	software	components.	But	.NET	isn't	vaporware,	and	it's	not	a	pipe	dream.	Each	testing	type	–	manual	and	automated	–	comes	with	its	own	set	of	advantages	and	disadvantages.	Applications	also	refer	to	web	and	mobile	applications	like	those
used	to	shop	on	Amazon.com,	socialize	with	Facebook	or	post	pictures	to	Instagram.\rA	possible	fourth	type	is	embedded	software.	Embedded	systems	software	is	used	to	control	machines	and	devices	not	typically	considered	computers	—	telecommunications	networks,	cars,	industrial	robots	and	more.	Last	but	not	least,	choose	a	3D	modeling
program	according	to	your	age	and	level	of	expertise.","iconURL":"	},{"id":577,"title":"Advertisement	Design","alias":"advertisement-design","description":"	The	term	"advertising	design"	refers	to	the	synthesis	of	marketing,	psychology,	creativity	and	design	-	integral	parts	in	the	development	of	visual	advertising	tools.\rIf	just	a	design	is	the	creation
of	a	beautiful	picture,	then	an	advertising	design	is	the	creation	of	a	beautiful	picture	that	brings	its	owner	money.	The	layout	and	appearance	of	the	elements	within	a	webpage	are	typically	defined	using	CSS,	or	cascading	style	sheets.	TQM	relies	on	facts,	data	and	analysis	to	support	product	planning	and	performance	reviews.\rQuality	assurance	in
software.	Software	quality	assurance		management	(SQA)	systematically	finds	patterns	and	the	actions	needed	to	improve	development	cycles.	It	also	features	dynamic	name	resolution	(late	binding),	which	binds	method	and	variable	names	during	program	execution.\rPython's	design	offers	some	support	for	functional	programming	in	the	Lisp
tradition.	Mobile	iOS	app	creation	software	requires	access	to	software	development	kits	(SDKs)	that	provide	an	environment	through	which	programmers	can	design	and	test	code	in	a	simulated	mobile	environment.	Meanwhile,	others	have	developed	alternative	implementations	of	these	Sun	technologies,	such	as	the	GNU	Compiler	for	Java
(bytecode	compiler),	GNU	Classpath	(standard	libraries),	and	IcedTea-Web	(browser	plugin	for	applets).\rThe	latest	versions	are	Java	13,	released	in	September	2019,	and	Java	11,	a	currently	supported	long-term	support	(LTS)	version,	released	on	September	25,	2018;	Oracle	released	for	the	legacy	Java	8	LTS	the	last	free	public	update	in	January
2019	for	commercial	use,	while	it	will	otherwise	still	support	Java	8	with	public	updates	for	personal	use	up	to	at	least	December	2020.	Numerous	marketing	studies	confirm	that	the	consumer,	among	many	other	similar	products,	will	choose	what	looks	best	to	him.\rHow	is	packaging	design	developed?\rThe	development	of	individual	packaging
design	is	a	complex	process	because	its	result	can	be	the	acquisition	by	a	product	of	one	of	the	main	competitive	advantages	-	an	aesthetically	harmonious	appearance.	In	addition,	C++	supports	data	abstraction,	object-oriented	programming,	and	generic	programming	(see	my	books).\rI	have	never	seen	a	program	that	could	be	expressed	better	in	C
than	in	C++	(and	I	don't	think	such	a	program	could	exist	-	every	construct	in	C	has	an	obvious	C++	equivalent).	This	bug	enables	users	to	escape	from	security	sandboxes	through	a	flaw	in	the	win32k	system.In	2015	fighter	plane	F-35	fell	victim	to	a	software	bug,	making	it	unable	to	detect	targets	correctly.China	Airlines	Airbus	A300	crashed	due	to
a	software	bug	on	April	26,	1994,	killing	264	innocent	live.In	1985,	Canada's	Therac-25	radiation	therapy	machine	malfunctioned	due	to	software	bug	and	delivered	lethal	radiation	doses	to	patients,	leaving	3	people	dead	and	critically	injuring	3	others.In	April	of	1999,	a	software	bug	caused	the	failure	of	a	$1.2	billion	military	satellite	launch,	the
costliest	accident	in	history.In	May	of	1996,	a	software	bug	caused	the	bank	accounts	of	823	customers	of	a	major	U.S.	bank	to	be	credited	with	920	million	US	dollars.\rWhat	are	the	types	of	Software	Testing?\rTypically	Testing	is	classified	into	three	categories.\rFunctional	TestingNon-Functional	Testing	or	Performance	TestingMaintenance
(Regression	and	Maintenance)","iconURL":"	},{"id":669,"title":"MySQL	Development","alias":"mysql-development","description":"	MySQL	is	an	open-source	relational	database	management	system	(RDBMS).	One	of	the	most	attractive	features	of	C++	is	that	it	enables	the	overloading	of	certain	operators	such	as	addition.\rA	few	of	the	essential
concepts	within	the	C++	programming	language	include	polymorphism,	virtual	and	friend	functions,	templates,	namespaces	and	pointers.","materialsDescription":"	Bjarne	Stroustrup's	FAQ\rC	is	better	than	C++	for	small	projects,	right?\rNot	in	my	opinion.	Generally,	Mockups	are	more	complex	than	wireframes	but	less	functional	than	prototypes,
they	fit	perfectly	as	a	transitional	step	between	the	two.\rMockups	play	a	vital	role	during	the	process	of	web	designing	for	business.	Mac	users	have	fewer	games	available.	Java	applications	are	typically	compiled	to	bytecode	that	can	run	on	any	Java	virtual	machine	(JVM)	regardless	of	the	underlying	computer	architecture.	Better	rendering
capabilities	and	an	advanced	set	of	tools	are	there	to	process	the	visual	aspects	of	the	graphics.	Work	—	Apr	08,	2022	Abbott	Miller	and	team	develop	the	visual	identity	for	a	major	retrospective	of	the	artist,	including	the	exhibition	graphics	and	promotional	campaign,	merchandise	and	book	design.	Because	at	that	stage,	any	changes	you	make	will
be	paid	for	in	arms	and	legs!","iconURL":"	},{"id":585,"title":"Corporate	Identity	Design","alias":"corporate-identity-design","description":"	The	Branding	of	a	company	is	very	important	and	it	gives	the	first	impression	of	your	company	to	its	customers.	Both	types	of	sharing	are	initiated	by	clicking	on	the	“Share”	button	in	the	editor	and	then	entering
one	or	more	email	addresses	in	the	email	box.\r\r","shortDescription":"Canva	is	a	free	graphic	design	platform	that	allows	you	to	easily	create	invitations,	business	cards,	flyers,	lesson	plans,	Zoom	backgrounds,	and	more	using	professionally	designed	templates.	Website	mockups	combine	the	structure	and	logic	of	a	wireframe	but	with	the	images,
graphics	and	UI	elements	that	the	final	product	will	have.\rHowever,	while	website	mockups	don’t	include	the	transitions	and	usable	functions	you’ll	see	in	a	prototype	and	in	the	final	product,	they	generally	include	basic	navigation	and	interactions.	In	particular,	material	services	may	include	household	services	related	to	the	repair	and	manufacture
of	products,	housing	and	communal	services,	catering	services,	transportation	services,	etc.Socio-cultural	service	(intangible	service)	-	a	service	to	satisfy	spiritual,	intellectual	needs	and	the	maintenance	of	normal	consumer	life.	Also,	make	sure	that	you	are	able	to	fulfill	the	orders	very	promptly	without	any	delay.	This	methodology	uses	statistical
methods	to	manage	and	control	the	production	of	products.\rTotal	quality	management	(TQM),	which	applies	quantitative	methods	as	the	basis	for	continuous	improvement.	{"global":{"lastError":{},"locale":"en","locales":{"data":[{"id":"de","name":"Deutsch"},{"id":"en","name":"English"},
{"id":"ru","name":"Русский"}],"loading":false,"error":false},"currency":{"id":49,"name":"EUR"},"currencies":{"data":[{"id":49,"name":"EUR"},{"id":124,"name":"RUB"},{"id":153,"name":"UAH"},{"id":155,"name":"USD"}],"loading":false,"error":false},"translations":{"product":{"reference-bonus":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Offer	a	reference
bonus","ru":"Предложить	бонус	за	референс"},"configurator":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Сonfigurator","ru":"Конфигуратор"},"i-sell-it":{"_type":"localeString","en":"I	sell	it","ru":"I	sell	it"},"i-use-it":{"_type":"localeString","en":"I	use	it","ru":"I	use	it"},"roi-calculator":{"_type":"localeString","en":"ROI-calculator","ru":"ROI-калькулятор"},"selling":
{"_type":"localeString","en":"Selling","ru":"Продают"},"using":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Using","ru":"Используют"},"show-more-button":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Show	more","ru":"Показать	еще"},"hide-button":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Hide","ru":"Скрыть"},"supplier-popover":
{"_type":"localeString","en":"supplier","ru":"поставщик"},"implementation-popover":{"_type":"localeString","en":"deployment","ru":"внедрение"},"manufacturer-popover":{"_type":"localeString","en":"manufacturer","ru":"производитель"},"short-description":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Pitch","ru":"Краткое	описание"},"i-use-it-popover":
{"_type":"localeString","en":"Make	your	introduction	and	get	a	bonus	from	ROI4CIO	or	the	supplier.","ru":"Внесите	свое	внедрение	и	получите	бонус	от	ROI4CIO	или	поставщика."},"details":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Details","ru":"Детальнее"},"description":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Description","ru":"Описание"},"product-features":
{"_type":"localeString","en":"Product	features","ru":"Особенности	продукта"},"categories":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Categories","ru":"Категории"},"solutions":{"_type":"localeString","en":"	Problems	that	solves","ru":"Проблемы	которые	решает"},"values":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Values","ru":"Ценности"},"сomparison-matrix":
{"_type":"localeString","en":"Comparison	matrix","ru":"Матрица	сравнения"},"testing":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Testing","ru":"Тестирование"},"compare":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Compare	with	competitors","ru":"Сравнить	с	конкурентами"},"characteristics":{"_type":"localeString","en":"
Characteristics","ru":"Характеристики"},"transaction-features":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Transaction	Features","ru":"Особенности	сделки"},"average-discount":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Partner	average	discount","ru":"Средняя	скидка	партнера"},"deal-protection":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Deal	protection","ru":"Защита
сделки"},"average-deal":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Average	deal	size","ru":"Средний	размер	сделки"},"average-time":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Average	deal	closing	time","ru":"Средний	срок	закрытия	сделки"},"login":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Login","ru":"Войти"},"register":
{"_type":"localeString","en":"Register","ru":"Зарегистрироваться"},"to-know-more":{"_type":"localeString","en":"To	know	more","ru":"Чтобы	узнать	больше"},"scheme":{"_type":"localeString","en":"	Scheme	of	work","ru":"Схема	работы"},"competitive-products":{"_type":"localeString","en":"	Competitive	products","ru":"Конкурентные
продукты"},"implementations-with-product":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Deployments	with	this	product","ru":"Внедрения	с	этим	продуктом"},"user-features":{"_type":"localeString","en":"User	features","ru":"Особенности	пользователей"},"job-roles":{"_type":"localeString","en":"	Roles	of	Interested	Employees","ru":"Роли	заинтересованных
сотрудников"},"organizational-features":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Organizational	Features","ru":"Организационные	особенности"},"calculate-price":{"_type":"localeString","en":"	Calculate	product	price","ru":"Рассчитать	цену	продукта"},"selling-stories":{"_type":"localeString","en":"	Selling	stories","ru":"Продающие	истории"},"materials":
{"_type":"localeString","en":"Materials","ru":"Материалы"},"about-product":{"_type":"localeString","en":"About	Product","ru":"О	продукте"},"or":{"_type":"localeString","en":"or","ru":"или"},"program-sends-data":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Program	Sends	Data"},"calculate-roi":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Calculate	Product
ROI","ru":"Рассчитать	ROI	продукта"},"complementary-categories":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Complementary	Categories","ru":"Схожие	категории"},"program-receives-data":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Program	Receives	Data"},"rebate":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Bonus","ru":"Бонус"},"rebate-for-poc":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Bonus	4
POC","ru":"Бонус	4	POC"},"configurator-content":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Calculate	price	for	this	product	here","ru":"Рассчитайте	стоимость	продукта"},"configurator-link":{"_type":"localeString","en":"here","ru":"тут"},"vendor-popover":{"_type":"localeString","en":"vendor","ru":"производитель"},"user-popover":
{"_type":"localeString","en":"user","ru":"пользователь"},"select-for-presentation":{"_type":"localeString","en":"select	product	for	presentation","ru":"выбрать	продукт	для	презентации"},"auth-message":{"_type":"localeString","en":"You	have	to	register	or	login.","ru":"Вам	нужно	зарегистрироваться	или	войти."},"add-to-comparison":
{"_type":"localeString","en":"Add	to	comparison","ru":"Добавить	в	сравнение"},"added-to-comparison":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Added	to	comparison","ru":"Добавлено	в	сравнения"},"roi-calculator-content":{"_type":"localeString","en":"Calculate	ROI	for	this	product	here","ru":"Рассчитайте	ROI	для	данного	продукта"},"not-yet-converted":
{"_type":"localeString","en":"Data	is	moderated	and	will	be	published	soon.	This	concerns,	first	of	all,	the	C	#	type	system,	which	reflects	FCL.	Therefore,	software	development	may	include	research,	new	development,	prototyping,	modification,	reuse,	re-engineering,	maintenance,	or	any	other	activities	that	result	in	software	products.\rSoftware	can
be	developed	for	a	variety	of	purposes,	the	three	most	common	being	to	meet	specific	needs	of	a	specific	client/business	(the	case	with	custom	software),	to	meet	a	perceived	need	of	some	set	of	potential	users	(the	case	with	commercial	and	open-source	software),	or	for	personal	use	(e.g.	a	scientist	may	write	software	to	automate	a	mundane	task).
Also,	the	software	is	available	in	more	than	50	languages	and	has	a	built-in	localization	system,	therefore	supports	publishing	content	in	multiple	languages.	This	is	very	important	to	make	sure	that	they	can	come	up	with	the	most	efficient	method	of	creating	the	required	program	while	making	sure	that	it	is	secure,	scalable,	and	easy	to
maintain.\rFull-Stack	Developer\rIf	you	are	looking	for	a	quick,	simple	answer	to	the	question	“What	is	a	web	developer?”,	then	a	full-stack	developer	is	probably	the	closest	thing	that	you’re	going	to	get.	Professional	accounting	services	are	the	foundation	of	successful	business	activities,	ensuring	the	prosperity	of	the	business	due	to	the	precise
control	of	all	financial	resources	of	the	company.\rPsychological	assistance	services.\rIT-services	(IT-services,	IT-services;	including	IT-consulting)	-	services	related	to	assisting	in	the	development	of	computer	literacy	of	users,	training	them	in	new	software	products.	This	is	a	comprehensive	solution	for	creating	software	or	mobile	app	independently.
It	is	necessary	to	clarify	the	interests	and	preferences	of	the	target	audience	and	focus	on	them,	choose	an	understandable	and	pleasant	(if	appropriate,	with	a	humorous	tint)	style	of	narration	and	talk	about	the	real	merits	of	the	product	or	service.","materialsDescription":"	What	is	2D	animation?\r2D	animation	-	fully	two-dimensional	rollers.	\rBE	IT
ANY	LANGUAGE,	WE’LL	DO	IT	IN	ALL.	The	language	also	facilitates	declaration	of	user-defined	classes.	Development	is	led	by	some	of	the	original	developers	of	MySQL,	who	forked	it	due	to	concerns	over	its	acquisition	by	Oracle	Corporation	in	2009.\rMariaDB	intended	to	maintain	high	compatibility	with	MySQL,	ensuring	a	drop-in	replacement
capability	with	library	binary	parity	and	exact	matching	with	MySQL	APIs	and	commands.	It	encourages	a	logical	structure	within	applications,	which	means	they	can	easily	be	exposed	as	an	API	(Application	Programming	Interface).\rFrom	a	project	management	point	of	view,	the	Ruby	on	Rails	community	advocate	Agile	web	development	–	an
iterative	development	method,	that	encourages	collaborative	and	flexible	approach,	which	is	particularly	well-suited	for	web	application	development	with	fast-changing	requirements.\rOver	the	last	few	years	Ruby	on	Rails	has	gained	a	large	and	enthusiastic	following,	but	let’s	consider	the	main	arguments	for	and	against	Rails.\rWhy	is	it	necessary
to	use	Ruby	on	Rails?\rThe	process	of	programming	is	much	faster	than	with	other	frameworks	and	languages,	partly	because	of	the	object-oriented	nature	of	Ruby	and	the	vast	collection	of	open	source	code	available	within	the	Rails	community.The	Rails	conventions	also	make	it	easy	for	developers	to	move	between	different	Rails	projects,	as	each
project	will	tend	to	follow	the	same	structure	and	coding	practices.Rails	are	good	for	rapid	application	development	(RAD),	as	the	framework	makes	it	easy	to	accommodate	changes.Ruby	code	is	very	readable	and	mostly	self-documenting.	Appropriate	usage	of	these	elements	will	provide	uniqueness	to	your	brand.	It’s	formed	according	to:\rThe
complexity	of	the	idea;Video	distribution	sources:	media	resources	or	social	networks;The	number	of	filming	locations;The	cost	of	hiring	actors	and	extras;Amount	of	time	the	crew	spends	on	shooting	video	ads	and	post-production.\rWhen	our	team	takes	on	the	production	of	advertising,	the	prices	may	vary;	the	video	advertising	cost	depends	only	on
your	wishes	and	what	result	you’d	like	to	get	in	the	end.\rWant	to	see	your	products	or	services	liked,	shared,	and	discussed?	It	is	also	usable	as	an	extension	language	for	applications	that	need	a	programmable	interface.	It	was	especially	important	to	Szenasy	and	Metropolis	Books	that	the	book	be	environmentally	sustainable.	The	maximum	that
could	be	done	-	to	designate	the	title,	select	the	paragraph.	The	model	can	also	be	physically	created	using	3D	printing	devices.\r3D	modeling	can	be	achieved	manually	with	specialized	3D	model	design	software,	such	as	computer-aided	design	(CAD)	programs,	that	lets	an	artist	create	and	deform	polygonal	surfaces	or	by	scanning	real-world	objects
into	a	set	of	data	points	that	can	be	used	to	represent	the	object	digitally.\rSoftware	to	create	3D	models	is	a	class	of	3D	computer	graphics	software	used	to	produce	3D	models.	Given	the	presence	of	dozens	of	competitors	on	the	shelves	-	it	will	also	not	be	long.	On	top	of	that,	Magento	2	introduced	the	Model-View-ViewModel	pattern	to	its	front-end
code	using	the	JavaScript	library	Knockout.js.","materialsDescription":"	What	is	Magento?	The	recreated	programming	was	going	smoothly	and	cleanly,	which	made	him	wonder	how	ironic	it	would	be	if	a	typo	ended	up	actually	improving	the	product!	It	was	this	thought	that	first	brought	up	the	expression	“typo”	as	a	possible	name.	Slowly	he	got	up,
walked	to	the	other	end	of	the	room	and	sat	down	in	the	couch	looking	back	across	the	office	at	the	laptop	on	his	desk.\rHe	stayed	like	this	for	a	while,	just	staring	out	into	the	room.	You	may	employ	a	full-cycle	product	development	studio	covering	all	the	blind	spots	and	bringing	your	product	to	life.\rYou	need	a	technical	support\rEven	if	you	already
have	a	ready	solution,	but	it	demands	some	technical	improvements	–	frameworks	for	backend	components,	new	language,	integrations	with	enterprise	software,	UX&UI	design	–	it	makes	more	sense	to	find	an	experienced	partner.	You	will	use	SQL	statements	to	accomplish	all	of	this.	Szenasy	has	led	the	charge	for	ethical,	sustainable	and	human-
centered	design.	An	outsourced	team	will	help	you	validate	the	idea,	build	an	MVP	to	check	the	hypothesis,	and	implement	changes	in	your	product	according	to	market	needs.	It	is	a	relational	web	hosting	database	that	is	used	to	store	web	site	information	like	blog	posts	or	user	information.	They	prefer	to	browse	their	mobile	devices	or	PC	and	shop
online.	This	involves	making	sure	it	behaves	in	accordance	with	its	requirements	and	works	as	expected	across	the	range	of	supported	platforms	and	devices.\rGUI	Testing	Approaches\rManual	Based	Testing:	Under	this	approach,	the	screens	of	the	application	are	checked	manually	by	testers.	Simply	put,	mockups	help	us	define:\rInformation
architecture:	how	you	organize	your	website’s	information	logically	and	hierarchicallyUser	flow:	how	the	user	will	interact	with	your	website	and	the	navigation	UXVisual	hierarchy	and	layout:	how	all	the	elements	appear	on	your	webpages,	their	size	and	position	relative	to	one	another	and	the	spacing	betweenColor:	nearly	always	contain	the	color
scheme	you’ll	use	in	the	final	productTypography:	contain	the	exact	fonts	types,	sizes	and	boldness	that	your	final	product	will	haveImages:	Use	SVGs	and	high-quality	images	that	mirror	exactly	the	ones	you’ll	include	in	your	final	product\rIn	short,	website	mockups	help	you	to	define	all	the	important	factors	of	your	product	to	ensure	the	best	UX
possible	before	expensive	coding	begins.	Advances	in	technology	have	brought	us	the	digital	environment	complete	with	websites,	online	ads,	virtual	brochures	and	presentations,	and	so	very	much	more.\rWhat	do	graphic	designers	use	to	create	these	designs?\rGraphic	designers	can	use	hand-illustrated	designs	as	well	as	computer-aided	designs
thanks	to	a	wide	range	of	software	with	nearly	endless	digital	design	tools.	This,	with	a	content	management	platform,	means	your	content	is	version-controlled	and	up-to-date.	Their	main	task	is	to	evoke	certain	emotions	associated	with	a	product,	person	or	company.\rEducational.	They	use	typography,	visual	arts,	and	page	layout	techniques	to
create	visual	compositions.	The	compiler	with	C#	is	included	in	the	standard	installation	of	the	.NET	itself,	so	programs	on	it	can	be	created	and	compiled	even	without	tools	like	Visual	Studio.\rC#	refers	to	a	family	of	languages	with	a	C-like	syntax,	of	which	its	syntax	is	closest	to	C++	and	Java.	Mono	is	available	for	many	operating	systems	and	is
customized	into	popular	smartphone	operating	systems	(Android	and	iOS)	and	game	engines.	Drupal	will	always	be	free.","materialsDescription":"	What	can	Drupal	do?	Along	with	maintaining	you	from	wheel-reinventing,	utilizing	CakePHP	suggests	your	application’s	core	is	well	examined	as	well	as	is	being	continuously	boosted.\rBelow’s	a	quick
listing	of	functions	you’ll	delight	in	when	using	CakePHP:\rActive,	friendly	communityFlexible	licensingSuitable	with	variations	4	and	also	5	of	PHPIntegrated	CRUD	for	database	InteractionApplication	scaffoldingCode	generationMVC	architectureRequest	dispatcher	with	clean,	customized	URLs	as	well	as	routesIntegrated	validationFast	and	also
adaptable	template	(PHP	phrase	framework,	with	helpers)Look	for	Helpers	for	AJAX,	JavaScript,	HTML	Forms	as	well	as	a	lot	moreEmail,	Cookie,	Security,	Session,	and	also	Request	Handling	ComponentsFlexible	ACLData	SanitizationFlexible	CachingLocalizationWorks	from	any	kind	of	web	site	directory	site,	with	little	to	no	Apache	setup
involved","iconURL":"	},{"id":629,"title":"PHP	Development","alias":"php-development","description":"PHP	is	a	general-purpose	programming	language	originally	designed	for	web	development.	We	ook	for	the	tasks	and	actions	and	that	the	website	must	achieve	and	find	the	delivery	goal	for	your	company.	These	are	moments	that	likely	deserve	to	be
highlighted	or	more	deeply	articulated.	What	is	remarkable	regarding	Joomla	extensions	-	a	lot	of	great	plugins	and	modules	are	free,	while	most	paid	ones	come	with	a	free	lite	version	and	there	is	the	possibility	to	upgrade	to	a	premium	version	whenever	you	decide	to	do	so.\rFront-end	Editing\rI	left	it	till	the	very	end	of	the	guide	as	it’s	my	favorite
one.	Work	—	Apr	14,	2022	Jon	Marshall	and	team	design	packaging	sustainability	and	user	experience	improvements	for	Verizon’s	accessories	range.	Websites	are	no	longer	simply	tools	for	work	or	for	commerce,	but	serve	more	broadly	for	communication	and	social	networking.	In	addition	to	MVC,	Rails	emphasizes	the	use	of	other	well-known
software	engineering	patterns	and	paradigms,	including	convention	over	configuration	(CoC),	don't	repeat	yourself	(DRY),	and	the	active	record	pattern.\rRuby	on	Rails'	emergence	in	the	2000s	greatly	influenced	web	app	development,	through	innovative	features	such	as	seamless	database	table	creations,	migrations,	and	scaffolding	of	views	to
enable	rapid	application	development.	Here	are	those:\rReliability.	Drupal	is	one	of	the	top	three	most	popular	content	management	systems	in	the	world.	There	are	efficient	people	who	represent	the	image	of	a	company	behind	every	good	brand.	Includes	Metadata	and	Keywords,	Mod_rewrite	support	for	SEF	URLs	and	Menu	creation	for	clear	and
consistent	sitemaps.\rMultilingual:	Offering	over	75	languages.Search	Engine	Optimization:	Out	of	the	box	SEO	&	SEF.Flexible:	Make	a	blog,	business	website,	intranet,	community	website…	From	the	simplest	to	the	most	complex	website.Free:	Joomla	is	free	to	use	under	GPL.Extendable:	Extensions	are	available	to	extend	website	functionality.User
Management:	Access	Control	Lists	allow	management	of	the	users	of	a	website,	and	different	groups.Menu	management:	Create	as	many	menus	and	menu	items	as	you	need.Cache	management:	Caching	for	performance.","materialsDescription":"	What	is	Joomla?\rJoomla	has	been	on	the	web	since	2005	and	has	gained	a	massive	number	of	users;
over	50	million	downloads	according	to	www.joomla.org.	After	installation,	you	can	access	each	app	by	tapping	its	respective	icon	on	the	screen	of	your	device.\rNative	app	development	requires	different	skills	and	technologies	than	mobile	website	development.	Pay	for	products	online	without	typing	in	your	credit	card	information.	On	the	other	hand,
obtaining	physical	devices	for	testing	is	a	logistical	challenge.	While	developers	can	use	regular	consumer	devices	to	test	and	use	their	applications,	some	developers	may	choose	a	dedicated	unlocked	or	no-contract	device.\rAs	of	July	2013,	more	than	one	million	applications	have	been	developed	for	Android,	with	over	25	billion	downloads.
Perspectives	on	Szenasy’s	career	and	legacy	from	architects,	designers,	and	journalists	are	identified	by	a	red	rule.	Therefore,	it	is	necessary	to	invest	in	five	to	ten	minutes;The	third	advantage	is	the	availability	of	video	and	audio	accompaniment.	The	book	is	set	in	Futura,	and	the	title	appears	in	a	customized	Futura	Extra	Bold	that	reduces	the
heights	of	all	ascenders	and	descenders	(and	eliminates	the	dot	of	the	“i”)	to	keep	the	typography	tight.	System	software	underlies	applications	and	the	programming	process	itself	and	is	often	developed	separately.\rThe	need	for	better	quality	control	of	the	software	development	process	has	given	rise	to	the	discipline	of	software	engineering,	which
aims	to	apply	the	systematic	approach	exemplified	in	the	engineering	paradigm	to	the	process	of	software	development.\rThere	are	many	approaches	to	software	project	management,	known	as	software	development	life	cycle	models,	methodologies,	processes,	or	models.	That	is	why	the	moment	of	contact	of	the	buyer	with	the	new	brand	is	very
brief.	It	is	the	combination	of	all	the	experiences	and	impressions	of	a	concern	which	includes	the	public	relations,	vendors,	employees,	customers	or	the	communities.	Android	is	also	incredibly	customizable,	both	in	their	roles,	as	in	his	appearance.	Alternatively,	will	there	be	a	realistic	possibility	of	getting	support	and	customization	from	third
parties?	To	add,	access,	and	process	data	stored	in	a	computer	database,	you	need	a	database	management	system	such	as	MySQL	Server.	In	many	cases,	manufacturers	don’t	seem	to	care	about	providing	software	updates	for	devices	they’ve	already	sold	you.	There	is	some	software	that	is	available	for	Windows	and	not	available	for	mac	users	e.g.
adobe	premiere	pro	etc.\rNo	hardware	customization:\rIf	you	buy	any	Mac	computer/laptop	then	you	cannot	change	its	hardware	parts	like	processor,	graphics	card,	etc.	The	language	has	strict	static	typing,	supports	polymorphism,	operator	overloading,	pointers	to	member	functions	of	classes,	attributes,	events,	properties,	exceptions,	comments	in



XML	format.	January	2002.	The	first	commercial	implementation	was	released	October	1985	at	the	same	time	as	the	publication	of	the	1st	edition	of	The	C++	Programming	Language.	Canva	offers	drag-and-drop	functionality.	It’s	not	hard	to	guess	this	considering	the	number	of	Wordpress	developers	compared	with	Drupal.\rIt	always	takes	some
investments	to	learn	about	something.	They	need	powerful	free-form	and	3D	design	solutions	to	express	their	creativity	with	precision.	There	are	programs	that	are	valid	C	but	not	valid	C++	and	even	a	few	ways	of	writing	code	that	has	a	different	meaning	in	C	and	C++.	Have	you	ever	heard	of	Unity?	Those	flagships	are	often	cheaper	than	the
equivalent	Apple	devices,	too.\rAndroid’s	choice	isn’t	just	about	hardware.	It	has	APIs	for	working	with	text,	arrays,	dates,	regular	expressions,	and	the	DOM,	but	the	language	itself	does	not	include	any	I/O,	such	as	networking,	storage,	or	graphics	facilities.	The	increased	usage	of	open-source	content	management	systems	and	enterprise	content
management	systems	has	extended	web	development's	impact	at	online	interaction	and	communication.\rWeb	development	has	also	impacted	personal	networking	and	marketing.	AT&T	Labs	-	Research	Technical	Report.	IoT	(Internet	of	Things)	is	a	concept	of	a	comprehensive	Internet,	Internet	connection	of	refrigerators,	air	conditioners,	cars	and
even	sneakers	with	the	aim	of	providing	its	owner	with	greater	comfort,	and	on	the	other	hand	increasing	their	retailers'	profits,	calculating	the	amount	of	what,	how	much	and	when	availability	in	warehouses,	obtaining	certain	information	about	a	person	and	his	habits,	about	the	environment.Science	and	its	application,	for	example,	conducting
complex	experimental	calculations,	cryptography,	pattern	recognition,	and	the	like.\rReason	#	5.	You	don’t	have	to	worry	about	browser	behavior	and	compatibility.	Rich	functionality	that	was	previously	available	only	through	proprietary	plugins	is	now	documented	in	an	open	specification	for	all	experts	to	review	and	improve.	When	you	have	an
intention	to	do	more	complex	and	advanced	work,	you	will	find	it	easy	and	convenient	to	modify	the	system.	Make	a	page	that	reads	the	terms	and	conditions	as	it	will	offer	a	professional	look.	Xcode	includes	the	iOS	SDK,	tools,	compilers,	and	frameworks	you	need	specifically	to	design,	develop,	write	code,	and	debug	an	app	for	iOS.	Python	2.0,
released	in	2000,	introduced	features	like	list	comprehensions	and	a	garbage	collection	system	capable	of	collecting	reference	cycles.	The	vast	majority	of	websites	use	it,	and	major	web	browsers	have	a	dedicated	JavaScript	engine	to	execute	it.\rAs	a	multi-paradigm	language,	JavaScript	supports	event-driven,	functional,	and	imperative	(including
object-oriented	and	prototype-based)	programming	styles.	Arabic?	All	while	the	information	is	fresh	in	the	presenter’s	mind.	It	is	independent	of	hardware	and	makes	computers	programmable.	This	experience,	in	turn,	allows	W3C	to	revise	its	drafts.	The	user	is	often	the	focus	of	interaction	with	their	device,	and	the	interface	entails	components	of
both	hardware	and	software.	Building	your	story	will	just	be	about	assembling	the	right	blocks	together.\rLike	Steve	Jobs.	Or	in	your	pajamas	hidden	behind	a	computer.	Thus,	it	is	very	important	to	focus	on	the	design	of	the	Brand	name	which	should	be	descriptive	about	its	services	or	products,	memorable,	short	and	attractive.\rBefore	designing	the
brand,	decide	if	it	is	going	to	be	used	on	business	cards,	website,	CD’s,	clothing’s	or	printing	materials,	stickers,	pens,	on	the	products	sold,	or	on	any	social	network.	Smaller	organizations	may	only	require	a	single	permanent	or	contracting	developer,	or	secondary	assignment	to	related	job	positions	such	as	a	graphic	designer	or	information	systems
technician.	Future	server	products--beginning	with	Windows	.NET	Server	2003,	due	in	April	2003--will	actually	be	based	on	.NET	technologies	for	the	first	time.\rVisual	Studio	.NET	-	Microsoft's	.NET	development	environment,	with	support	for	languages	such	as	Visual	Basic	.NET,	Visual	C++	.NET,	Visual	C#	.NET,	and	Visual	J#,	which	all	target	the
.NET	Framework.	\rVirtual	3D	models	can	be	turned	into	physical	objects	through	3D	printing	or	traditional	manufacturing	processes.	The	initial	version	was	called	"C	with	Classes".	This	is	inconvenient	for	many,	but	tracking	the	correctness	of	functions,	understanding	the	transmission	of	arguments	is	closely	related	to	the	study	of	the	C#
programming	language.\rSince	the	syntax	of	C#	is	close	to	C,	C++	and	Java,	then,	fluent	in	C	#,	you	can	later	learn	them	in	one	breath.","iconURL":"	},{"id":601,"title":"Custom	Software	Development","alias":"custom-software-development","description":"	Custom	software	(also	known	as	bespoke	software	or	tailor-made	software)	is	software	that
organization	for	some	specific	organization	or	another	user.	Software	bugs	can	potentially	cause	monetary	and	human	loss,	and	history	is	full	of	such	examples.\rIn	April	2015,	the	Bloomberg	terminal	in	London	crashed	due	to	software	glitch	affected	more	than	300,000	traders	on	financial	markets.	\rGOOD	AT	MEETING	DEADLINES.	In	the
production	of	3D	animation	is	more	complicated	and	more	expensive	than	2D,	but	at	the	same	time	much	more	spectacular,	it	means	that	it	is	better	remembered.\rWhat	is	a	cartoon	video?\rHand-drawn	video	is	a	modern	marketing	tool	that	will	be	useful	for	any	kind	of	business.	Here's	how	.NET	makes	life	easier	on	various	groups:\rProgrammers	-
Because	developers	now	have	a	consistent,	language-neutral	programming	environment,	they	can	create	better	applications	and	services	more	quickly.	Sometimes	the	project	requires	finding	a	couple	of	additional	professionals,	and	you're	free	to	hire	outstaff	workers	to	cover	that	scope	of	work.\rWhat	are	IT	Outsourcing	examples?\rThe	individual	or
company	that	becomes	your	outsourcing	partner	can	be	located	anywhere	in	the	world	—	one	block	away	from	your	office	or	on	another	continent.\rA	Bay	Area-based	startup	partnering	with	an	app	development	team	in	Utah	and	a	call	center	in	the	Philippines,	or	a	UK-based	digital	marketing	agency	hiring	a	Magento	developer	from	Ukraine	are	both
examples	of	outsourcing.\rWhy	You	Should	Use	IT	Outsourcing\rNow	that	you	know	what	IT	outsourcing	is,	its	models,	and	types,	it's	time	to	clarify	why	you	need	to	outsource	and	whether	you	really	need	it.	These	frameworks	and	others	allow	you	manipulate	the	iPhone	or	iPad	camera,	add	voice	interaction	using	SiriKit,	explore	music	with	MusicKit,
expand	viewing	and	listening	via	AirPlay	2,	and	even	add	iMessage	Business	Chat	to	your	application.	Often,	that	is	the	point	of	view	of	people	who	like	to	write	their	own	strings	and	hash	tables	with	little	knowledge	of	the	standard	library	beyond	printf	and	memcpy.	Windows	DNA,	which	was	the	final	umbrella	term	for	this	set	of	technologies,	was
based	around	a	concept	where	Windows-based	software	components	could	expose	their	services	for	other	local	and	remote	Windows	software	components.	On	September	23,	2008,	the	Android	1.0	SDK	(Release	1)	was	released.	Then,	you	can	think:	what	is	the	budget	to	select		3D	modeling	programs?	This	amazing	presentation	software	provides	an
interesting	design	to	make	contents	","og:title":"Video	Explainers","og:description":"You	are	able	to	pick	your	favorite	style	and	make	it	your	own	to	showcase	contents,	or	fully	customize	beautiful	one	to	suit	best	for	your	goal.	That	way	you	can	elevate	their	points	of	interest.","iconURL":"	},{"id":567,"title":"Graphics	Design","alias":"graphics-
design","description":"	Graphic	design	is	the	process	of	visual	communication	and	problem-solving	through	the	use	of	typography,	photography,	and	illustration.	A	professional	branding	or	logo	leaves	a	good	image	of	your	concern	and	also	results	in	a	great	impression	about	the	business.	IDE	for	iOS	application	development	software	is	preferred
bycompanies	to	reduce	development	time	and	costs.	It	can	improve	customer	experiences,	bring	more	innovative,	feature-rich	products	to	market	faster,	and	make	operations	more	efficient,	safe	and	productive.\rSoftware	development	is	also	important	because	it	is	pervasive.","iconURL":"	}],"characteristics":[],"concurentProducts":[],"jobRoles":
[],"organizationalFeatures":[],"complementaryCategories":[],"solutions":[],"materials":[],"useCases":[],"best_practices":[],"values":[],"implementations":[]},{"id":5114,"logoURL":"	,"logo":true,"scheme":false,"title":"EffectiveSoft	Software
Development","vendorVerified":0,"rating":"0.00","implementationsCount":0,"presenterCode":"","suppliersCount":0,"supplierPartnersCount":0,"alias":"effectivesoft-software-development","companyTitle":"EffectiveSoft","companyTypes":["supplier"],"companyId":2231,"companyAlias":"effectivesoft","description":"EffectiveSoft	is	an	international
software	development	services	vendor	with	18	years	of	professional	experience.\rThe	company	provides	a	full	cycle	of	application	development,	with	main	focus	on	.NET,	C/C++,	Java,	PHP,	AngularJS,	MongoDB	and	other	technologies.\rEffectiveSoft	participated	in	mission-critical	projects	for	such	end-clients	as	Deutsche	Bank,	IKEA,	British	Gas,
Tanker	Pacific,	and	Wates	Group.	The	overall	approach	to	software	development	often	determines	when	and	how	testing	is	conducted.	Mobile	UI	design	constraints	include	limited	attention	and	form	factors,	such	as	a	mobile	device's	screen	size	for	a	user's	hand(s).	Nevertheless,	the	speed	of	execution	of	programs	written	in	Java	has	been
significantly	improved	with	the	release	of	the	so-called	JIT	compiler	in	1997-1998.	Joomla	contact	manager	enables	you	to	create	users	in	different	departments	and	categories.\rJoomla	Content	Management\rEven	though	I’ve	heard	customers	saying	Joomla	has	a	longer	learning	curve,	compared	to	WordPress,	it’s	so	worth	it,	because	with	Joomla
comes	greater	flexibility	and	content	combining	possibilities.\rJoomla	Extensions	(8000+)\rJoomla	has	one	of	the	most	powerful	extension	databases	among	both	CMS	and	eCommerce	platforms.
You	can	find	a	plugin	or	module	to	do	almost	anything.	He	recalls	that	feeling	you	get	of	a	cold	rush	through	the	body,	when	you	realize	something	dreadful	has	happened.	You	can	edit	and	break	apart	SVG	files,	upload	your	own	font	files,	or	even	copy	and	pas","og:image":"
},"eventUrl":"","translationId":6830,"dealDetails":null,"roi":null,"price":null,"bonusForReference":null,"templateData":[],"testingArea":"","categories":[{"id":890,"title":"Presentation	Software","alias":"presentation-software","description":"Presentation	software	is	a	category	of	application	software	that	is	specifically	designed	to	allow	users	to	create	a
presentation	of	ideas	by	stringing	together	text,	images	and	audio/video.	The	book	is	designed	in	black,	white	and	red,	with	two	color	sections	of	personal	photographs	and	landmark	Metropolis	covers.	It	is	not	uncommon	to	be	able	to	convert	tens	of	thousands	of	lines	of	ANSI	C	to	C-style	C++	in	a	few	hours.	You	can	edit	and	break	apart	SVG	files,
upload	your	own	font	files,	or	even	copy	and	pas","og:title":"Ludus","og:description":"Ludus	is	for	creative	folks	who	find	presentation	apps	to	be	limiting	and	want	their	slideshow	to	be	a	work	of	art.\rGraphic	designers	will	especially	love	Ludus.	Or,	if	you	need	to	pull	a	testimonial	from	a	happy	customer,	you	can	find	it	in	the	slide	deck.	The	collection
is	appropriately	subtitled	“Design	Advocate”:	with	Szenasy’s	guidance,	the	tone	of	conversation	around	architecture	and	design	has	become	more	serious	and	human-centered.	PHP	originally	stood	for	Personal	Home	Page,	but	it	now	stands	for	the	recursive	initialism	PHP:	Hypertext	Preprocessor.\rPHP	code	may	be	executed	with	a	command	line
interface	(CLI),	embedded	into	HTML	code,	or	used	in	combination	with	various	web	template	systems,	web	content	management	systems,	and	web	frameworks.	These	roles	interact	and	overlap,	and	the	dynamics	between	them	vary	greatly	across	development	departments	and	communities.\rProgrammers,	or	coders,	write	source	code	to	program
computers	for	specific	tasks	like	merging	databases,	processing	online	orders,	routing	communications,	conducting	searches	or	displaying	text	and	graphics.	Thus,	C++	is	as	much	a	superset	of	ANSI	C	as	ANSI	C	is	a	superset	of	K&R	C	and	much	as	ISO	C++	is	a	superset	of	C++	as	it	existed	in	1985.\rWhat	is	the	difference	between	C	and	C++?
\rC++	is	a	direct	descendant	of	C	that	retains	almost	all	of	C	as	a	subset.	Let's	go	over	a	few	situations	that	suggest	when	to	opt	for	IT	outsourcing.\rYou	are	a	domain	expert	with	idea\rIf	you're	an	industry	expert	with	the	idea	that	solves	a	real	problem,	IT	outsourcing	is	your	choice.	Some	eСommerce	platforms	can	handle	inventory	tracking	and
multiple	product	options	while	some	others	will	not.	There	are	many	applications	and	websites	that	do	not	work	when	Java	is	not	installed,	and	the	number	of	such	websites	and	applications	is	increasing	every	day.	Work	—	May	12,	2022	Michael	Bierut	and	team	develop	a	new	brand	identity	and	name	for	the	beloved	NYC	institution	to	reintroduce	it
to	a	global	audience.	Wireframes	are	low-fidelity	blueprints	with	placeholders	&	gray	boxes	for	detailed	content	while	prototypes	demonstrate	how	the	design	works.	User	input	allows	for	the	users	to	manipulate	a	system,	and	device's	output	allows	the	system	to	indicate	the	effects	of	the	users'	manipulation.	The	peculiarity	of	training	videos	is	that
they	should	be	as	simple	and	clear	as	possible.\rViral.	Such	unattractive	title	these	videos	received	for	the	speed	of	distribution.	Through	Video	Explainers'	advance	project	management	system	te		team	gets	connected	in	a	loop	monitoring	every	detail	to	deliver	our	clients	the	best	results.","shortDescription":"Work	on	all	animation	styles	ranging	from
whiteboard	videos	to	stop	motion	graphics,	Video	Explainers	is	a	powerful	tool	to	explain	business,	ideas	or	service	in	a	fun	engaging	way.","type":null,"isRoiCalculatorAvaliable":false,"isConfiguratorAvaliable":false,"bonus":100,"usingCount":0,"sellingCount":0,"discontinued":0,"rebateForPoc":0,"rebate":0,"seo":{"title":"Video
Explainers","keywords":"","description":"You	are	able	to	pick	your	favorite	style	and	make	it	your	own	to	showcase	contents,	or	fully	customize	beautiful	one	to	suit	best	for	your	goal.	C++	provides	stronger	type	checking	than	C	and	directly	supports	a	wider	range	of	programming	styles	than	C.	In	particular,	the	first	phase	in	the	software
development	process	may	involve	many	departments,	materchode	including	marketing,	engineering,	research	and	development	and	general	management.\rLarge	companies	commonly	use	custom	software	for	critical	functions,	including	content	management,	inventory	management,	customer	management,	human	resource	management,	or	otherwise
to	fill	the	gaps	present	in	the	existing	software	packages.	This	powerful	application	provides	a	comprehensive	solution	with	better-detailing	features	and	an	advanced	set	of	tools	for	handling	different	types	of	graphical	content.\rA	complete	set	of	tools	are	there	to	process	the	graphical	content	and	allows	the	users	to	handle	the	content	without	any
complexities.	By	their	content,	viral	videos	attract	attention	and	arouse	the	desire	of	viewers	to	distribute	them	further.	With	the	advent	of	the	web,	information	designers	with	experience	in	interactive	tools	are	increasingly	used	to	illustrate	the	background	to	news	stories.	Again,	what	is	IoT?	A	variety	of	enhancements	and	bug	fixes	are	there	to
process	the	graphical	content.	The	other	reason	for	virus	safety	is	its	UNIX	relationship	which	is	more	secure	than	Windows	OS.\rGood	customer	support:\rMac	users	get	a	good	response	from	their	support	team	as	compared	to	other	operating	systems.	But	this	is	not	the	case	with	macOS,	it	comes	with	powerful	apps	which	don’t	affect	the
performance	of	your	system.	If	you	already	have	your	company	logo	or	want	to	design	a	new	logo,	we’ll	help	you	significantly	in	designing	your	logo	in	an	attractive	and	impressive	way.	If	you	hire	someone	internally,	their	salary	might	cost	what	it	would	take	to	build	with	us,	and	you	get	a	whole	team	when	you	work	with	us.	It	is	easier	and	clearer	for
a	client	to	watch	a	short	video	than	to	wade	through	the	wilds	of	numerous	pages	on	the	site.","iconURL":"	},{"id":567,"title":"Graphics	Design","alias":"graphics-design","description":"	Graphic	design	is	the	process	of	visual	communication	and	problem-solving	through	the	use	of	typography,	photography,	and	illustration.	In	a	number	of	categories,
such	as	spirits,	brand	success	depends	on	the	integrity	of	the	design	concept	embodied	in	the	label	and	the	shape	of	the	bottle.\rIn	the	field	of	consumer	goods,	packaging	is	an	integral	part	of	the	brand	-	it	is	the	main	identifier	that	makes	a	product	desirable	and	recognizable.	You	are	in	a	familiar	designer	environment.	Now	it’s	much	easier	and
more	convenient	to	control	the	design.	The	appeal	of	Ruby	to	developers	lies	in	the	elegance	and	terseness	of	the	language.\rOne	of	the	key	principles	of	Ruby	on	Rails	development	(henceforth	‘Rails’)	is	convention	over	configuration.	Apple	computer	has	a	longer	life	than	other	computers.	A	June	2011	research	indicated	that	over	67%	of	mobile
developers	used	the	platform,	at	the	time	of	publication.	Perhaps	the	prospect	has	visited	your	website	a	couple	times.	Once	you	have	decided	about	all	these	things,	you	need	to	match	the	eCommerce	web	developer	resume,	which	is	under	consideration,	with	those	factors	to	find	a	good	eCommerce	developer.","materialsDescription":"	Why	is	it
important	for	business	owners	to	create	an	eСommerce	site?\rToday,	people	have	very	less	time	to	purchase	items,	by	going	to	physical	stores.	QA	focuses	on	improving	the	processes	to	deliver	Quality	Products	to	the	customer.	It	supports	multiple	programming	paradigms,	including	procedural,	object-oriented,	and	functional	programming.	This
software	is	created	using	the	Zend	Framework.	Szenasy	will	join	Debbie	Millman	for	a	conversation	and	reception	at	the	Museum	of	Arts	and	Design	in	New	York	tonight,	March	20,	at	7	pm.	Metropolis	was	launched	in	New	York	in	1981	and	Szenasy	took	over	as	editor	in	1985,	during	a	highly	charged	political	period	when	design	and	architecture
was	seen	as	a	tool	of	corporations	and	developers,	if	at	all.	Graphic	designers	often	form	part	of	a	branding	team.\rGraphic	design	is	applied	in	the	entertainment	industry	in	decoration,	scenery	and	visual	story	telling.	You	can	use	hybrid	frameworks	like	Ionic	and	Apache	Cordova	to	create	cross-platform	hybrid	applications.	Web	developers	have
quite	a	difficult	job,	because	they	essentially	have	to	take	a	language	we	understand,	such	as	English,	and	translate	it	into	a	language	that	a	computer	understands,	such	as	Python	or	HTML.\rAs	you	can	imagine,	this	can	take	a	lot	of	time	and	effort	and	requires	an	intricate	understanding	of	various	programming	languages	and	how	they	are	used.	You
can	extend	it	with	anyone,	or	many,	of	thousands	of	add-ons.	The	battery	timing	of	mac	laptops	is	also	longer.\rDefault	apps:\rIf	you	install	Windows	then	it	comes	with	pre-installed	apps	that	slow	down	your	computer	e.g.	Onedrive	slows	your	computer.	It	describes	an	overall	work	process	or	roadmap	for	the	project.	In	fact,	according	to	the
Brookings	Institute,	those	businesses	“account	for	less	than	half	of	the	companies	performing	software	development.”\rAn	important	distinction	is	custom	software	development	as	opposed	to	commercial	software	development.	The	UI	is	also	matched	with	the	designs	that	are	provided	during	the	documentation	phase	of	the	application.\rAutomation
Based	Testing:	Automated	user	interface	testing	approach	is	performed	in	2	steps	i.e,	record	and	play.	This	is	because	a	well-designed	website	uses	its	elements	to	lead	customers	directly	to	what	they	need	without	distractions.\rA	Responsive	Website	Helps	Business	Reach	More	Clients\rAccording	to	recent	research	by	Pew	Research	Center,	it	was
discovered	that	more	and	more	users	are	using	their	mobile	phones	to	do	business.	The	eCommerce	developers	are	normally	the	web	developers	with	additional	exposure	to	the	eCommerce	tools	and	platforms	commonly	used	in	online	businesses.	This	functionality	is	supported	by	a	mix	of	middleware	components	including	mobile	app	server,	mobile
backend	as	a	service	(MBaaS),	and	service-oriented	architecture	(SOA)	infrastructure.	Objects	can	be	defined	as	instances	created	at	run	time.	It	is	easier	and	clearer	for	a	client	to	watch	a	short	video	than	to	wade	through	the	wilds	of	numerous	pages	on	the	site.","iconURL":"	},{"id":890,"title":"Presentation	Software","alias":"presentation-
software","description":"Presentation	software	is	a	category	of	application	software	that	is	specifically	designed	to	allow	users	to	create	a	presentation	of	ideas	by	stringing	together	text,	images	and	audio/video.	For	a	new	user,	it	would	be	a	huge	opportunity	cost	-	what	you	will	gain	and	lose	working	with	one	system	and	leave	others	behind.\rBut
after	all	the	choice	is	always	yours.We	expect	it	would	be	worth.	It	includes	all	major	open	source	storage	engines.\rThe	source	code	for	MariaDB	is	publically	available	on	GitHub.	Methodologies	can	include	Agile	development,	DevOps,	Rapid	Application	Development	(RAD),	Scaled	Agile	Framework	(SAFe),	Waterfall	and	others.Gathering
requirements	to	understand	and	document	what	is	required	by	users	and	other	stakeholders.Choosing	or	building	architecture	as	the	underlying	structure	within	which	the	software	will	operate.Developing	a	design	around	solutions	to	the	problems	presented	by	requirements,	often	involving	process	models	and	storyboards.Constructing	code	in	the
appropriate	programming	language.	It	was	they	who	were	more	often	chosen	to	design	the	pages	instead	of	the	structure	itself.	The	field	is	considered	a	subset	of	visual	communication	and	communication	design,	but	sometimes	the	term	"graphic	design"	is	used	synonymously.	That	way	you	can	elevate	their	points	of	interest.","iconURL":"
}],"characteristics":[],"concurentProducts":[],"jobRoles":[],"organizationalFeatures":[],"complementaryCategories":[],"solutions":[],"materials":[],"useCases":[],"best_practices":[],"values":[],"implementations":[]},{"id":6835,"logoURL":"
,"logo":true,"scheme":false,"title":"Canva","vendorVerified":0,"rating":"0.00","implementationsCount":0,"presenterCode":"","suppliersCount":0,"supplierPartnersCount":0,"alias":"canva","companyTitle":"Canva	Pty	Ltd","companyTypes":["vendor"],"companyId":9448,"companyAlias":"canva-pty-ltd","description":"Canva	is	home	to	thousands	of	free,
professionally	designed	templates	that,	thanks	to	their	drag	and	drop	interface,	can	be	customized	with	just	a	few	clicks.	Given	the	cost	of	customization,	such	upgrades	also	turn	out	to	be	expensive,	as	a	dedicated	product	release	cycle	will	have	to	be	earmarked	for	them.\rThe	decision	to	build	custom	software	or	go	for	a	COTS	implementation	would
usually	rest	on	one	or	more	of	the	following	factors:\rFinances	-	both	cost	and	benefit:	The	upfront	license	cost	for	COTS	products	mean	that	a	thorough	cost-benefit	analysis	of	the	business	case	needs	to	be	done.	A	non-profit	organization,	the	Python	Software	Foundation,	manages	and	directs	resources	for	Python	and	CPython	development.\rPython
is	a	multi-paradigm	programming	language.	While	this	workbook	is	geared	towards	personal	branding,	the	strategies	will	work	for	any	type	of	business	model.\rOnce	you’ve	locked	in	who	you	are	as	a	brand,	it’s	time	to	build	the	identity	that	will	bring	your	brand	to	life	and	show	who	you	are	to	the	people	who	matter	most:	your
customers.","iconURL":"	}],"characteristics":[],"concurentProducts":[],"jobRoles":[],"organizationalFeatures":[],"complementaryCategories":[],"solutions":[],"materials":[],"useCases":[],"best_practices":[],"values":[],"implementations":[]},{"id":6821,"logoURL":"
,"logo":true,"scheme":false,"title":"iClone","vendorVerified":0,"rating":"0.00","implementationsCount":0,"presenterCode":"","suppliersCount":0,"supplierPartnersCount":0,"alias":"iclone","companyTitle":"Reallusion	Inc.","companyTypes":["vendor"],"companyId":9440,"companyAlias":"reallusion-inc","description":"Internal	training,	virtual	demos,
promotional	storytelling	presentations	and	more	other	purposes?	Browsers	do	not	display	the	HTML	tags,	but	use	them	to	interpret	the	content	of	the	page.\rHTML	can	embed	programs	written	in	a	scripting	language	such	as	JavaScript,	which	affects	the	behavior	and	content	of	web	pages.	This	grants	users	a	great	advantage	over	other
CMS.Flexibility.	It’s	not	a	chance	that	Drupal	is	considered	the	most	flexible	CMS.	Quality	Assurance	is	popularly	known	as	QA	Testing.	If	you	want	to	use	mockups	while	designing	your	business	website,	hiring	mockup	design	services	is	the	best	and	the	most	affordable	option.","materialsDescription":"	What	is	a	website	mockup?\rIn	the	world	of	web
design,	a	website	mockup	is	a	high-fidelity	simulation	of	how	a	website	will	look.	According	to	the	ability	to	support	a	corporate	environment,	it	classifies	itself	as	an	enterprise	level	content	management	system.\rTYPO3	was	initially	authored	by	the	Dane	Kasper	Skårhøj	in	1997.	In	December	2005,	L.	Themes	let	you	customize	your	content's
presentation.	No	problemo.	Programmers	produce	software	by	combining	their	source	code	with	.NET	Framework	and	other	libraries.	As	of	2019,	Java	was	one	of	the	most	popular	programming	languages	in	use	according	to	GitHub,	particularly	for	client-server	web	applications,	with	a	reported	9	million	developers.\rJava	was	originally	developed	by
James	Gosling	at	Sun	Microsystems	(which	has	since	been	acquired	by	Oracle)	and	released	in	1995	as	a	core	component	of	Sun	Microsystems'	Java	platform.	Asking	what	is	embedded	technology?	It	does	harm.\rThere	is	no	language	called	"C/C++".	Even	though	systemic	degradation	is	expected	over	time,	as	is	the	case	with	just	about	every
operating	system,	the	rate	is	significantly	reduced	on	MAC	products	and	freezing	and	crashing	are	not	a	common	everyday	occurrence	as	is	the	case	with	a	few	operating	systems.\rMAC’s	impressive	reliability	can	be	primarily	attributed	to	the	fact	that	the	operating	system	was	built	from	the	ground	up.	For	more	emotions	and	context,	record	and
embed	yourself	in	your	slides	thanks	to	Ludus	Vox.

","shortDescription":"Collaborative	presentations	for	creative	teams.	You	can	build	them	using	web	technologies:	HTML,	CSS,	and	JavaScript.	The	team	sends	the	pre-work	of	video	to	clients	so	that	they	can	put	in	their	additional	input.	The	presentation	tool	that	combines	creativity	with	simplicity...	You’ve	likely	spent	some	time	on	the	phone	or
exchanged	a	few	emails.	In	addition	to	those	skills,	the	knowledge	of	eCommerce	software	platforms	and	API	integration	is	very	important	for	a	good	eCommerce	developer	resume.\rA	good	eCommerce	website	should	be	highly	professional	looking	with	great	features	and	intuitive	interface	for	the	checkout	process.	Our	focus	is	always	to	make	sure
that	","og:image":"	},"eventUrl":"","translationId":5110,"dealDetails":null,"roi":null,"price":null,"bonusForReference":null,"templateData":[],"testingArea":"","categories":[{"id":617,"title":"Joomla	Development","alias":"joomla-development","description":"Joomla	is	a	free	and	open-source	content	management	system	(CMS)	for	publishing	web	content,
developed	by	Open	Source	Matters,	Inc.	Roy	Rubin,	the	former	CEO	of	Varien,	later	sold	a	share	of	the	company	to	eBay,	which	eventually	completely	acquired	and	then	sold	the	company	to	Permira;	Permira	later	sold	it	to	Adobe.\rOn	November	17,	2015,	Magento	2.0	was	released.	For	more	than	30	years,	the	writer	and	educator	Susan	S.	Custom
software	may	be	developed	in	an	iterative	process,	allowing	all	nuances	and	possible	hidden	risks	to	be	taken	into	account,	including	issues	which	were	not	mentioned	in	the	original	requirement	specifications	(which	are,	as	a	rule,	never	perfect).	Woodworth	founded	the	Cake	Software	Foundation	to	promote	development	related	to	CakePHP.	It	is	an
integral	part	of	many	creative	careers.	You	need	to	install	3rd	party	software	in	Windows	to	do	so.	Plus,	you'll	unlock	tons	of	templates	complete	with	animations	and	soundtracks.\rAnother	great	tool	is	the	ability	to	orient	your	video:	you	can	choose	horizontal	orientation	(like	a	normal	presentation)	or	opt	for	vertical	(for	mobile)	or	square	(for	social
media).	The	mobile	back-end	facilitates	data	routing,	security,	authentication,	authorization,	working	off-line,	and	service	orchestration.	Distributions	are	packaged	Drupal	bundles	you	can	use	as	starter-kits.	This	means	that	businesses	need	to	take	advantage	of	this	new	set	of	customers	by	creating	websites	that	can	get	clients	who	are	away	from
their	computers.\rWebsites	Help	in	Business	Branding\rA	poor	looking	website	will	damage	the	brand	of	any	company	while	a	scummy-looking	website	drives	customers	away.	WebViews	are	in-app	browsers	that	allow	mobile	applications	to	access	and	display	web	content.	3D	models	can	be	created	by	the	process	of	reverse	engineering,	in	which	3D
scanning	technology	is	used	to	create	digital	replicas	of	real-world	objects,	including	manufactured	parts	and	assemblies,	free-form	models	designed	in	clay	and	human	anatomy.	Tracking	the	effectiveness	of	funds	invested	in	such	video	advertising	becomes	simpler.Accurate	hit	to	the	target	audience.	Social	networks	and	other	Internet	resources
provide	maximum	demographic	information	to	advertisers:	region,	gender,	age,	interests	(tracked	by	likes	and	views	of	other	videos).	Multiple	objects	of	a	particular	class	can	be	defined	to	implement	the	functions	within	the	class.	\rQA	establishes	and	maintains	set	requirements	for	developing	or	manufacturing	reliable	products.	In	fact,	.NET	is
happening	today.\rWhat	is	.NET?\rActually,	.NET	is	many	things,	but	primarily	it's	a	marketing	term	for	a	set	of	products	and	technologies	that	Microsoft	is	creating	to	move	personal	and	enterprise	computing	beyond	the	PC	desktop	and	into	a	distributed	Internet-based	environment.	Additionally,	it	is	a	better	solution	for	load	testing.\r\r","iconURL":"
},{"id":651,"title":"Interface	Testing","alias":"interface-testing","description":"When	an	application	or	a	software	or	a	website	is	developed,	then	there	are	several	components	of	it.	A	company	using	IT	outsourcing	can	choose	to	use	one	provider	for	all	their	IT	functions	or	split	the	work	among	multiple	providers.	Its	content	is	regenerated	every	time	a
user	visits	or	reload.	They	are	cloud-based,	software	as	a	service	(SaaS)	type	and	installing	on	the	server	type.	In	contrast,	JavaScript	is	a	coded	program	that	can	be	introduced	to	HTML	pages.	You	can	have	everything	you	want	to	develop	in	engaging	presentation.	Hudner,	Akiko	Busch,	and	Angela	Riechers,	the	book	includes	editorials,	reviews,
stories,	profiles,	presentations,	lectures,	addresses,	and	even	tweets.	The	examples	of	eCommerce	business	include	supply	chain,	funds	transfer,	banking	and	electronic	data	interchange	(EDI)	and	others.	The	email	was	intended	for	winners	of	the	first	round	of	the	Android	Developer	Challenge.	So	the	issue	of	naming	stayed	on	the	back	burner	for
want	of	a	better	idea.\rThen,	one	Friday	evening	while	he	was	alone	in	the	office	after	hours	coding,	Kasper	inadvertently	typed	an	error	into	the	command	line	of	his	Linux	server	and	accidentally	deleted	a	whole	week	work.	These	services	provide	different	website	templates	that	can	be	used	as	a	starting	point	for	a	new	website.	However,	there	still
exist	a	few	environments	where	the	support	for	C++	is	so	weak	that	there	is	an	advantage	to	using	C	instead.\rDo	you	really	think	that	C	and	C++	could	be	merged	into	a	single	language?\rI	think	that	it	would	be	a	very	good	thing	for	the	C/C++	community	if	they	were.	If	you	go	for	Android	there	are	stacks	of	great	devices	to	choose	from,	from
cheap	and	cheerful	handsets	to	really	impressive	flagships.	Today,	technology	is	developing	rapidly,	therefore,	to	be	always	in	demand,	you	need	to	keep	up	with	innovations.	Each	of	the	custom	artwork	is	done	to	give	professional	look	to	your	explainer	video.\rBUDGET	FRIENDLY	VIDEO.	And	the	main	demand	is	expanding	and	progressing.	It	is	due
to	the	natural	structure	&	built-in	system	of	Drupal.	Web	applications	such	as	WordPress	and	Movable	Type	have	created	blog-environments	for	individual	websites.	Order	a	video	advertisement!	Video	advertising	production	studio	Cinema	Friends	makes	advertising	videos	for	various	types	of	companies.	With	Android,	you	have	hundreds	of	gadgets
at	your	disposal,	the	cheapest,	the	most	expensive	and	innovative	market.	There	are	no	licensing	fees,	ever.	It	is	easier	and	clearer	for	a	client	to	watch	a	short	video	than	to	wade	through	the	wilds	of	numerous	pages	on	the	site.","iconURL":"	},{"id":587,"title":"Packaging	Design","alias":"packaging-design","description":"	Package	design	is	a	key
element	in	consumer	branding.	In	fact,	the	first	C++	manual	grew	from	troff	source	of	the	C	manual	that	Dennis	gave	me.	It	has	a	longstanding	history.	By	contrast,	native	mobile	apps	have	to	be	written	in	platform-specific	languages	such	as	Java,	Swift,	or	Objective-C.\rNative	mobile	apps	can	access	the	built-in	features	of	smartphones	such	as	the
camera	and	microphone	by	default.	In	that	case,	you	would	like	to	get	to	know	the	software	by	downloading	the	limitied	time	and/or	restricted	functionality	version	that	most	vendors	provide.\rChoose	3D	design	programs	that	are	compatible	with	the	Operating	System	(OS)	you	are	using,	since	not	all	the	packages	are	meant	to	be	used	by	all	OS:
Windows,	Mac,	Linux.	If	you	want	to	use	mock	ups	while	designing	your	business	website,	hiring	the	mockup	design	services	of	IMMWIT	is	the	best	and	the	most	affordable	option.\rHow	Does	Our	Mockup	Process	Work?\rWhen	we	start	the	website	mockup	designing	process,	our	primary	step	is	to	generate	a	suite	of	website	mock	ups,	which	are	only
images,	to	outline	the	feel	as	well	as	the	look	of	your	site.	Seriously.	PHP	can	be	used	for	many	programming	tasks	outside	of	the	web	context,	such	as	standalone	graphical	applications	and	robotic	drone	control.\rThe	standard	PHP	interpreter,	powered	by	the	Zend	Engine,	is	free	software	released	under	the	PHP	License.	A	professional-grade	and
modern-looking	user	interface	is	there	to	work	in	a	comfortable	and	reliable	environment.	Web	designers	build	webpages	using	HTML	tags	that	define	the	content	and	metadata	of	each	page.	HTML	elements	are	delineated	by	tags,	written	using	angle	brackets.	You	can	start	small	and	grow	fast,	but	while	your	business	case	might	change	-	you'll
never	need	to	change	the	Content	Management	System	since	TYPO3	adapts	to	your	needs.\rWhat	are	the	system	requirements?\rOperating	System:	Linux,	Windows	or	Mac,	or	common	cloud	infrastructure	setupsWebserver:	Apache	httpd,	Nginx,	Microsoft	IIS,	Caddy	ServerPHP:	PHP	>=	7.2Database:	PostgreSQL	//Microsoft	SQL	Server
//MariaDB(>=	10.2)	//MySQL(>=	5)	//SQLiteHardware:	RAM	>=	256	MBSupported	Browsers:	Chrome	(latest)	//Firefox	(latest)	//Safari	(latest)	//Edge	(latest)	//Internet	Explorer	(>=	11)","iconURL":"	},{"id":593,"title":"Mobile	Software	Development","alias":"mobile-software-development","description":"	Mobile	app	development	is	the	act	or	process
by	which	a	mobile	app	is	developed	for	mobile	devices,	such	as	personal	digital	assistants,	enterprise	digital	assistants	or	mobile	phones.	It	involves	the	execution	of	a	software	component	or	system	component	to	evaluate	one	or	more	properties	of	interest.	You	can	use	your	favorite	fonts,	crop	your	pictures,	GIFs	or	videos,	and	apply	blending	modes
wherever	you	like.	With	Powtoon,	anyone	can	create	engaging,	animated	videos	with	a	professional	look	and	feel.","type":null,"isRoiCalculatorAvaliable":false,"isConfiguratorAvaliable":false,"bonus":100,"usingCount":0,"sellingCount":0,"discontinued":0,"rebateForPoc":0,"rebate":0,"seo":{"title":"Powtoon","keywords":"","description":"Powtoon	makes	it
easy	to	create	engaging	videos	by	orienting	the	editor	around	a	slide	deck.	As	a	visual	communicator,	they	leverage	these	design	elements	and	use	concepts	such	as	color,	typography,	space,	balance,	form	and	lines	to	create	their	visual	message.\rSome	graphic	designers	are	also	able	to	understand	the	more	technical	aspects	of	the	design	required	to
create	digital	assets	for	a	company.	The	system	through	this	you	make	a	living.	\riClone	is	a	comprehensive	application	for	handling	interactive	3D	content	providing	support	for	processing	different	aspects	of	the	characters.	Android	is	open-source,	which	means	that	manufacturers	are	free	to	customize	the	software	and	make	it	their	own.\rThe
'purest'	version	of	Android	is	often	referred	to	as	'stock	Android'	and	it's	often	preferred	by	the	Android	community:	it's	the	original	software	as	Google	intended.\rOther	user	interfaces	(UI)	include	Samsung's	TouchWiz,	Sony's	Xperia,	and	Huawei's	Emotion.	Created	by	Guido	van	Rossum	and	first	released	in	1991,	Python's	design	philosophy
emphasizes	code	readability	with	its	notable	use	of	significant	whitespace.	Due	to	this,	there	is	a	desire	to	cooperate	with	such	an	organization	and/or	work	in	it.Be	informative.	This	adds	speed	and	flexibility.	The	rise	of	views,	likes,	comments,	and	ongoing	discussions	of	your	video	on	the	web	give	the	most	accurate	picture	of	the	advertising
perception.Visibility	of	the	results.	Any	video	hosting	or	other	online	resource	gives	advertisers	clear	numbers	on	views,	comments,	likes	...	Even	if	you	can’t	meet	in	person,	real-time	verbal	feedback	from	prospects	is	incredibly	valuable	information.\rA	good	sales	rep	will	listen	closely	for	clues	that	certain	slides	are	holding	the	attention	of	the
audience.	German?	and	a	bit	of	magic.\r","type":null,"isRoiCalculatorAvaliable":false,"isConfiguratorAvaliable":false,"bonus":100,"usingCount":0,"sellingCount":0,"discontinued":0,"rebateForPoc":0,"rebate":0,"seo":{"title":"Ludus","keywords":"","description":"Ludus	is	for	creative	folks	who	find	presentation	apps	to	be	limiting	and	want	their	slideshow
to	be	a	work	of	art.\rGraphic	designers	will	especially	love	Ludus.	They	use	modeling	language	and	other	tools	to	devise	solutions	that	can	often	be	applied	to	problems	in	a	general	way,	as	opposed	to	merely	solving	for	a	specific	instance	or	client.	The	most	recent	models	can	be	reused	for	paper-based	or	animated	marketing	and	technical
documentation,	making	manuals	and	instructions	more	precise	and	up	to	date.","shortDescription":"My	Design	(3DEXPERIENCE)	-	Create,	Engineer,	Simulate,	Manage,	and	Share	your	products	in
3D","type":null,"isRoiCalculatorAvaliable":false,"isConfiguratorAvaliable":false,"bonus":100,"usingCount":18,"sellingCount":9,"discontinued":0,"rebateForPoc":0,"rebate":0,"seo":{"title":"My	Design	(3DEXPERIENCE)","keywords":"","description":"-	Explore	new	ideas	and	shape	innovative	products	faster	through	efficient	collaboration\r-	Reduce	costly
and	time-consuming	physical	prototypes	\r-	Provide	high-end	3D	rendering	with	advanced	materials	and	textures,	interactive	illumination	and	real-time","og:title":"My	Design	(3DEXPERIENCE)","og:description":"-	Explore	new	ideas	and	shape	innovative	products	faster	through	efficient	collaboration\r-	Reduce	costly	and	time-consuming	physical
prototypes	\r-	Provide	high-end	3D	rendering	with	advanced	materials	and	textures,	interactive	illumination	and	real-time","og:image":"	},"eventUrl":"","translationId":1487,"dealDetails":null,"roi":null,"price":null,"bonusForReference":null,"templateData":[],"testingArea":"","categories":[{"id":589,"title":"Design	Animation","alias":"design-
animation","description":"	Visual	marketing	is	firmly	in	the	lead	when	it	comes	to	promoting	a	business.	It	helps	software/web/	mobile	app	developers	to	create	new	programs.	You	can	also	start	a	presentation	with	a	blank	templateShare	a	video	animation	with	anyone	via	a	public	linkCan	download	the	animated	presentation	as	PDF	or	a	PowerPoint
PPT	fileThe	template	can	be	set	up	to	work	best	with	websites	like	YouTube	and	Facebook	(horizontal),	or	with	Instagram	(square)	or	phones	(vertical)Regular	text	editing	is	allowed,	such	as	changing	the	font	type	and	sizeYou	can	import	an	MP3	or	choose	from	several	free	ones	available	on	the	websiteImages	can	be	added	directly	from	a	search	on
Flickr	or	from	your	computerVery	intuitive;	drag	and	drop	objects	from	the	side	panel	directly	onto	a	slide,	use	the	right-click	context	menu	for	extra	options,	and	group	and	move	multiple	objects	at	once\r\r","shortDescription":"Powtoon	is	the	world's	leading,	most	user-friendly	and	most	intuitive	animation	software.	Python	combines	remarkable
power	with	very	clear	syntax.	Browse	these	lists	to	see	the	wide	range	of	things	that	Drupal	can	build:\rPersonal	or	corporate	Web	sitesCommunity	portal	sitesIntranet/Corporate	sitesBlogs,	art,	portfolio,	music,	multimedia	sitesForumsInternational	sites	(websites	with	multi	languages)E-commerce	sitesResource	directoriesSocial	networking
sites\rWhen	Drupal	isn't	right?\rIf	it	is	necessary	to	know	about	a	system	before	we	set	our	foot	on,	it’s	never	been	less	important	to	explore	its	cons.	You	liked	it	-	you	clicked	a	thumb	up	button	and	even	wrote	a	laudatory	comment.	Each	Internet	Browser	vendor	creates	their	own	version	of	what	is	collectively	known	as	JavaScript---however,	the
latest	versions	of	these	browsers	are	moving	towards	the	ECMA	Script	standard.\rWho	'owns'	JavaScript?\rECMA	governs	the	standard	features	of	JavaScript---however,	each	vendor	writes	the	code	for	their	own	versions	of	JavaScript.\rWhat	are	the	features	of	JavaScript?\rJavaScript	is	a	lightweight,	interpreted	programming	language.JavaScript	is
designed	for	creating	network-centric	applications.JavaScript	is	complementary	to	and	integrated	with	Java.JavaScript	is	complementary	to	and	integrated	with	HTML.JavaScript	is	open	and	cross-platform.","iconURL":"	}],"characteristics":[],"concurentProducts":[],"jobRoles":[],"organizationalFeatures":[],"complementaryCategories":[],"solutions":
[],"materials":[],"useCases":[],"best_practices":[],"values":[],"implementations":[]},{"id":1486,"logoURL":"	,"logo":true,"scheme":false,"title":"My	Design	(3DEXPERIENCE)","vendorVerified":0,"rating":"1.00","implementationsCount":0,"presenterCode":"","suppliersCount":0,"supplierPartnersCount":0,"alias":"my-design-
3dexperience","companyTitle":"Dassault	Systèmes","companyTypes":["supplier","vendor"],"companyId":2774,"companyAlias":"dassault-systemes","description":"-	Explore	new	ideas	and	shape	innovative	products	faster	through	efficient	collaboration\r-	Reduce	costly	and	time-consuming	physical	prototypes	\r-	Provide	high-end	3D	rendering	with
advanced	materials	and	textures,	interactive	illumination	and	real-time	ray	tracing\r-	Securely	manage	and	share	visual	assets	\r-	Improve	internal	&	external	communication	with	accurate	product	documentation\rStyle,	performance,	best	experience…these	are	just	some	of	the	characteristics	consumers	look	for	in	the	products	they	buy.	You	can
create	any	content	on	site.	Video	Explainers	does	unlimited	revisions	until	you	get	satisfied	with	your	video.	It	may	be	anything	from	a	simple	shopping	list	or	a	picture	gallery	or	the	vast	amounts	of	information	in	a	corporate	network.	They	do	this	by	writing	lines	and	lines	of	complicated	code,	using	a	variety	of	languages.	JavaScript	source	files	are
written	using	an	ordinary	text	editor,	such	as	Notepad.\rWhat	is	JScript?\rJScript	is	Microsoft's	version	of	Netscape's	JavaScript.	Some	of	the	other	notable	benefits	include:\rOur	UI	mockups	will	aid	you	greatly	in	making	your	product	more	effective.You’ll	get	self-confidence	in	your	design	prior	to	adding	a	code	to	it.Our	paper	mockups	will	allow	you
to	save	much	of	your	resources	and	money.Our	professionally	designed	digital	mockups	will	promote	cooperation	and	communication.Our	right	tools	will	allow	you	to	authenticate	your	designs.","shortDescription":"IMMWIT	is	the	leading	Website	Mockup	Design	Services	provider	in
India.","type":null,"isRoiCalculatorAvaliable":false,"isConfiguratorAvaliable":false,"bonus":100,"usingCount":20,"sellingCount":0,"discontinued":0,"rebateForPoc":0,"rebate":0,"seo":{"title":"IMMWIT	Website	Mockup	Design","keywords":"","description":"Mockups	play	a	vital	role	during	the	process	of	web	designing	for	business.	MySQL	was	owned
and	sponsored	by	the	Swedish	company	MySQL	AB,	which	was	bought	by	Sun	Microsystems	(now	Oracle	Corporation).	It's	used	to	make	many	of	the	websites	and	applications	you	use	every	day.	Internet	media	type	(MIME	type)	text/css	is	registered	for	use	with	CSS	by	RFC	2318	(March	1998).	If	you	afford	to,	you	can	pay	for	the	required
subscription.	It	will	let	you	quickly	store	and	retrieve	information	and	multiple	web	site	visitors	can	use	it	at	one	time.	\rSpecific	IT	services	typically	outsourced	include:\rApplication	developmentWeb	hostingApplication	supportDatabase	developmentTelecommunicationsNetworkingDisaster	recoverySecurity\rReasons	for	Outsourcing\rTo	Reduce
Cost.	More	often	than	not,	outsourcing	means	saving	money.	We	have	always	thought	that	if	you	have	an	idea	about	any	functions,	contents,	you	can	certainly	create	it	with	Drupal.	Newspapers,	magazines,	blogs,	television	and	film	documentaries	may	use	graphic	design.	Webmasters	can	then	add	content	and	customize	the	layout	using	a	web-based
interface.\rWhile	HTML	and	CSS	are	used	to	design	the	look	and	feel	of	a	website,	images	must	be	created	separately.	It	is	one	of	the	most	popular	open	e-commerce	systems	in	the	network.	You	can	really	make	a	unique	mobile	experience	for	yourself	with	this	OS.\rWhat’s	the	worst	thing	about	Android?\rGetting	updates.	As	an	iOS	developer,	you
can	program	in	native	languages	such	as	Swift	or	Objective-C	or	build	cross-platform	native	applications	using	React	Native	(JavaScript)	or	Xamarin	(C#	&	F#).\rDeveloper	Requirements.	To	develop	iOS	apps,	you	need	a	Mac	computer	running	the	latest	version	of	Xcode.	Over	two	years	later,	they're	still	wondering.	Some	of	the	pre-installed	apps	of
macOS	are	iPhoto	and	iMovie.\rSupport	NTFS	and	FAT:\rmacOS	support	Windows	file	system	formats	including	both	NTFS	and	FAT.\rCan	run	Windows:\rYou	can	run	the	Windows	operating	system	if	you	have	macOS	installed	by	using	Bootcamp	or	parallels	software.\rWhat	are	the	disadvantages	of	macOS?\rExpensive:\rThe	minimum	cost	of	a	Mac
PC	is	higher	than	$1000.	The	presence	or	absence	of	certain	expressive	features	of	the	language	is	dictated	by	whether	a	particular	language	feature	can	be	translated	into	the	corresponding	CLR	constructs.	MS	SQL	is	the	most	popular	type	of	database	on	Windows	servers.	Final	consumers	can	get	a	feel	for	the	future	product	thanks	to	photorealistic
3D	digital	images.	By	delegating	some	of	your	business	processes	to	a	third	party,	you’ll	give	your	in-house	employees	the	opportunity	to	focus	on	more	meaningful	tasks.
To	Accelerate	Business	Processes.	When	you	stop	wasting	time	on	mundane,	time-consuming	processes,	you’ll	be	able	to	move	forward	with	your	core	offering	a	lot	faster.
To	Share	Risks.	When	you	delegate	a	part	of	non-focus	functionality	by	outsourcing	it	to	a	third-party	vendor,	you	give	away	the	responsibility	and	related	risks.","materialsDescription":"What	are	the	Types	of	IT	Outsourcing?\rProject-Based	Model.	The	client	hires	a	team	to	implement	the	part	of	work	that	is	already	planned	and	defined.	This	amazing
presentation	software	provides	an	interesting	design	to	make	contents	well-understanding	and	clearly.\r100%	CUSTOM	ART.	You	can	get	a	good	Windows	PC	at	$1000	with	more	hardware	specifications.\rFewer	games	and	software:\rMost	game	developers	prefer	to	make	games	for	the	Windows	OS	because	they	have	more	percentages	of	users.	Due
to	its	features	like	editorial	workplace	and	workflow,	advanced	frontend	editing,	scalability	and	maturity,	TYPO3	is	used	to	build	and	manage	websites	of	different	types	and	size	ranges,	from	small	sites	for	individuals	or	nonprofit	organizations	to	multilingual	enterprise	solutions	for	large	corporations.	building.	At	the	same	time,	the	effectiveness	of
the	realtor	(real	estate	agent)	is	estimated	by	the	value	of	the	benefit	received	by	the	client,	and	his	remuneration	is	only	part	of	it.\rLegal	services	-	the	services	of	a	lawyer	and	attorney	in	many	cases	are	vital,	therefore,	the	choice	of	performers	for	their	provision	should	be	with	particular	seriousness	and	responsibility.	The	future	is	all	connected,
and	.NET	will	get	us	there.","iconURL":"	},{"id":613,"title":"C#	Development","alias":"c-development","description":"	C#,	(C-Sharp)	is	a	programming	language	that	combines	object-oriented	and	aspect-oriented	concepts.	During	this	time,	it	is	necessary	to	attract	the	attention	of	viewers,	interest	them	and	encourage	them	to	make	a	purchase.	CSS
also	has	rules	for	alternate	formatting	if	the	content	is	accessed	on	a	mobile	device.\rThe	name	cascading	comes	from	the	specified	priority	scheme	to	determine	which	style	rule	applies	if	more	than	one	rule	matches	a	particular	element.	Web	development	may	use	content	management	systems	(CMS)	to	make	content	changes	easier	and	available
with	basic	technical	skills.\rFor	larger	organizations	and	businesses,	web	development	teams	can	consist	of	hundreds	of	people	(web	developers)	and	follow	standard	methods	like	Agile	methodologies	while	developing	websites.	Note	that	Visual	Studio	.NET	is	not	required	to	create	.NET	applications	and	services:	Developers	can	download	the	.NET
Framework	for	free;	this	download	includes	compilers	for	Visual	Basic	.NET,	Visual	C++	.NET	and	Visual	C#	.NET.\rOK,	so	what's	the	point?	This	has	allowed	for	many	opportunities	to	decentralize	information	and	media	distribution.	These	languages	make	is	extremely	easy	to	connect	to	the	MS	SQL	database.	He	allowed	refusing	to	bind	tags	to
browsers.\rUsing	HTML	with	CSS	is	more	convenient	than	using	plain	HTML.	These	special	flexible	User	Interface	of	the	features	of	the	iOS	app	can	make	your	business	application	more	desirable	and	boost	up	their	sales	and	earn	maximum	benefits.iOS	has	more	security.	iOS	platform	offers	its	users	stay	safe	from	external	threats	which	is	the	best
part	and	advantage	of	this	platform.	In	contrast,	under	an	agile	approach,	requirements,	programming,	and	testing	are	often	done	concurrently.	Despite	the	technical	nature	of	this	information,	its	presentation	can	also	significantly	affect	the	impression	of	acquaintance	with	the	brand.	You	can	use	the	native	features	of	mobile	OSs	to	deliver	the	user
experience	and	implement	the	functionalities	of	your	app.\rWhat	is	the	difference	between	a	native	mobile	app	and	a	hybrid	app?\rMobile	apps	have	two	types:	native	and	hybrid	apps.	The	electronic	transactions	are	carried	out	through	many	eCommerce	software	platforms	and	eCommerce	applications	that	are	integrated	with	online	websites	with	the
help	of	eCommerce	developers.	Whether	that's	possible	is	another	matter.\rMy	basic	point	is	that	the	current	C/C++	incompatibilities	are	"accidents	of	history"	that	have	no	fundamental	reasons	behind	them	(though	they	all	"looked	like	a	good	idea	at	the	time"	to	some	competent	and	well-meaning	people).	These	are	intelligent	videos	that	do	not
contain	a	call	to	action.	Establish	quality	assurance	priorities	and	release	criteria	to	address	and	track	defects.Deploying	the	software	for	use	and	responding	to	and	resolving	user	problems.Migrating	data	to	the	new	or	updated	software	from	existing	applications	or	data	sources	if	necessary.Managing	and	measuring	the	project	to	maintain	quality
and	delivery	over	the	application	lifecycle,	and	to	evaluate	the	development	process	with	models	such	as	the	Capability	Maturity	Model	(CMM).\rThe	steps	of	the	software	development	process	fit	into	application	lifecycle	management.\rRequirements	analysis	and	specificationDesign	and	developmentTestingDeploymentMaintenance	and
support\rSoftware	development	process	steps	can	be	grouped	into	the	phases	of	the	lifecycle,	but	the	importance	of	the	lifecycle	is	that	it	recycles	to	enable	continuous	improvement.	This	means	that	the	logo	that	we	design	will	exactly	match	your	website	to	reveal	your	brand	identity	online	in	an	effective	way.	It	incorporates	modules,	exceptions,
dynamic	typing,	very	high	level	dynamic	data	types,	and	classes.	However,	C++	supports	every	programming	technique	supported	by	C.	For	example,	garbage	collection	is	not	implemented	in	C	#	itself,	but	the	CLR	is	done	for	programs	written	in	C	#	just	like	it	is	done	for	programs	on	VB.NET,	J	#,	and	others.","materialsDescription":"	Why	is	it
necessary	to	study	the	C#	programming	language?\rReason	#	1.	And	create	it	quickly	and	easily.\rIn	addition	to	usability,	below	are	more	benefits	a	good	presentation	software	can	bring	to	your	organization.\rConsolidation	of	information.	So	we	can	eventually	expect	to	see	.NET	clients	and	servers	on	platforms	other	than	Windows.\rSo	what
technologies	are	part	of	.NET?\r.NET	is	comprised	of	several	related	technologies,	including:\r.NET	Framework	-	A	runtime	environment	and	set	of	standard	services	which	.NET	capable	applications	and	services	can	utilize.	It	has	many	tools	for	automation,	programming,	debugging,	compiling	and	for	interpretation.	drives	real	innovations	and	helps
you	transform	and	grow	your	organization	using	intelligent	technologies.","type":null,"isRoiCalculatorAvaliable":false,"isConfiguratorAvaliable":false,"bonus":100,"usingCount":9,"sellingCount":11,"discontinued":0,"rebateForPoc":0,"rebate":0,"seo":{"title":"OWEBEST	Software	Development","keywords":"","description":"OweBest	is	a	pre-eminent	IT
company	with	over	2500	projects	executed	in	the	global	IT	industry.	You	were	unhappy	or	outraged	-	and	now	the	number	of	dislikes	under	the	video	begins	to	grow	rapidly.	Any	kind	of	complexity…	no	boundaries	here!\rResponsive	design	and	Mobile	Apps\rWe	are	ready	to	support	Your	project	with	development	of	mobile	version	of	your	website,	the
native	app	development	(both	iOS	and	Android)	or	cross-platform	tools.\rOptimization	and	Audit\rLife	is	full	of	curveballs	and	even	the	most	efficient	web	solutions	need	to	be	updated	form	time	to	time.	Xcode	is	the	graphical	interface	you'll	use	to	write	iOS	apps.	It	was	used	as	a	means	of	outputting	structured	text.	Provide	your	contact	details	and
explain	your	return	policies,	security,	encryption	methods,	and	payment	options.\rHow	to	create	an	impressive	website?\rThe	beauty	of	a	site	lies	in	the	way	it	operates	and	how	user-friendly	it	is.		Ensure	that	your	site	is	fast,	easy	to	use,	professional	and	attractive.	Stroustrup:	C	and	C++:	Case	Studies	in	Compatibility.	Even	when	they	do	provide
updates	they	take	their	sweet	time	about	it.	.NET	Micro	Framework	is	targeted	at	very	resource-constrained	embedded	devices.	W3C	and	IETF	are	working	closely	to	specify	technologies	and	protocol	extensions	to	mitigate	some	issues	(such	as	cross-site	request	forgery	and	cross-site	scripting).\rWill	there	be	an	HTML6?\rNo	work	is	currently
happening	on	HTML6	but	feature	requests	that	are	not	planned	to	be	addressed	in	HTML5	are	available	at	listed	under	HTML.next.","iconURL":"	},{"id":637,"title":"eCommerce	development","alias":"ecommerce-development","description":"	Electronic	commerce	is	an	online	transaction	of	buying	and	selling	products	through	World	Wide	Web-based
websites	and	mobile	applications.	You	can	customize	anything	to	fit	your	taste.	It	is	also	worth	taking	care	of	preserving	originality	and	originality,	protection	from	fakes,	which	are	possible	in	the	future.\rWork	Stages:\rmarket	analysis;development	of	an	original	concept;creation	of	several	options;the	choice	of	one	option,	making	changes	to	it;layout
preparation;determination	of	optimal	printing	technology.\rThis	is	a	complex,	multi-level,	multi-tasking,	a	lengthy	procedure	that	requires	specialists	to	have	certain	knowledge,	skills,	and	experience.","iconURL":"	},{"id":585,"title":"Corporate	Identity	Design","alias":"corporate-identity-design","description":"	The	Branding	of	a	company	is	very
important	and	it	gives	the	first	impression	of	your	company	to	its	customers.	Magento’s	latest	version	includes	a	responsive	template,	and	it	offers	great	features	that	meet	the	needs	of	the	mobile	world	both	for	the	B2B	and	the	B2C	businesses.\rWhat	should	be	included	in	my	eCommerce	Magento	strategy?\rBefore	you	plan	to	start	with	your
Magento	project,	it	is	very	important	to	write	down	the	business	goals	of	your	website.	This	one-stop	shop	for	valuable	sales	information	is	made	possible	by	a	good	presentation	software.\rMobility	for	reps	on	the	go.	At	one	point	store	served	coffee	for	free	as	they	were	unable	to	process	the	transaction.Some	of	Amazon’s	third-party	retailers	saw
their	product	price	is	reduced	to	1p	due	to	a	software	glitch.	All	this	is	essentially	made	possible	by	MAC	OS	powerful	stability.	It	is	only	if	one	deviates	from	this	convention,	such	as	calling	the	table	"products	sold",	that	the	developer	needs	to	write	code	regarding	these	names.	Each	Internet	Browser	vendor	creates	their	own	version	of	what	is
collectively	known	as	JavaScript---however,	the	latest	versions	of	these	browsers	are	moving	towards	the	ECMA	Script	standard.\rWho	'owns'	JavaScript?\rECMA	governs	the	standard	features	of	JavaScript---however,	each	vendor	writes	the	code	for	their	own	versions	of	JavaScript.\rWhat	are	the	features	of	JavaScript?\rJavaScript	is	a	lightweight,
interpreted	programming	language.JavaScript	is	designed	for	creating	network-centric	applications.JavaScript	is	complementary	to	and	integrated	with	Java.JavaScript	is	complementary	to	and	integrated	with	HTML.JavaScript	is	open	and	cross-platform.","iconURL":"	},{"id":615,"title":"Web	Development","alias":"web-development","description":"
Web	development	is	the	work	involved	in	developing	a	website	for	the	Internet	(World	Wide	Web)	or	an	intranet	(a	private	network).	The	PSF’s	home	page	is	at	\rAre	there	copyright	restrictions	on	the	use	of	Python?\rYou	can	do	anything	you	want	with	the	source,	as	long	as	you	leave	the	copyrights	in	and	display	those	copyrights	in	any
documentation	about	Python	that	you	produce.	We	would	still	like	to	know	about	all	commercial	use	of	Python,	of	course.\rWhat	is	Python	good	for?\rPython	is	a	high-level	general-purpose	programming	language	that	can	be	applied	to	many	different	classes	of	problems.\rThe	language	comes	with	a	large	standard	library	that	covers	areas	such	as
string	processing	(regular	expressions,	Unicode,	calculating	differences	between	files),	Internet	protocols	(HTTP,	FTP,	SMTP,	XML-RPC,	POP,	IMAP,	CGI	programming),	software	engineering	(unit	testing,	logging,	profiling,	parsing	Python	code),	and	operating	system	interfaces	(system	calls,	filesystems,	TCP/IP	sockets).	Some	iOS	SDK	essentials	are
the	Cocoa	Touch	frameworks	that	include	the	UIKit,	GameKit,	PushKit,	Foundation	Kit,	and	MapKit.	This	will	help	to	increase	your	customer	base.	Work	—	May	04,	2022	Giorgia	Lupi	and	team	develop	a	data-driven	brand	identity	for	Wyth,	a	cloud-based	creative	experience	platform.	So	.NET--which	was	originally	called	Next	Generation	Windows
Services	(NGWS)--is	also	a	platform,	one	that	Microsoft	sees	as	the	successor	to	Windows.	Involves	peer	and	team	review	to	eliminate	problems	early	and	produce	quality	software	faster.Testing	with	pre-planned	scenarios	as	part	of	software	design	and	coding	—	and	conducting	performance	testing	to	simulate	load	testing	on	the
application.Managing	configuration	and	defects	to	understand	all	the	software	artifacts	(requirements,	design,	code,	test)	and	build	distinct	versions	of	the	software.	Be	it	American,	Australian	or	native	British	they	have	got	it	all	for	you.	The	search	giant	performs	regular	updates	along	with	an	annual	major	update.\rThe	operating	system	is	based	on
the	Linux	kernel	–	if	you	have	friends	who	work	in	IT,	you	may	have	heard	of	it.	The	Linux	kernel	is	one	of	the	most	prominent	examples	of	free	software.\rWhy	does	Android	look	different	on	each	phone?\rAndroid	doesn't	look	different	on	every	device,	but	it	does	have	a	number	of	different	versions.	Work	—	Apr	25,	2022	Paula	Scher	creates	a	special
limited	edition	label	for	the	155th	anniversary	of	Jack	Daniel’s	Tennessee	Whiskey.	Though	Drupal	is	a	work	in	progress,	it	has	been	stable	along	the	way.	Business	owners	should	develop	a	good	strategy	that	can	help	to	make	the	site	and	transactions	secured.	That	was	not	as	obvious	then	(1979)	as	it	later	became,	but	I	had	experts	such	as	Dennis
Ritchie,	Steve	Johnson,	Sandy	Fraser,	Greg	Chesson,	Doug	McIlroy,	and	Brian	Kernighan	down	the	corridor	from	whom	I	could	learn	and	get	feedback.	Stroustrup:	C	and	C++:	A	Case	for	Compatibility.	in	version	1.1,	in	addition	to	other	language	features	to	support	better	code	analysis	(such	as	inner	classes,	StringBuffer	class,	simplified	logic
calculations,	and	so	on).	The	company	understands	that	script	is	really	important	for	delivering	your	brand	message.	In	the	case	of	custom	software,	software	development	may	be	outsourced	or	done	in-house.	C++	is	"a	better	C"	in	the	sense	that	it	supports	the	styles	of	programming	done	using	C	with	better	type	checking	and	more	notational
support	(without	loss	of	efficiency).	The	original	and	reference	implementation	Java	compilers,	virtual	machines,	and	class	libraries	were	originally	released	by	Sun	under	proprietary	licenses.	Our	main	focus	remains	to	accomplish	your	individual	demands	as	well	as	your	business	needs	and	to	provide	strategic	planning	and	industry’s	best	product	to
compete	in	the	market.	It	contains	all	types	of	PHP	code	snippets	and	libraries.	The	cost	and	delay	of	COTS	customization	can	even	add	up	to	the	expense	of	developing	custom	software.	In	the	process	of	providing	services,	a	new,	previously	non-existent	material	product	is	not	created,	but	the	quality	of	an	existing,	created	product	changes.	The
number	of	installations	detected	by	the	public	website	"CMS	Crawler"	was	around	384,000	by	February	2017.","materialsDescription":"	What	is	the	official	site	of	TYPO3?\r	::	TYPO3	—	the	Professional,	Flexible	Content	Management	System.	On	every	major	release	of	your	operating	system	you	have	to	change	your	computer	else	50%	of	your
operating	system	features	not	work.\rWindows	cannot	read	the	macOS	file	system:\rmacOS	can	read	NTFS	and	FAT	Windows	format	but	Windows	cannot	read	the	macOS	file	system.	Whether	a	moment’s	work	or	a	million	dollar	project,	you’ll","og:image":"
},"eventUrl":"","translationId":2263,"dealDetails":null,"roi":null,"price":null,"bonusForReference":null,"templateData":[],"testingArea":"","categories":[{"id":32,"title":"IT	outsourcing","alias":"it-outsourcing","description":"IT	outsourcing	is	the	use	of	external	service	providers	to	effectively	deliver	IT-enabled	business	process,	application	service	and
infrastructure	solutions	for	business	outcomes.\rOutsourcing,	which	also	includes	utility	services,	software	as	a	service	and	cloud-enabled	outsourcing,	helps	clients	to	develop	the	right	sourcing	strategies	and	vision,	select	the	right	IT	service	providers,	structure	the	best	possible	contracts,	and	govern	deals	for	sustainable	win-win	relationships	with
external	providers.\rOutsourcing	can	enable	enterprises	to	reduce	costs,	accelerate	time	to	market,	and	take	advantage	of	external	expertise,	assets	and/or	intellectual	property.	Powtoon	figures	the	timing	automatically,	and	you	can	see	in	the	bottom-right	of	the	editor	how	much	time	is	used	on	your	current	slide	versus	the	total	presentation.	On	July
15,	2008,	the	Android	Developer	Challenge	Team	accidentally	sent	an	email	to	all	entrants	in	the	Android	Developer	Challenge	announcing	that	a	new	release	of	the	SDK	was	available	in	a	"private"	download	area.	According	to	the	release	notes,	it	included	"mainly	bug	fixes,	although	some	smaller	features	were	added."	It	also	included	several	API
changes	from	the	0.9	version.	Simply	upload	your	photos	to	Canva,	drop	them	into	the	template	of	your	choice,	and	save	the	file","og:image":"	},"eventUrl":"","translationId":6836,"dealDetails":null,"roi":null,"price":null,"bonusForReference":null,"templateData":[],"testingArea":"","categories":[{"id":567,"title":"Graphics	Design","alias":"graphics-
design","description":"	Graphic	design	is	the	process	of	visual	communication	and	problem-solving	through	the	use	of	typography,	photography,	and	illustration.	\rIT	outsourcing	vendors	can	provide	either	a	fully	managed	service,	meaning	they	take	full	responsibility	of	all	IT	maintenance	and	support,	or	they	can	provide	additional	support	for	an
internal	IT	team	when	needed,	which	is	known	as	co-sourced	IT	support.	This	is	where	cloud	testing	comes	into	play.	Integration	is	also	possible	with	these	IDEs.	It	is	as	simple	as	a	word	processing	program	used	by	developers	to	create	robust	mobile	applications.
","iconURL":"	},{"id":565,"title":"Design","alias":"design","description":"	Design	is	the	activity	of	designing	the	aesthetic	properties	of	industrial	products	(“artistic	design”),	as	well	as	the	result	of	this	activity	(for	example,	in	such	phrases	as	“car	design”).\rIt	is	believed	that	in	a	broader	sense,	the	design	is	not	only	intended	for	artistic	design,	but
should	also	be	involved	in	solving	broader	social	and	technical	problems	of	the	functioning	of	production,	consumption,	and	the	existence	of	people	in	the	objective	environment,	by	rational	construction	of	its	visual	and	functional	properties.\rThe	theoretical	basis	of	design	is	technical	aesthetics.\rThe	term	“industrial	design”	was	approved	by	the
decision	of	the	first	General	Assembly	of	the	ICSID	(International	Council	of	Societies	of	Industrial	Design,	International	Council	of	Industrial	Design	Organizations)	in	1959;	The	term	“design”	is	a	professional	abbreviation	of	the	term	“industrial	design”.\rDesigner	-	artist-designer,	a	person	engaged	in	artistic	and	technical	activities	in	various
industries	(including	an	architect,	designer,	illustrator,	poster	and	other	advertising	graphics	designer,	web	designer).\rThe	word	"design"	English-language	literature	of	the	beginning	of	the	XXI	century,	and	understands	the	style,	and	the	project,	and	design,	and	actually	"design"	-	a	professional	activity,	along	with	architecture	or	engineering
design.","materialsDescription":"	Design	object\rThe	object	of	design	can	be	almost	any	new	technical	industrial	product	(set,	ensemble,	complex,	system)	in	any	sphere	of	life	activity	of	people,	where	human	communication	is	socially	and	culturally	conditioned.\rThe	main	categories	of	the	design	object	are:\rThe	image	is	an	ideal	representation	of	the
object,	an	artistic-figurative	model	created	by	the	designer’s	imagination.\r	Function	-	the	work	that	the	product	must	perform,	as	well	as	the	semantic,	sign	and	value	role	of	the	thing.Morphology	-	the	structure,	the	structure	of	the	shape	of	the	product,	organized	in	accordance	with	its	function,	material	and	method	of	manufacture,	embodying	the
designer's	intent.Technological	form	-	morphology,	embodied	in	the	method	of	industrial	production	of	the	thing-object	of	the	design-design	as	a	result	of	artistic	understanding	of	technology.Aesthetic	value	is	a	special	value	of	an	object	revealed	by	a	person	in	a	situation	of	aesthetic	perception,	emotional,	sensory	experience	and	assessment	of	the
degree	of	conformity	of	an	object	to	the	aesthetic	ideal	of	a	subject.\rTechniques	for	finding	a	design	solution:\rExhibition	modelingMuseum	situational	modelingReincarnation	or	borrowing	positionPerson	projection	into	the	projected	objectScenario	modelingGame	Situational	ModelingMathematical	and	physical	modeling	of	the	dynamics	of	an	object
in	the	environmentGenerative	Design\rVarieties	of	design:\rAnimation	designArchitectural	designWeb	designGame	designGraphic	designUrban	designInterior	DesignClothing	designCeremony	DesignSound	designInformation	designBook	designLandscape	DesignParametric	designPrint	designInteraction	designSoftware	designIndustrial	DesignLight
designTransport	designFuturodesignEcodesign","iconURL":"	},{"id":647,"title":"Software	Testing","alias":"software-testing","description":"	Software	testing	is	an	investigation	conducted	to	provide	stakeholders	with	information	about	the	quality	of	the	software	product	or	service	under	test.	At	first	glance,	both	have	similar	features	and	design	but
the	underlying	technology	is	different.	Our	focus	is	always	to	make	sure	that	","og:title":"IceCube	Digital	Software	Development","og:description":"We	offer	custom	design	and	development	services	tailored	to	contribute	to	the	growth	of	your	online	business.	Microsoft	is	currently	shipping	many	such	server	products,	but	they	are	all	based	on	Windows
DNA	currently,	not	.NET.	It	is	important	to	note	that	Xcode	only	runs	on	Mac	OS	X	and	the	only	supported	way	to	develop	iOS	apps.	This	separation	can	improve	content	accessibility,	provide	more	flexibility	and	control	in	the	specification	of	presentation	characteristics,	enable	multiple	web	pages	to	share	formatting	by	specifying	the	relevant	CSS	in
a	separate	.css	file,	and	reduce	complexity	and	repetition	in	the	structural	content.\rSeparation	of	formatting	and	content	also	makes	it	feasible	to	present	the	same	markup	page	in	different	styles	for	different	rendering	methods,	such	as	on-screen,	in	print,	by	voice	(via	speech-based	browser	or	screen	reader),	and	on	Braille-based	tactile	devices.	The
main	purpose	of	creating	these	mockups	is	to	show	you	how	your	website	will	appear	without	coding	it	directly.	In	some	cases	front-end	developers	may	also	have	content	writing	skills,	allowing	them	to	create	the	content	for	the	website	as	they	go.They	make	sure	that	the	right	colors	are	in	the	right	places,	especially	concerning	text	colors,
background	colors,	and	headers.	Further,	web	developers	now	help	to	deliver	applications	as	web	services	which	were	traditionally	only	available	as	applications	on	a	desk-based	computer.	Let	your	visitors	see	your	products	immediately	instead	of	hiding	them	behind	lots	of	marketing	copy.	Google,	yahoo	and	every	search	engine	is	an	example	of	a
dynamic	website.\rWhat	is	the	name	of	the	scripting	engine	in	PHP?\rThe	scripting	engine	that	powers	PHP	is	called	Zend	Engine	2.","iconURL":"	},{"id":605,"title":"Java	Development","alias":"java-development","description":"	Java	is	a	general-purpose	programming	language	that	is	class-based,	object-oriented,	and	designed	to	have	as	few
implementation	dependencies	as	possible.	PEAR	stands	for	PHP	Extension	and	Application	Repository.	Front-end	developers	are	responsible	for	the	parts	of	a	website	that	people	see	and	interact	with,	back-end	developers	are	responsible	for	the	behind	the	scenes	code	that	controls	how	a	website	loads	and	runs,	and	full-stack	developers	do	a	bit	of
everything.\rFront-End	Developer\rA	front-end	developer	is	someone	who	takes	a	client	or	design	team’s	website	design	and	writes	the	code	needed	to	implement	it	on	the	web.	To	do	this,	you	need	to	create	a	thoughtful	character	with	an	obvious	pattern	of	behavior	so	that	the	viewer	associates	himself	with	him.Talk	about	the	company.	For	instance,
there	is	software	dedicated	to	mechanical	design,	to	engineering	design,	to	civil	engineering,	to	product	design,	to	industrial	design	or	to	graphic	design.	Commentary	—	May	25,	2022	The	celebrated	designer	and	Pentagram	co-founder	has	passed	away	at	age	94.	You	will	not	learn	and	work	with	Drupal	in	a	few	days.	J.	They	need	fast	and	easy
rendering	tools	to	create	photorealistic	images	for	project	review	sessions	with	managers	and	clients.	And	CSS	allows	you	to	format	this	content,	make	it	more	attractive	to	users.\rWhen	the	World	Wide	Web	was	created,	the	developers	used	only	one	language	-	HTML.	The	phrase	is	usually	used	by	people	who	don't	have	a	clue	about	programming
(e.g.	HR	personnel	and	poor	managers).	HTML5	is	an	open	platform	developed	under	royalty-free	licensing	terms.\rPeople	use	the	term	HTML5	in	two	ways:\rto	refer	to	a	set	of	technologies	that	together	form	the	future	Open	Web	Platform.	You	want	to	make	your	website	look	beautiful?	You	can	create	any	website	type	that	you	want.Scalability.	By



scalability,	we	mean	that	you	can	extend	your	Drupal	core	to	a	higher	level	with	a	variety	of	contributed	Drupal	modules.	Every	C	program	can	be	written	in	essentially	the	same	way	in	C++	with	the	same	run-time	and	space	efficiency.	This	had	a	positive	impact	on	the	download	speed,	the	indexing	also	began	to	pass	faster.	and	referrals	to	their	site.
The	main	areas	of	lawyer	and	advocate	services:\rComprehensive	legal	services	for	organizations	of	various	forms	of	ownership;Arbitration	-	representing	the	interests	of	organizations	in	arbitration	courts;Representation	of	interests	of	companies	in	courts	of	various	instances;Professional	legal	support	of	transactions	and	contracts	of
organizations;Services	to	legal	entities	related	to	bankruptcy	of	enterprises;Services	of	professional	lawyers	in	returning	and	collecting	debts;Representation	of	interests	of	organizations	in	the	event	of	tax	disputes;Processes	related	to	registration	of	the	inheritance;Services	of	a	professional	lawyer	in	the	event	of	a	traffic	accident	(Legal	assistance	in
road	accidents);Services	of	a	lawyer	and	advocate	in	the	event	of	housing	disputes;Family	lawyer	services;Providing	the	services	of	a	lawyer	and	criminal	lawyer;Ensuring	consumer	protection.\rAccounting	services	are	necessary	for	both	newly	opened	companies	and	existing	structures	that	need	to	establish	an	accounting	service	or	monitor	the	work
of	a	full-time	accountant.	Social	and	cultural	services	cannot	include	medical	care	and	compulsory	educational	process.\rServices	can	be:	private	or	commercial,	voluntary	or	forced,	paid	or	free,	instant	or	long-term,	mutual	and	anonymous,	public,	etc.\rThe	generalizing	category,	which	includes	all	types	of	commercial	and	non-commercial	services
and	is	part	of	the	economy,	is	the	service	sector.\rService	Examples\rRealtor	services	-	services	of	a	realtor,	real	estate	agent,	aimed	at	satisfying	the	needs	of	the	client	when	performing	operations	to	manage	real	estate,	as	well	as	creating	additional	benefits	for	the	client	when	carrying	out	operations	with	real	estate	(additional	income	or	an
additional	increase	in	the	value	of	real	estate	both	in	the	short	and	long	term),	the	receipt	of	which	would	be	impossible	without	the	participation	of	a	realtor	(real	estate	agent)	and	the	use	of	special	professional	tools	and	skills.	It	is	built	on	a	model–view–controller	web	application	framework	that	can	be	used	independently	of	the	CMS.\rJoomla	is
written	in	PHP,	uses	object-oriented	programming	techniques	(since	version	1.5)	and	software	design	patterns,	stores	data	in	a	MySQL,	MS	SQL	(since	version	2.5),	or	PostgreSQL	(since	version	3.0)	database,	and	includes	features	such	as	page	caching,	RSS	feeds,	printable	versions	of	pages,	news	flashes,	blogs,	search,	and	support	for	language
internationalization.\rOver	8,000	free	and	commercial	extensions	are	available	from	the	official	Joomla	Extensions	Directory,	and	more	are	available	from	other	sources.	The	syntax	of	Java	is	similar	to	C	and	C++,	but	it	has	fewer	low-level	facilities	than	either	of	them.	You	can't	change	anything	on	the	site.	Professionals	such	as	scientists,	device
fabricators,	and	hardware	makers	also	create	software	code	even	though	they	are	not	primarily	software	developers.	Additionally,	a	number	of	third	party	organisations	exist	to	provide	support	and	services,	including	MariaDB	and	Percona.\rMySQL	has	received	positive	reviews,	and	reviewers	noticed	it	"performs	extremely	well	in	the	average	case"
and	that	the	"developer	interfaces	are	there,	and	the	documentation	(not	to	mention	feedback	in	the	real	world	via	Web	sites	and	the	like)	is	very,	very	good".	There	are	many	functions	that	IT	outsourcing	can	cover,	and	again	it	saves	you	the	time	you'd	otherwise	spend	on	looking	for	qualified	staff.

","iconURL":"	},{"id":615,"title":"Web	Development","alias":"web-development","description":"	Web	development	is	the	work	involved	in	developing	a	website	for	the	Internet	(World	Wide	Web)	or	an	intranet	(a	private	network).	Full-stack	defines	what	is	a	web	developer.\rAlthough	most	developers	start	with	either	front	or	back-end	specializations,
there	are	a	lot	of	reasons	why	you	should	consider	branching	out	and	learning	both.	Overall,	mobile	UI	design's	goal	is	mainly	for	an	understandable,	user-friendly	interface.	This	means	that	it	is	somewhat	similar	to	English.	B-rep	models	are	the	preferred	solution	for	engineering,	and	many	3D	modeling	applications	for	the	design,	simulation	and
manufacture	of	consumer	and	industrial	products	are	B-rep	based.	For	physical	products	that	need	to	withstand	stress,	this	could	involve	testing	the	product	under	heat,	pressure	or	vibration.	It	provides	restoration	(change,	preservation)	of	consumer	properties	of	products	or	the	manufacture	of	new	products	by	orders	of	citizens,	as	well	as	the
movement	of	goods	and	people,	the	creation	of	conditions	for	consumption.	","materialsDescription":"Why	is	a	Good	Presentation	Software	Important?\rOftentimes,	if	a	prospect	agrees	to	view	a	presentation,	you’ve	at	least	piqued	their	interest.	A	video	can:\rPromote	the	brand.	Otherwise,	there	is	various	good	quality	3D	modeling	app	and	software
that	is	available	for	free	and	is	equally	good	as	professional	options.	iOS	application	builds	a	strong	relationship	with	customers	and	clients,	and	the	great	audience	to	deliver	your	product	and	solutions	to	achieve	their	goals.	Full-stack	developers	understand	both	front	and	back-end	strategies	and	processes,	which	means	that	they	are	perfectly
positioned	to	oversee	the	entire	process.\rIn	the	case	of	small	websites	that	don’t	have	a	huge	development	budget,	a	full-stack	developer	will	often	be	employed	to	build	the	entire	website.	(However,	this	pattern	was	broken	with	the	release	of	C	#	3.0,	which	are	language	extensions	that	do	not	rely	on	.NET	platform	extensions.)	The	CLR	provides	C
#,	like	all	other	.NET-oriented	languages,	many	of	the	features	that	the	“classical”	programming	languages	lack.	For	example,	the	packaging	design	of	a	dairy	product	or	mineral	water	most	often	exploits	a	sense	of	naturalness	and	environmental	friendliness,	and	the	cognac	label	design	reflects	status	and	traditions.\rThe	“functional”	part	of	the
package	is	data	that	the	customer	analyzes	rationally.	Other	tags	such	as	<p>	surround	and	provide	information	about	document	text	and	may	include	other	tags	as	sub-elements.	It	takes	time	to	learn	the	processes	of	your	business,	to	gather	requirements,	to	flesh	out	your	needs,	and	to	build	the	software.	Join	our	hands	and	let's	take	a	walk
together	on	a	road	to	success.\rWebsite	Design\rOur	clients	are	our	topmost	priority.	We	offer	website	designing,	development,	internet	marketing,	hosting	and	support	services,	as	well	as	web	and	mobile	app	development.	Language	barriers	and	lack	of	proximity	lead	to	breakdowns	in	communication	and	quality.
\r","type":null,"isRoiCalculatorAvaliable":false,"isConfiguratorAvaliable":false,"bonus":100,"usingCount":0,"sellingCount":0,"discontinued":0,"rebateForPoc":0,"rebate":0,"seo":{"title":"iClone","keywords":"","description":"Internal	training,	virtual	demos,	promotional	storytelling	presentations	and	more	other	purposes?	This	amazing	presentation
software	provides	an	interesting	design	to	make	contents	","og:image":"	},"eventUrl":"","translationId":6826,"dealDetails":null,"roi":null,"price":null,"bonusForReference":null,"templateData":[],"testingArea":"","categories":[{"id":538,"title":"Services","alias":"services","description":"	Service	-	any	activity	or	work	that	one	party	can	offer	the	other,
characterized	by	the	absence	of	the	proposed	material	tangibility	of	such	activities	and	not	expressed	in	possession	of	something.\rA	service	from	the	point	of	view	of	marketing	is	a	sale	object	in	the	form	of	an	artist’s	action,	bringing	benefits	to	the	consumer	or	a	useful	result.	However,	it	is	not	always	true.	PHP	code	is	usually	processed	by	a	PHP
interpreter	implemented	as	a	module	in	a	web	server	or	as	a	Common	Gateway	Interface	(CGI)	executable.	It’s	a	fundamental	framework	for	developers	to	produce	web	applications.\rCakePHP	has	an	active	developer	team	and	also	the	community,	bringing	terrific	worth	to	the	job.	Web	sites	such	as	Facebook	and	Twitter	provide	users	with	a	platform
to	communicate	and	organizations	with	a	more	personal	and	interactive	way	to	engage	the	public.","materialsDescription":"	What	is	the	Priority	of	a	Web	Developer?\rTo	answer	the	question	“What	is	a	web	developer?”,	we	must	first	look	at	what	a	web	developer	does	and	how	they	do	it.\rA	web	developer	or	programmer	is	someone	who	takes	a	web
design	–	which	has	been	created	by	either	a	client	or	a	design	team	–	and	turns	it	into	a	website.	Scripts	written	in	Vanilla	JS	are	plain	JavaScript	code.\rAlthough	there	are	similarities	between	JavaScript	and	Java,	including	language	name,	syntax,	and	respective	standard	libraries,	the	two	languages	are	distinct	and	differ	greatly	in	design.	It	is	easier
and	clearer	for	a	client	to	watch	a	short	video	than	to	wade	through	the	wilds	of	numerous	pages	on	the	site.","iconURL":"	},{"id":585,"title":"Corporate	Identity	Design","alias":"corporate-identity-design","description":"	The	Branding	of	a	company	is	very	important	and	it	gives	the	first	impression	of	your	company	to	its	customers.	Most	likely,	they
only	know	the	development	of	the	site	and	have	a	number	of	gaps	in	knowledge.	Work	—	May	17,	2022	Luke	Hayman	and	team	have	designed	the	brand	identity	for	the	revolutionary	new	mortgage	company.	The	product	is	called	a	3D	model.	Someone	who	works	with	3D	models	may	be	referred	to	as	a	3D	artist.	It	can	be	displayed	as	a	two-
dimensional	image	through	a	process	called	3D	rendering	or	used	in	a	computer	simulation	of	physical	phenomena.	Graphic	designers	create	and	combine	symbols,	images	and	text	to	form	visual	representations	of	ideas	and	messages.	This	will	help	you	to	measure	success.	With	an	iOS	mobile	app,	always	been	an	attractive	device	to	the	public	with
constant	acknowledgment	from	App	Store	and	business	can	flourish	on	a	regular	basis.iOS	users	are	usually	happy	users,	an	efficiently	developed	iOS	app	helps	to	promote	your	brand	or	your	organization	to	enhance	productivity	with	profitability	services	to	reach	your	targeted	audience.	It	will	make	you	a	lot	more	employable,	will	give	you	a	greater
understanding	of	the	whole	concept	of	what	is	web	development,	and	will	make	it	easier	for	you	to	create	entire	websites	on	your	own.","iconURL":"	},{"id":593,"title":"Mobile	Software	Development","alias":"mobile-software-development","description":"	Mobile	app	development	is	the	act	or	process	by	which	a	mobile	app	is	developed	for	mobile
devices,	such	as	personal	digital	assistants,	enterprise	digital	assistants	or	mobile	phones.	Java	is	an	object-oriented	programming	(OOPS)	or	structured	programming	languages	like	C++	or	C	whereas	JavaScript	is	a	client-side	scripting	language.\rDo	I	have	to	buy	JavaScript?\rNo--there	is	nothing	to	buy.	MySQL	works	on	many	system	platforms,
including	AIX,	BSDi,	FreeBSD,	HP-UX,	eComStation,	i5/OS,	IRIX,	Linux,	macOS,	Microsoft	Windows,	NetBSD,	Novell	NetWare,	OpenBSD,	OpenSolaris,	OS/2	Warp,	QNX,	Oracle	Solaris,	Symbian,	SunOS,	SCO	OpenServer,	SCO	UnixWare,	Sanos	and	Tru64.	Need	explainer	video	in	Spanish?	He	published	the	framework	under	the	MIT	license,	and
opened	it	up	to	the	online	community	of	developers.	We're	pleased	to	see	the	HTML5	specifications	subject	to	rigorous	public	review	since	that	helps	make	the	Web	a	more	secure	environment.\rSome	security	issues	are	not	confined	to	HTML5.	This	is	how	Android	and	iOS	devices	are	able	to	run	hybrid	apps	built	with	HTML,	CSS,	and	JavaScript	as
native	mobile	applications.\rWhat	are	the	benefits	of	native	mobile	app	development?\rAlthough	hybrid	apps	are	easier	and	cheaper	to	develop,	native	mobile	apps	have	many	benefits,	too.\rBetter	performance\rNative	mobile	apps	directly	interact	with	native	APIs	without	depending	on	middleware	such	as	plugins	and	WebViews.	Apple	essentially
controls	the	production	of	its	software	and	hardware	products	from	start	to	finish,	and	so	every	part	of	the	system	is	designed	and	tested	out	to	work	cohesively	together.\rThose	who	complain	that	Apple	forces	its	consumers	to	use	its	proprietary	software	couldn’t	be	more	misguided.	Each	field	of	activity	has	different	needs.	Project	members	have
role-based	access	and	automatic	workflow	management	to	keep	projects	on	track.	Last	but	not	least,	choose	a	3D	modeling	program	according	to	your	age	and	level	of	expertise.","iconURL":"	}],"characteristics":[],"concurentProducts":[],"jobRoles":[],"organizationalFeatures":[],"complementaryCategories":[],"solutions":[],"materials":[],"useCases":
[],"best_practices":[],"values":[],"implementations":[]},{"id":2262,"logoURL":"	,"logo":true,"scheme":false,"title":"Bineks	Software	Development","vendorVerified":0,"rating":"1.00","implementationsCount":0,"presenterCode":"","suppliersCount":0,"supplierPartnersCount":0,"alias":"bineks-software-
development","companyTitle":"Bineks","companyTypes":["supplier","vendor"],"companyId":4595,"companyAlias":"bineks","description":"Bineks	is	a	team	of	high-skilled	professionals	specializing	in	Web	development,	Design,	and	Mobile	solutions.\rBineks	has	gathered	people,	who	truly	love	coding	and	building	solid	modern	web	presence.	For	a	global
or	national	organization,	these	can	bring	in	gains	in	cost	savings,	efficiency	and	productivity,	if	the	branch	offices	are	all	willing	and	able	to	use	the	same	COTS	without	heavy	customizations	(which	is	not	always	a	given).","materialsDescription":"	Why	is	custom	software	such	a	large	investment?\rBuilding	a	custom	web	application	is	a	time-consuming
endeavor.	JavaScript	is	also	an	Object-based	Programming	language.\rWhat	are	the	differences	between	Java	and	JavaScript?\rJava	is	a	complete	programming	language.	Application	software	developers	also	must	consider	a	long	array	of	screen	sizes,	hardware	specifications,	and	configurations	because	of	intense	competition	in	mobile	software	and
changes	within	each	of	the	platforms.	The	color	scheme,	font,	images,	materials	used	-	everything	matters,	nothing	should	be	missed.	Be	sure	to	take	into	account	the	features	and	characteristics	of	the	product.	If	there	is	an	existing	solution	that	can	suit	your	needs	just	fine,	then	it	makes	sense	to	buy,	but	the	software	developer	owns	the	code	and
you	are	basically	licensing	the	software	from	there.	Social	videos	are	usually	designed	to	evoke	strong	emotions,	often	negative	ones.\rVideo	Art.	This	category	of	videos	does	not	have	a	specific	purpose.	For	example,	if	there	is	a	class	Sale	in	the	model,	the	corresponding	table	in	the	database	is	called	sales	by	default.	The	risks	associated	with	modern
Web	applications	are	familiar	to	the	HTML5	community.\rHTML5	and	related	specifications	are	being	developed	in	W3C's	open	standards	process.	iOS	applications	are	secured	applications,	allows	effortless	transaction	facilities	app	without	spending	more	time	on	testing	different	devices.For	business,	there	are	multiple	options	available	in	the	highly
popular	iOS	app	making	software	market,	this	is	because	important	to	attract	new	customers	to	increase	sales	and	chance	to	empower	your	business	in	the	global	market.	Work	—	Apr	29,	2022	Angus	Hyland	and	team	create	a	new	brand	identity	system	for	the	online	wholesaler	that	connects	independent	brands	and	retailers.	When	the	expectations
of	the	customers	are	met	by	the	company,	the	loyalty	of	the	brand	is	automatically	developed.	It's	built	on	principles	like	collaboration,	globalism,	and	innovation.	And	during	playback,	that	recorded	steps	script	is	run	when	the	application	is	under	test.	Branding	has	become	increasingly	more	important	in	the	range	of	services	offered	by	graphic
designers.	It	has	interfaces	to	many	system	calls	and	libraries,	as	well	as	to	various	window	systems,	and	is	extensible	in	C	or	C++.	It’s	a	thrill	in	this	bustling	world	in	which	we	live.","iconURL":"	},{"id":623,"title":"Magento	Development","alias":"magento-development","description":"	Magento	is	an	open-source	e-commerce	platform	written	in	PHP.
The	framework	is	intended	to	be	used	by	most	new	applications	created	for	the	Windows	platform.	Magento	source	code	is	distributed	under	an	Open	Source	Initiative	(OSI)	approved	by	the	Open	Software	License	(OSL)	v3.0,	which	is	similar	to	the	AGPL	but	not	GPL	compliant.\rThe	software	was	originally	developed	by	Varien,	Inc,	a	US	private
company	headquartered	in	Culver	City,	California,	with	assistance	from	volunteers.\rMore	than	100,000	online	stores	have	been	created	on	this	platform.	The	realization	of	a	creative	goal	as	the	development	of	an	advertising	concept	for	a	product	or	service	in	our	time	is	an	indispensable	condition	for	performing	advertising
functions.","materialsDescription":"	Advertising	design	is	a	project	activity	aimed	at	developing	visualization	tools	for	an	advertising	image	of	a	product	as	part	of	a	creative	strategy	for	an	advertising	campaign.\rThe	visualization	of	the	advertising	image	is	achieved	mostly	with	the	help	of	design	graphics.\rAdvertising	image	is	a	complex,	multifaceted
phenomenon,	the	study	of	which	can	be	carried	out	from	different	positions:	economics	and	marketing,	psychotechnologies	and	perception	problems,	methods	of	its	creation,	etc.","iconURL":"	},{"id":575,"title":"Video	Design","alias":"video-design","description":"	A	videoclip	making	is	one	of	the	most	effective	means	of	advertising.	Why	it’s	Useful?
\rCakePHP	is	a	free,	open-source,	rapid	development	framework	for	PHP.	It's	no	secret	that	the	visualization	of	information	facilitates	its	perception.\rAnimated	video	is	one	of	the	most	original	ways	of	presenting	advertisements	for	your	company.	The	specialty	tasks	include	collaborating	on	the	concept	(usually	with	a	team),	attending	meetings	about
the	project,	paying	attention	to	what	customers	are	clicking	on,	doing	presentations	that	explain	the	various	potential	designs,	revising	designs,	and	preparing	asset	files	for	others	on	the	team	and	for	client	use.","iconURL":"	}],"characteristics":[],"concurentProducts":[{"id":5120,"logoURL":"	,"logo":true,"scheme":false,"title":"OWEBEST	Software
Development","vendorVerified":0,"rating":"0.00","implementationsCount":0,"presenterCode":"","suppliersCount":0,"supplierPartnersCount":0,"alias":"owebest-software-development","companyTitle":"Owebest	Technologies	Pvt.	Meanwhile,	the	resources	will	stay	there	for	goods.Available	resources.	Nearly	anything	you	want	to	do	with	the	system	has
been	priorly	created	and	done	absolutely	well	by	other	people.	It	is	these	details	that	allow	the	brand	to	build	a	dialogue	with	the	consumer.\rThe	function	that	is	pronounced	at	this	stage	is	to	communicate	with	the	consumer,	revealing	interesting	details.\r"Recognition"\rFinally,	if	the	packaging	design	was	done	correctly,	and	the	brand	managed	to
build	a	dialogue	with	the	consumer,	having	won	his	sympathies,	the	stage	of	re-purchase	becomes	relevant.\rIf	at	the	first	stage	of	communication	with	the	consumer,	uniqueness	is	important	for	attracting	attention,	then	for	making	a	repeat	purchase,	the	uniqueness	and	recognition	of	the	packaging	become	even	more	important.	This	is	often	due	to
lower	labor	costs,	cheaper	infrastructure,	or	an	advantageous	tax	system	in	the	outsourcing	location.
To	Access	Skills	That	Are	Unavailable	Locally.	Resources	that	are	scarce	at	home	can	sometimes	be	found	in	abundance	elsewhere,	meaning	you	can	easily	reach	them	through	outsourcing.
To	Better	Use	Internal	Resources.	The	heavy,	architectural	form	of	the	rule	ties	into	the	subject	and	suggests	the	importance	and	urgency	of	Szenasy’s	work.	It	was	originally	created	by	Rasmus	Lerdorf	in	1994;	the	PHP	reference	implementation	is	now	produced	by	The	PHP	Group.	It	is	often	associated	with	the	development	of	the	original	form	of
packaging	-	shaping.	It’s	harder	to	start	compared	with	other	CMS	like	Wordpress.	The	current	version,	MSN	8,	includes	the	.NET	Passport's	authentication	services,	email,	address	book,	calendaring	and	tasks,	and	other	similar	services.\r.NET	Enterprise	Servers	-	An	extensive	set	of	Microsoft	server	software	that	runs	on	Windows	servers,	including
Application	Server,	BizTalk	Server,	Exchange	Server,	Host	Integration	Server,	Internet	Security	and	Acceleration	Server,	SQL	Server,	and	many	others.	Language	program	C#	develops.\rNew	programming	languages	appear	annually.	Alternatively,	it's	used	by	people	who	simple	do	not	know	C++	(and	often	not	C	either).	You	need	to	download	them
from	platform-specific	app	stores	such	as	Apple’s	App	Store	and	Google	Play.	Or,	integrate	Drupal	with	external	services	and	other	applications	in	your	infrastructure.	The	trim	size	was	chosen	to	minimize	waste	and	the	paper	(Cascades	Rolland	Enviro	Print)	is	made	from	100%	post-consumer	waste	fiber.	Its	impressive	GUI	sits	on	top	of	a	UNIX	core,
and	UNIX	is	notorious	for	its	impressive	security	features.	Unlike	the	project-based	model,	a	dedicated	team	is	more	engaged	in	your	project.	Meanwhile,	Drupal	is	an	open	source.	Both	of	them	can	be	used	to	achieve	the	best	results,	but	it	is	always	worth	knowing	the	difference	between	the	two.	The	design	of	the	brand	gives	judgment	about	your
business	and	thus	it	should	be	very	memorable	and	attractive.	Professional	experience	covers	such	industry	domains	as	healthcare,	document	management,	insurance,	e-trading,	logistics	&	transportation,	banking	&	finance.","shortDescription":"EffectiveSoft	provides	a	full	cycle	of	application	development,	with	main	focus	on	.NET,	C/C++,	Java,	PHP,
AngularJS,	MongoDB	and	other	technologies.","type":null,"isRoiCalculatorAvaliable":false,"isConfiguratorAvaliable":false,"bonus":100,"usingCount":10,"sellingCount":10,"discontinued":0,"rebateForPoc":0,"rebate":0,"seo":{"title":"EffectiveSoft	Software	Development","keywords":"","description":"EffectiveSoft	is	an	international	software	development
services	vendor	with	18	years	of	professional	experience.\rThe	company	provides	a	full	cycle	of	application	development,	with	main	focus	on	.NET,	C/C++,	Java,	PHP,	AngularJS,	MongoDB	and	other	technologies","og:title":"EffectiveSoft	Software	Development","og:description":"EffectiveSoft	is	an	international	software	development	services	vendor
with	18	years	of	professional	experience.\rThe	company	provides	a	full	cycle	of	application	development,	with	main	focus	on	.NET,	C/C++,	Java,	PHP,	AngularJS,	MongoDB	and	other	technologies","og:image":"	},"eventUrl":"","translationId":5115,"dealDetails":null,"roi":null,"price":null,"bonusForReference":null,"templateData":
[],"testingArea":"","categories":[{"id":615,"title":"Web	Development","alias":"web-development","description":"	Web	development	is	the	work	involved	in	developing	a	website	for	the	Internet	(World	Wide	Web)	or	an	intranet	(a	private	network).	If	it	is	outsourced,	the	question	is:	is	the	supplier	reputable,	and	do	they	have	a	good	track	record?Time	to
market:	COTS	products	usually	have	a	quicker	time	to	marketSize	of	implementation:	COTS	comes	with	standardization	of	business	processes	and	reporting.	Software	testing	also	helps	to	identify	errors,	gaps	or	missing	requirements	contrary	to	the	actual	requirements.	The	web	server	outputs	the	results	of	the	interpreted	and	executed	PHP	code,
which	may	be	any	type	of	data,	such	as	generated	HTML	code	or	binary	image	data.	It	is	compatible	with	the	new	Character	Base	CC3+	and	provides	complete	support	for	SSS	shaders,	next-generation	digital	human	base	along	with	both	non-human	and	non-standard	characters.
","type":null,"isRoiCalculatorAvaliable":false,"isConfiguratorAvaliable":false,"bonus":100,"usingCount":0,"sellingCount":0,"discontinued":0,"rebateForPoc":0,"rebate":0,"seo":{"title":"Canva","keywords":"","description":"Canva	is	home	to	thousands	of	free,	professionally	designed	templates	that,	thanks	to	their	drag	and	drop	interface,	can	be
customized	with	just	a	few	clicks.	There	has	been	reported	two	accident	due	to	this	software	failure.Starbucks	was	forced	to	close	about	60	percent	of	stores	in	the	U.S	and	Canada	due	to	software	failure	in	its	POS	system.	However,	an	elegant	website	will	help	people	to	connect	with	a	business’s	branding.	It	forced	the	government	to	postpone	a	3bn
pound	debt	sale.Nissan	cars	have	to	recall	over	1	million	cars	from	the	market	due	to	software	failure	in	the	airbag	sensory	detectors.	Apple	has	skilled	engineers	which	help	the	user	in	fixing	the	issues	in	their	hardware	and	software.\rSimilar	GUI	for	all	the	products:\rmacOS	has	the	same	graphical	user	interface	(GUI)	as	found	in	other	Apple
products	like	iPhone	and	tablets.	As	a	result,	software	testing	typically	(but	not	exclusively)	attempts	to	execute	a	program	or	application	with	the	intent	of	finding	software	bugs	(errors	or	other	defects).	Since	the	C#	programming	language	was	created	and	accompanied	by	Microsoft,	this	technological	“hippopotamus”	periodically	makes	improvable
with	the	addition	of	useful	functions	in	C	#,	and	you	can	be	sure	that	it	will	perform	many,	many	iterations	...	In	December	2007,	MergeLab	mobile	startup	founder	Adam	MacBeth	stated,	"Functionality	is	not	there,	is	poorly	documented	or	just	doesn't	work...	The	C#	programming	language	has	strong	static	typing,	supports	polymorphism,	operator
overloading,	pointers	to	member	functions	of	classes,	attributes,	events,	properties,	exceptions,	comments	in	XML	format.	Please,	try	again	later.","ru":"Не	удалось	оформить	подписку.	This	ensures	a	better	user	experience,	as	there	are	no	discrepancies	between	the	OS	and	app	design.\rImmediate	access	to	new	features\rNative	mobile	apps	can
immediately	access	the	latest	iOS	or	Android	features.	Some	prefer	saying	Software	testing	as	a	White	Box	and	Black	Box	Testing.\rWhy	is	Software	Testing	Important?\rTesting	is	important	because	software	bugs	could	be	expensive	or	even	dangerous.	If	you	honor	the	copyright	rules,	it’s	OK	to	use	Python	for	commercial	use,	to	sell	copies	of	Python
in	source	or	binary	form	(modified	or	unmodified),	or	to	sell	products	that	incorporate	Python	in	some	form.	It	is	applied	to	products	and	elements	of	company	identity	such	as	logos,	colors,	packaging	and	text	as	part	of	branding	(see	also	advertising).	While	front-end	developers	are	responsible	for	client-side	programming,	back-end	developers	have	to
deal	with	the	server-side.\rThis	means	that	they	have	to	create	the	code	and	programs	which	power	the	website’s	server,	databases,	and	any	applications	that	it	contains.	It	can	be	video	smartphones,	cars,	houses.	These	web	services	allow	users	to	interact	with	applications	from	many	locations,	instead	of	being	tied	to	a	specific	workstation	for	their
application	environment.\rExamples	of	dramatic	transformation	in	communication	and	commerce	led	by	web	development	include	e-commerce.	The	purpose	of	the	video	is	to	convey	new	information	to	the	viewer	or	talk	about	certain	rules.	Its	SQL	parser	is	written	in	yacc,	but	it	uses	a	home-brewed	lexical	analyzer.	Binaries	and	packages	are	also
available.\rWhat	is	MariaDB's	Release	Policy	and	Schedule?\rThe	MariaDB	Development	Plans	page	links	to	plans	for	future	versions	of	MariaDB.\rThe	release	schedule	for	upcoming	MariaDB	releases	can	be	found	on	the	MariaDB	Jira	release	page.","iconURL":"	},{"id":667,"title":"Database	Development","alias":"database-
development","description":"	Database	development	is	the	process	of	creating	a	database	and	setting	its	integrity	parameters.	It	is	used	under	license	for	technology	invented	and	implemented	by	Netscape	Communications	and	current	entities	such	as	the	Mozilla	Foundation.","materialsDescription":"	What	is	JavaScript?\rJavaScript	is	a	client-side	as
well	as	a	server-side	scripting	language	that	can	be	inserted	into	HTML	pages	and	is	understood	by	web	browsers.	A	wide	variety	of	third-party	extensions	are	also	available.	Which	is	important	as	its	being	presented	to	prospects.\rRapid	content	personalization.	A	decent	front-end	web	developer	will	be	fluent	in	at	least	three	programming	languages
–	HTML,	CSS,	and	JavaScript.\rHTML	allows	them	to	add	content	to	a	website	while	splitting	it	into	headings,	paragraphs,	and	tables.	The	possibility	of	greater	profits.\rOf	course,	this	statement	should	be	evaluated	relatively	by	comparison.	HTML	provides	a	means	to	create	structured	documents	by	denoting	structural	semantics	for	text	such	as
headings,	paragraphs,	lists,	links,	quotes	and	other	items.	Detailed	instructions	for	upgrading	are	available	to	those	already	working	with	an	earlier	release.	For	software	products,	failure	testing	might	involve	placing	the	software	under	high	usage	or	load	conditions.\rStatistical	process	control	(SPC),	a	methodology	based	on	objective	data	and
analysis	and	developed	by	Walter	Shewhart	at	Western	Electric	Company	and	Bell	Telephone	Laboratories	in	the	1920's	and	1930's.	Their	“it’s	our	way	or	the	high	way”	approach	to	their	operating	system	has	enabled	them	to	make	significant	improvements	in	their	software,	which	other	operating	systems	are	almost	incapable	of	attaining.\rMAC	OS
X	software	is	essentially	a	two-layered	system.	Accounting	services	are	also	relevant	in	the	case	of	business	expansion,	as	new	employees	appear	in	the	company,	salaries	are	revised,	and	associated	costs	arise.	Finding	and	fixing	coding	errors	can	carry	unintended	consequences;	it	is	possible	to	fix	one	thing,	yet	break	other	features	and	functionality
at	the	same	time.\rSQA	software	has	become	important	for	developers	as	a	means	of	avoiding	errors	before	they	occur,	saving	development	time	and	expenses.	This	promotes	better	collaboration	and	a	free	flow	of	ideas.	The	first	version	of	C++	was	used	internally	in	AT&T	in	August	1983.	What	is	the	benefit	of	choosing	an	Open	Source	platform?
\rMagento	is	an	open-source	eCommerce	platform	that	enables	the	online	business	owners	to	control	their	online	store	and	add	powerful	and	flexible	tools	for	marketing,	catalog	management,	and	search	engine	optimization.\rThe	open-source	platform	offers	much	more	innovation,	customization,	quality,	support	and	agility	at	a	very	low	cost.	If	you
have	a	hybrid	app	you	need	to	rely	on	plugins	like	Cordova	plugins	to	use	the	native	capabilities	of	the	user’s	device.\rHybrid	apps	also	depend	on	WebViews	to	render	their	user	interfaces.	As	it’s	likely	that	app	stores	will	continue	cracking	down	on	hybrid	apps,	native	mobile	apps	are	also	a	more	future-proof	investment.","iconURL":"	},
{"id":597,"title":"Android	Software	Application","alias":"android-software-application","description":"	Android	software	development	is	the	process	by	which	new	applications	are	created	for	devices	running	the	Android	operating	system.	In	more	technical	terms,	most	versions	of	MS	SQL	have	the	following	features:\rBuffer	managementLogging	and
TransactionConcurrency	and	lockingReplication	servicesAnalysis	servicesNotification	servicesIntegration	servicesFull-text	search	serviceStored	proceduresTriggersViewsSub-SELECTs	(i.e.	nested	SELECTs)\rWhat	is	MS	SQL	used	for?\rMS	SQL	is	the	database	of	choice	for	web	applications	on	a	Windows	platform	(using	.NET	or	ASP).	August	2002.B.
Previous	versions	have	included	Lollipop,	KitKat,	Jelly	Bean	and	Gingerbread.\rWhat’s	the	best	thing	about	Android?\rOptions,	many	options.	Java	is	fast,	highly	secure,	and	reliable.	The	most	important	thing	as	a	back-end	developer	is	the	ability	to	be	able	to	create	a	clean,	efficient	code	that	does	what	you	want	it	to	in	the	quickest	way	possible.	But
what	sets	it	apart	is	its	flexibility;	modularity	is	one	of	its	core	principles.	\rThere	are	2	components	involved	in	Interface	testing:	1)	web	server	and	application	server	interface	and	2)	web	server	and	database	server	interface.\rBasically,	3	phases	are	involved	in	the	Interface	testing	which	is	mentioned	below:\rConfiguration	and	Development.	The
bottom	line	is	that	HTML	is	used	to	structure	the	content	of	a	page.	This	thereby	enhances	the	power	of	extending	your	Drupal	website.	The	cover	features	a	striking	photograph	of	a	young	Szenasy	in	the	sixth	grade,	taken	a	few	months	before	the	Hungarian	Revolution.	Since	computers	are	very	good	at	handling	large	amounts	of	data,	database
management	plays	a	central	role	in	computing,	as	stand-alone	utilities,	or	as	parts	of	other	applications.\rMySQL	is	a	relational	database	management	system.\rA	relational	database	stores	data	in	separate	tables	rather	than	putting	all	the	data	in	one	big	storeroom.	It's	one	of	the	three	market-leading	database	technologies,	along	with	Oracle
Database	and	IBM's	DB2.\rLike	other	RDBMS	technologies,	SQL	Server	is	primarily	built	around	a	row-based	table	structure	that	connects	related	data	elements	in	different	tables	to	one	another,	avoiding	the	need	to	redundantly	store	data	in	multiple	places	within	a	database.	Its	tools	help	you	build	the	versatile,	structured	content	that	dynamic	web
experiences	need.\rIt's	also	a	great	choice	for	creating	integrated	digital	frameworks.	Video	Explainers	has	a	pool	of	versatile	voice-over	artists	that	are	offering	a	rich	variety	of	styles.	These	are	goods	provided	not	in	the	form	of	commodities	or	exchange,	but	in	the	form	of	activities.	Magento	also	uses	the	entity–attribute–value	model	to	store	data.	In
today's	world,	regular	text	advertisements	are	ineffective;Accessibility	-	everyone	has	access	to	the	Internet	today,	so	it	will	be	easy	to	find	your	video	clip;Developing	a	video	requires	a	special	creative	approach.\rWhat	makes	up	the	cost	of	the	video?\rDifferent	videos	vary	significantly	in	price,	however,	the	creation	of	any	of	them	requires	financial
investments.\rYou	can	approximately	calculate	the	cost	of	a	video	based	on	the	following	indicators:\rthe	depth	of	study	of	the	target	audience	and	competitors;number	of	shooting	days;the	location	of	the	shooting	and	the	complexity	of	the	scenery;the	presence	of	graphics,	animation	and	special	effects;fees	of	all	persons	involved	in	the	development
and	shooting	of	the	video.","iconURL":"	}],"characteristics":[],"concurentProducts":[],"jobRoles":[],"organizationalFeatures":[],"complementaryCategories":[],"solutions":[],"materials":[],"useCases":[],"best_practices":[],"values":[],"implementations":[]},{"id":6024,"logoURL":"	,"logo":true,"scheme":false,"title":"IMMWIT	Website	Mockup
Design","vendorVerified":0,"rating":"0.00","implementationsCount":0,"presenterCode":"","suppliersCount":0,"supplierPartnersCount":0,"alias":"immwit-website-mockup-design","companyTitle":"IMMWIT","companyTypes":["supplier","vendor"],"companyId":8819,"companyAlias":"immwit","description":"Mockups	play	a	vital	role	during	the	process	of
web	designing	for	business.	The	connection	which	integrates	and	facilitates	the	communication	between	these	components	is	termed	as	an	Interface.\rInterface	Testing	is	performed	to	evaluate	whether	systems	or	components	pass	data	and	control	correctly	to	one	another.	You	can	also	use	a	hired	professional	to	create	your	brand	design	to	make	it
more	memorable.","materialsDescription":"	How	to	develop	a	strong	brand	identity?\rKnow	who	you	are!\rBefore	you	know	what	tangible	elements	you	want	to	make	up	your	brand	identity,	you	need	to	know	who	you	are	as	a	brand.\rWho	you	are	as	a	brand	is	made	up	of	a	few	key	elements:\rYour	mission	(what’s	your	“why?”)Your	values	(what
beliefs	drive	your	company?)Your	brand	personality	(if	your	brand	was	a	person,	what	kind	of	personality	would	they	have?)Your	unique	positioning	(how	do	you	differentiate	yourself	from	the	competition?)Your	brand	voice	(if	your	brand	was	a	person,	how	would	it	communicate?)\rThese	elements	are	what	define	your	brand,	and	before	you	start
building	your	brand	identity,	it’s	important	you	have	a	clear	understanding	of	each.\rIf	you’re	having	trouble	figuring	out	who	exactly	you	are,	don’t	sweat	it.	The	specialty	tasks	include	collaborating	on	the	concept	(usually	with	a	team),	attending	meetings	about	the	project,	paying	attention	to	what	customers	are	clicking	on,	doing	presentations	that
explain	the	various	potential	designs,	revising	designs,	and	preparing	asset	files	for	others	on	the	team	and	for	client	use.","iconURL":"	},{"id":569,"title":"Website	Design","alias":"website-design","description":"	Web	design	is	the	process	of	creating	websites.	As	noted	above,	there	are	some	different	types	of	web	developers,	each	of	which	focuses	on
a	different	aspect	of	the	creation	of	a	website.\rTo	understand	what	is	a	web	developer	it	is	crucial	to	know	that	the	three	main	types	of	developers	are	front-end,	back-end,	and	full-stack.	Therefore,	the	development	of	packaging	design	always	implies	a	layout	in	which	information	that	is	significant	for	the	consumer	and	forms	a	positive	image	of	the
brand	comes	to	the	fore.\rAccordingly,	the	second	function	of	packaging	at	the	stage	of	dating	is	to	be	informative	and	form	a	positive	brand	image.\r"Dialog"\rIf	the	acquaintance	turned	out	to	be	successful	and	the	consumer	made	a	purchase,	the	third	stage	of	interaction	begins,	which	can	conditionally	be	referred	to	as	a	“dialogue”.	Right	out	of	the
gate	we	work	hard	to	make	sure	that	not	only	the	project	is	a	good	fit,	but	the	relationship	with	the	client	is	as	well.	But	though	this	sounds	passingly	similar	to	.NET,	Windows	DNA	is	very	much	based	on	proprietary	Windows	technologies.	It	is	predefined.\rIn	dynamic	websites,	the	content	of	a	script	can	be	changed	at	the	run	time.	Media-dependent
people	perceive	visual	information	so	quickly	that	it’s	impossible	to	interest	them	in	a	long	video.	CSS	provides	the	following	benefits:\rDesigned	to	the	smallest	detail.Using	a	single	table,	you	can	manage	various	documents.You	can	customize	the	page	display	options	for	different	devices:	computer	screen,	smartphone	screen,	etc.\rWebsite
Promotion	with	CSS\rThe	emergence	and	development	of	CSS	have	made	the	development	of	web	resources	more	efficient	and	effective.	Object-oriented	programming	and	structured	programming	are	fully	supported,	and	many	of	its	features	support	functional	programming	and	aspect-oriented	programming	(including	by	metaprogramming	and
metaobjects	(magic	methods)).	It	seemed	to	fit	especially	well	because\r“typo”,	as	in	typography,	had	something	to	do	with	layout	and	content	and“typo”,	as	in	a	typing	mistake,	now	had	a	quirky	share	in	the	product’s	history.\rThe	newborn	child	now	had	a	name.\rOriginally	there	were	Typo	versions	1,	2	and	2.5.	But	with	the	success	of	version	3,
which	had	branded	itself	more	or	less	by	default,	a	“3”	was	eventually	appended	to	the	product	title	itself.	They	are	offered	under	GPL	version	2,	or	a	proprietary	license.\rSupport	can	be	obtained	from	the	official	manual.	There	are	three	basic	types:\rSystem	software	to	provide	core	functions	such	as	operating	systems,	disk	management,	utilities,
hardware	management,	and	other	operational	necessities.\rProgramming	software	to	give	programmers	tools	such	as	text	editors,	compilers,	linkers,	debuggers	and	other	tools	to	create	code.\rApplication	software	(applications	or	apps)	to	help	users	perform	tasks.	It	encourages	and	facilitates	the	use	of	web	standards	such	as	JSON	or	XML	for	data
transfer,	HTML,	CSS	and	JavaScript	for	user	interfacing.	Having	adopted	a	lot	from	their	predecessors	-	C++,	Delphi,	Modula,	Smalltalk	-	in	C	#,	relying	on	the	practice	of	using	them,	deliberately	excluded	some	models	that	proved	to	be	problematic	when	developing	software	systems	in	the	above-mentioned	programming	languages.\rThe	syntax	is
quite	minimalistic	-	with	manual	memory	management.	Therefore,	the	next	task	is	to	convey	to	the	consumer	the	most	important	information	about	the	brand	and	product	as	briefly,	clearly	and	structured	as	possible.	This	is	invaluable	because,	in	many	CMS,	you	have	to	pay	for	important	features.	Video	advertising	production	company	Cinema
Friends	creates	video	ads	for	all	types	of	business.	Templates	and	exception	handling	were	included	later	in	the	1980's	and	documented	in	The	Annotated	C++	Reference	Manual	and	The	C++	Programming	Language	(2rd	Edition).	In	this	highly	connected	environment,	it	is	important	that	powerful	Web	applications	be	designed	with	sensitivity	to	user
privacy	and	security	needs.	Nor	is	it	confined	to	traditional	information	technology	industries	such	as	software	or	semiconductor	businesses.	By	comparison,	.NET	is	based	on	open	standards	(XML	and	various	related	technologies),	so	it	will	be	much	easier	for	other	vendors	to	adopt	the	platform	and	write	compatible	software.	Moreover,	it	would	have
worked	as	planned	and	planned.\rThe	sphere	of	design-design	is	currently	carried	out	within	the	framework	of	already	established	traditions,	but	innovations	in	this	area	are	primarily	related	to	the	search	for	specific,	interesting,	original	graphic	ways	of	expressing	advertising	ideas	that	contribute	to	a	more	effective	impact	on	the	consumer,	one	of
which	is	the	use	of	metaphor	in	creating	an	advertising	image.	That	way	you	can	elevate	their	points	of	interest.","iconURL":"	}],"characteristics":[],"concurentProducts":[],"jobRoles":[],"organizationalFeatures":[],"complementaryCategories":[],"solutions":[],"materials":[],"useCases":[],"best_practices":[],"values":[],"implementations":[]},
{"id":6825,"logoURL":"	,"logo":true,"scheme":false,"title":"Video	Explainers","vendorVerified":0,"rating":"0.00","implementationsCount":0,"presenterCode":"","suppliersCount":0,"supplierPartnersCount":0,"alias":"video-explainers","companyTitle":"Video	Explainers","companyTypes":["vendor"],"companyId":9443,"companyAlias":"video-
explainers","description":"You	are	able	to	pick	your	favorite	style	and	make	it	your	own	to	showcase	contents,	or	fully	customize	beautiful	one	to	suit	best	for	your	goal.	There	should	be	a	life	in	your	Brand	designing	with	a	good	combination	of	the	color,	visual	appearance	or	style,	name,	topography,	intensity	and	size.	They	require	simulation	features
to	test	their	ideas	and	validate	designs.	It	is	also	worth	taking	care	of	preserving	originality	and	originality,	protection	from	fakes,	which	are	possible	in	the	future.\rWork	Stages:\rmarket	analysis;development	of	an	original	concept;creation	of	several	options;the	choice	of	one	option,	making	changes	to	it;layout	preparation;determination	of	optimal
printing	technology.\rThis	is	a	complex,	multi-level,	multi-tasking,	a	lengthy	procedure	that	requires	specialists	to	have	certain	knowledge,	skills,	and	experience.","iconURL":"	},{"id":589,"title":"Design	Animation","alias":"design-animation","description":"	Visual	marketing	is	firmly	in	the	lead	when	it	comes	to	promoting	a	business.	Online	auction
sites	such	as	eBay	have	changed	the	way	consumers	find	and	purchase	goods	and	services.	Work	with	your	team	together	and	realtime	on	any	of	your	presentations.	It	is	also	not	possible	to	change	other	hardware	accessories	like	internal	computer	parts,	the	only	choice	you	have	is	to	buy	a	new	mac	computer.	Users	have	built-in	testing	and
simulation	features	to	validate	virtual	prototypes	before	or	after	detail	design.	The	integral	base	is	the	correspondence	of	information	in	the	database	and	internal	structures,	as	well	as	to	explicitly	defined	rules.	Access	weather,	traffic,	music,	and	other	personal	information	from	a	variety	of	devices,	from	anywhere	in	the	world.	\rLet’s	say	you’re
about	to	hop	on	a	presentation	call	with	a	prospect.	Front-end	developers	are	responsible	for	behavior	and	visuals	that	run	in	the	user	browser,	while	back-end	developers	deal	with	the	servers.\rSince	the	commercialization	of	the	web,	web	development	has	been	a	growing	industry.	If	you	want	to	use	mock	ups	while	designing	your	business
website","og:title":"IMMWIT	Website	Mockup	Design","og:description":"Mockups	play	a	vital	role	during	the	process	of	web	designing	for	business.	Our	team	of	mobile	app	developers	ensures	that	cutting-edge	apps	are	built	with	the	best	available	high-tech.	Here,	by	uniqueness,	we	mean:	a)	the	presence	of	unusual	copyright	findings	in	design;	b)
avoiding	established	categorical	stereotypes	and	the	possibility	of	differentiation	from	competitors.\rThus,	the	final	function	of	packaging	design	is	to	demonstrate	individuality	and	be	recognizable.","materialsDescription":"	What	is	packaging	design?\rPackaging	design	is	one	of	the	most	powerful	marketing	tools	for	promotion,	a	certain	channel	of
communication	between	the	manufacturer	and	its	target	audience.	Characters,	titles,	buildings	and	any	other	objects	in	such	videos	are	flat,	as	in	the	pictures.	Python	3.0,	released	in	2008,	was	a	major	revision	of	the	language	that	is	not	completely	backward-compatible,	and	much	Python	2	code	does	not	run	unmodified	on	Python	3.\rThe	Python	2
language,	i.e.	Python	2.7.x,	was	officially	discontinued	on	1	January	2020	(first	planned	for	2015)	after	which	security	patches	and	other	improvements	will	not	be	released	for	it.	They	are	being	confirmed	with	the	requirements	that	are	stated	in	the	business	requirements.	","materialsDescription":"	What	is	Software	Testing?\rSoftware	Testing	is
defined	as	an	activity	to	check	whether	the	actual	results	match	the	expected	results	and	to	ensure	that	the	software	system	is	Defect	free.	This	is	the	GNU	/	Linux	operating	system	based	structure,	which	is	a	unix	type	system	(portable	operating	system,	multitasking	and	multi-user).	It	is	easy	and	time-saving.	In	turn,	label	design	is	one	of	the	stages
in	creating	packaging.	It	should	be	bold	and	distinctive	and	should	be	able	to	advertise	about	your	company.	This	is	why	product	development	is	a	collaborative	effort	between	creative	designers	and	the	technical	teams	who	bring	the	designs	to	life.	Ruby	on	Rails'	influence	on	other	web	frameworks	remains	apparent	today,	with	many	frameworks	in
other	languages	borrowing	its	ideas,	including	Django	in	Python,	Catalyst	in	Perl,	Laravel	and	CakePHP	in	PHP,	Phoenix	in	Elixir,	Play	in	Scala,	and	Sails.js	in	Node.js.\rRuby	on	Rails	is	intended	to	emphasize	Convention	over	Configuration	(CoC),	and	the	Don't	Repeat	Yourself	(DRY)	principle.\r"Convention	over	Configuration"	means	a	developer	only
needs	to	specify	unconventional	aspects	of	the	application.	The	title	has	been	treated	like	a	magazine	masthead	or	logo.	Such	videos	allow	you	to	fully	demonstrate	to	customers	a	product	from	virtually	all	sides	before	it	is	created.	There	are	also	thousands	of	high	end	templates	available,	many	of	which	are	free.	Designers	can	use	realistic	rendering
features	to	illustrate	the	product	in	its	best	light	to	customers	and	marketing	staff	complete	with	textures,	materials	and	shadow	control.	It	includes	a	large	class	library	named	Framework	Class	Library	(FCL)	and	provides	language	interoperability	(each	language	can	use	code	written	in	other	languages)	across	several	programming	languages.	Apple
provides	tools	and	resources	for	creating	iOS	apps	and	accessories	for	these	devices.	Though	most	graphic	designers	are	intuitively	creative	already,	they	have	generally	spent	time	studying	numerous	design	principles.	Ltd.","companyTypes":["supplier","vendor"],"companyId":7971,"companyAlias":"owebest-technologies-pvt-
ltd","description":"OweBest	is	a	pre-eminent	IT	company	with	over	2500	projects	executed	in	the	global	IT	industry.	According	to	the	ratings	of	the	domestic	DOU,	it	is	clear	that	the	C#	programming	language	in	Ukraine	is	in	3rd	place	in	2018	among	programming	languages.	These	two	languages	are	not	at	all	inter-dependent	and	are	designed	for
different	intent.	REST	(Representational	State	Transfer)	is	a	style	of	software	architecture	based	around	the	client-server	relationship.	It's	structure	is	similar	to	HTML,	the	language	of	the	Web,	but	it's	far	more	powerful	because	it's	not	limited	to	a	static	list	of	language	constructs	("tags")	that	the	language's	authors	supply.	Classes	can	further
accommodate	member	functions	to	implement	specific	functionality.	As	a	newbie	or	a	senior	developer,	Drupal.org	is	a	must-have	resource	where	you	dig	in	for	learning	material,	upcoming	news,	or	ask	for	support	from	contributors,	and	specialists.Robust	and	convenience.	Be	assured	that	the	source	code	for	building	your	Drupal	sites	has	been
precisely	written,	and	designed	by	Drupal	experts.	They	are	programmable	units	that	other	applications	(and	Web	services)	can	access	over	the	Internet.\rDoes	.NET	require	Windows?\rTechnically,	no,	but	realistically,	yes.	Mobile	UI	considers	constraints,	contexts,	screen,	input,	and	mobility	as	outlines	for	design.	It	can	improve	customer
experiences,	bring	more	innovative,	feature-rich	products	to	market	faster,	and	make	operations	more	efficient,	safe	and	productive.\rSoftware	development	is	also	important	because	it	is	pervasive.","iconURL":"	}],"characteristics":[],"concurentProducts":[],"jobRoles":[],"organizationalFeatures":[],"complementaryCategories":[],"solutions":
[],"materials":[],"useCases":[],"best_practices":[],"values":[],"implementations":[]},{"id":5651,"logoURL":"	,"logo":true,"scheme":false,"title":"Cinema-Friends	Advertising	video	production","vendorVerified":0,"rating":"0.00","implementationsCount":0,"presenterCode":"","suppliersCount":0,"supplierPartnersCount":0,"alias":"cinema-friends-advertising-
video-production","companyTitle":"Cinema-Friends","companyTypes":["supplier"],"companyId":8571,"companyAlias":"cinema-friends","description":"Making	video	advertising	for	posting	on	Internet	platforms	and	other	web-resources	is	called	video	advertisement.\rWhy	it’s	worth	paying	attention	to	this	trend?\rInteractivity.	You	probably	could	see	a
funny	promotional	video	on	YouTube	or	Vimeo.	Integrated	with	the	latest	real-time	technologies,	iClone	7	simplifies	the	world	of	3D	Animation	in	a	user-friendly	production	environment	that	blends	character	animation,	scene	design	and	cinematic	storytelling;	quickly	turning	your	vision	into	a	reality.	If	one	of	our	team	members	leave,	our	whole	team
shares	the	knowledge	so	you’re	not	left	in	the	dark.\rIf	things	don’t	go	well,	am	I	sunk?\rWe	make	communication	and	transparency	are	top	priorities	so	this	doesn’t	happen.	It	has	filter,	map,	and	reduce	functions;	list	comprehensions,	dictionaries,	sets,	and	generator	expressions.	At	the	same	time,	the	structure	remained	unchanged.\rStructuring
tags,	for	example	<table>,	began	to	spread.	JavaScript	was	influenced	by	programming	languages	such	as	Self	and	Scheme.	In	a	world	where	trends	evolve	at	record	speed,	brands	that	understand	the	consumers’	needs,	win	consumers’	loyalty.	Programmers	typically	interpret	instructions	from	software	developers	and	engineers	and	use
programming	languages	like	C++	or	Java	to	carry	them	out.\rSoftware	engineers	apply	engineering	principles	to	build	software	and	systems	to	solve	problems.	TD-54MQZY.	The	tables	are	linked	by	defined	relations	making	it	possible	to	combine	data	from	several	tables	on	request.	Their	main	goal	is	to	demonstrate	the	main	advantages.\rImage.
Such	videos	differ	from	presentation	videos	in	that	they	do	not	sell	or	present	anything,	but	only	create	the	right	image.	Generally,	Ruby	on	Rails	conventions	lead	to	less	code	and	less	repetition.\r"Don't	repeat	yourself"	means	that	information	is	located	in	a	single,	unambiguous	place.	W3C	works	to	ensure	not	just	interoperable	support	in	the
software	of	a	single	specification,	but	compatibility	among	specifications.\rEven	though	HTML5	is	still	a	draft,	browser	vendors	are	deploying	features	and	generating	a	lot	of	excitement	in	the	IT	industry.	Please,	try	again	later.","ru":"Данные	модерируются	и	вскоре	будут	опубликованы.	For	example,	microcontrollers	that	run	Java	code	on
hardware	instead	of	software	JVMs,	as	well	as	ARM-based	processors	that	support	Java	bytecode	through	the	Jazelle	option.\rWhat	are	the	main	features	of	Java?\rAutomatic	memory	management.Advanced	exception	handling	capabilities.A	rich	set	of	I/O	filtering	tools.A	set	of	standard	collections:	array,	list,	stack,	etc.The	presence	of	simple	tools	for
creating	network	applications	(including	using	the	RMI	protocol).The	presence	of	classes	that	allow	you	to	perform	HTTP	requests	and	process	responses.Built-in	language	tools	for	creating	multi-threaded	applications,	which	were	then	ported	to	many	languages	(for	example,	Python).Unified	access	to	databases:	at	the	level	of	individual	SQL	queries	-
based	on	JDBC,	SQLJ;	at	the	level	of	the	concept	of	objects	with	the	ability	to	store	in	the	database	-	based	on	Java	Data	Objects	(English)	and	Java	Persistence	API.Generalization	support	(since	version	1.5).Support	for	lambdas,	closures,	built-in	functional	programming	features.","iconURL":"	},{"id":601,"title":"Custom	Software
Development","alias":"custom-software-development","description":"	Custom	software	(also	known	as	bespoke	software	or	tailor-made	software)	is	software	that	organization	for	some	specific	organization	or	another	user.	Knowledge	of	HyperText	Markup	Language	(HTML)	or	of	programming	languages	is	still	required	to	use	such	software,	but	the
basics	can	be	learned	and	implemented	quickly.\rAn	ever-growing	set	of	tools	and	technologies	have	helped	developers	build	more	dynamic	and	interactive	websites.	Work	—	Apr	19,	2022	DJ	Stout	and	team	have	designed	the	brand	identity	system	and	updated	packaging	for	the	Atlanta,	Georgia	based	coffee	shop.	After	all,	having	a	functional	website
matters	more	than	how	it	looks,	right?	A	company	called	Ximian	is	porting	the	standards-based	parts	of	.NET	to	Linux	as	you	read	this,	and	the	work	is	amazingly	far	along.	IT	outsourcing	can	be	implemented	both	ways:	outsides	or	within	the	country.	This	contains	a	set	of	tools,	resources	and	programming	essentials	within	itself.	Online	retailers	such
as	Amazon.com	and	Buy.com	(among	many	others)	have	transformed	the	shopping	and	bargain-hunting	experience	for	many	consumers.	The	Rails	framework	helps	developers	to	build	websites	and	applications	because	it	abstracts	and	simplifies	common	repetitive	tasks.\rRails	are	written	in	Ruby,	the	programming	language	which	is	also	used
alongside	Rails.	That	way	you	can	elevate	their	points	of	interest.","iconURL":"	}],"characteristics":[],"concurentProducts":[],"jobRoles":[],"organizationalFeatures":[],"complementaryCategories":[],"solutions":[],"materials":[],"useCases":[],"best_practices":[],"values":[],"implementations":[]},{"id":6829,"logoURL":"
,"logo":true,"scheme":false,"title":"Ludus","vendorVerified":0,"rating":"0.00","implementationsCount":0,"presenterCode":"","suppliersCount":0,"supplierPartnersCount":0,"alias":"ludus","companyTitle":"Ludus","companyTypes":["vendor"],"companyId":9445,"companyAlias":"ludus","description":"Ludus	is	for	creative	folks	who	find	presentation	apps	to
be	limiting	and	want	their	slideshow	to	be	a	work	of	art.\rGraphic	designers	will	especially	love	Ludus.	Scher	worked	closely	with	Szenasy	and	Metropolis	Books	publisher	Diana	Murphy	on	the	design	of	the	book.	Rails	is	a	model–view–controller	(MVC)	framework,	providing	default	structures	for	a	database,	a	web	service,	and	web	pages.	Make	sure
you	know	what	the	process	is	for	leaving	and	what	those	different	‘leaving’	options	are.","iconURL":"	},{"id":593,"title":"Mobile	Software	Development","alias":"mobile-software-development","description":"	Mobile	app	development	is	the	act	or	process	by	which	a	mobile	app	is	developed	for	mobile	devices,	such	as	personal	digital	assistants,
enterprise	digital	assistants	or	mobile	phones.	Creative	designers,	technical	designers,	engineers	and	simulation	experts	collaborate	on	the	same	platform,	the	3DEXPERIENCE	platform,	to	design	innovative	products	consumers	love.	Mobile	design	is	usually	a	big	part	of	the	job,	while	it	is	also	important	to	make	sure	that	a	website	will	display
correctly	on	all	web	browsers.\rBack-End	Developer\rWhile	it	may	seem	like	front-end	developers	have	a	difficult	job	making	sure	that	a	website	looks	great,	works	well,	and	contains	the	correct	content,	back-end	developers	have	it	much	worse.	Define	a	role	for	everyone	and	let	them	work	in	confidence.\rFinally	a	presentation	tool	designers	will	love.
This	process	allows	an	expert	review	of	features	along	with	their	security	and	privacy	implications.	\rA	great	slide	deck	combined	with	quality	content	is	often	one	of	the	best	single	sources	of	sales	information	in	your	company.\rMost	sales	decks	contain	a	complete	pitch	all	the	way	from	pain	point	identification	to	feature/benefit	pairings.
Furthermore,	the	big	software	houses	that	release	COTS	products	revamp	their	product	very	frequently.	\rUNLIMITED	REVISIONS	GUARANTEE.	In	order	for	such	a	video	to	be	effective,	it	is	important	to	get	an	emotional	response	from	the	audience.	Localizing	the	Joomla	engine	to	your	language	is	easier	than	it	is	with	most	of	its	competitors	in	the
CMS	world.\rThere	are	almost	70	language	packs	in	Joomla	which	are	just	several	clicks	away	from	being	installed	and	used.\rEven	if	a	theme	you	use	has	some	words	that	aren’t	translatable	with	the	language	pack,	you	can	translate	the	rest	of	them	in	a	language	override	tool.	C#	is	strongly	typed,	so	it	is	easier	for	them	to	master	beginners\rAs	for
the	comparison	of	programming	languages,	it	should	be	noted	that	the	C#	programming	language	is	multi-level.	As	it’s	likely	that	app	stores	will	continue	cracking	down	on	hybrid	apps,	native	mobile	apps	are	also	a	more	future-proof	investment.","iconURL":"	},{"id":565,"title":"Design","alias":"design","description":"	Design	is	the	activity	of
designing	the	aesthetic	properties	of	industrial	products	(“artistic	design”),	as	well	as	the	result	of	this	activity	(for	example,	in	such	phrases	as	“car	design”).\rIt	is	believed	that	in	a	broader	sense,	the	design	is	not	only	intended	for	artistic	design,	but	should	also	be	involved	in	solving	broader	social	and	technical	problems	of	the	functioning	of
production,	consumption,	and	the	existence	of	people	in	the	objective	environment,	by	rational	construction	of	its	visual	and	functional	properties.\rThe	theoretical	basis	of	design	is	technical	aesthetics.\rThe	term	“industrial	design”	was	approved	by	the	decision	of	the	first	General	Assembly	of	the	ICSID	(International	Council	of	Societies	of	Industrial
Design,	International	Council	of	Industrial	Design	Organizations)	in	1959;	The	term	“design”	is	a	professional	abbreviation	of	the	term	“industrial	design”.\rDesigner	-	artist-designer,	a	person	engaged	in	artistic	and	technical	activities	in	various	industries	(including	an	architect,	designer,	illustrator,	poster	and	other	advertising	graphics	designer,
web	designer).\rThe	word	"design"	English-language	literature	of	the	beginning	of	the	XXI	century,	and	understands	the	style,	and	the	project,	and	design,	and	actually	"design"	-	a	professional	activity,	along	with	architecture	or	engineering	design.","materialsDescription":"	Design	object\rThe	object	of	design	can	be	almost	any	new	technical
industrial	product	(set,	ensemble,	complex,	system)	in	any	sphere	of	life	activity	of	people,	where	human	communication	is	socially	and	culturally	conditioned.\rThe	main	categories	of	the	design	object	are:\rThe	image	is	an	ideal	representation	of	the	object,	an	artistic-figurative	model	created	by	the	designer’s	imagination.\r	Function	-	the	work	that
the	product	must	perform,	as	well	as	the	semantic,	sign	and	value	role	of	the	thing.Morphology	-	the	structure,	the	structure	of	the	shape	of	the	product,	organized	in	accordance	with	its	function,	material	and	method	of	manufacture,	embodying	the	designer's	intent.Technological	form	-	morphology,	embodied	in	the	method	of	industrial	production	of
the	thing-object	of	the	design-design	as	a	result	of	artistic	understanding	of	technology.Aesthetic	value	is	a	special	value	of	an	object	revealed	by	a	person	in	a	situation	of	aesthetic	perception,	emotional,	sensory	experience	and	assessment	of	the	degree	of	conformity	of	an	object	to	the	aesthetic	ideal	of	a	subject.\rTechniques	for	finding	a	design
solution:\rExhibition	modelingMuseum	situational	modelingReincarnation	or	borrowing	positionPerson	projection	into	the	projected	objectScenario	modelingGame	Situational	ModelingMathematical	and	physical	modeling	of	the	dynamics	of	an	object	in	the	environmentGenerative	Design\rVarieties	of	design:\rAnimation	designArchitectural
designWeb	designGame	designGraphic	designUrban	designInterior	DesignClothing	designCeremony	DesignSound	designInformation	designBook	designLandscape	DesignParametric	designPrint	designInteraction	designSoftware	designIndustrial	DesignLight	designTransport	designFuturodesignEcodesign","iconURL":"	},{"id":591,"title":"Software
Development","alias":"software-development","description":"	Software	development	is	the	process	of	conceiving,	specifying,	designing,	programming,	documenting,	testing,	and	bug	fixing	involved	in	creating	and	maintaining	applications,	frameworks,	or	other	software	components.	This	presentation	software	goes	a	modern	way	for	everyone	to
convey	messages	and	share	ideas.	Mobile	UI	contexts	signal	cues	from	user	activity,	such	as	location	and	scheduling	that	can	be	shown	from	user	interactions	within	a	mobile	app.	Design	and	engineering	seamlessly	interact	with	one	another	to	explore	and	validate	ideas	for	quality,	safety,	performance,	look	and	feel.	In	this	case,	your	main	goal	is	to
enter	the	market	and	test	the	solution	fast.	The	growth	of	this	industry	is	being	driven	by	businesses	wishing	to	use	their	website	to	advertise	and	sell	products	and	services	to	customers.\rThere	are	many	open	source	tools	for	web	development	such	as	BerkeleyDB,	GlassFish,	LAMP	(Linux,	Apache,	MySQL,	PHP)	stack	and	Perl/Plack.	You,	as	well	as
almost	every	other	Internet	user	today,	expect	the	website	to	scale	gracefully	to	any	screen	resolution	and	that	is	what	Joomla	is	totally	capable	of	doing.\rMobile	devices,	desktops,	tablets	-	your	website	is	not	going	to	look	“broken”	on	any	of	them.\rMultilingual.	Do	you	operate	in	a	non-English	market?	The	brand	of	the	company	mostly	attempts	the
customers	to	purchase	the	products	or	services.	Products	that	appeal	to	both	their	emotional	and	practical	sides	have	the	best	chance	of	success.	Some	graphics	programs	like	Adobe	Photoshop	even	include	a	"Save	for	Web…"	option	that	provides	an	easy	way	to	export	images	in	a	format	optimized	for	web	publishing.","materialsDescription":"	Why	is
Web	Design	Important?\rIt	can	be	difficult	to	understand	why	most	businesses	are	willing	to	pay	top	dollar	for	web	design	work.	It	will	make	you	a	lot	more	employable,	will	give	you	a	greater	understanding	of	the	whole	concept	of	what	is	web	development,	and	will	make	it	easier	for	you	to	create	entire	websites	on	your	own.","iconURL":"	},
{"id":649,"title":"QA	-	Quality	assurance","alias":"qa-quality-assurance","description":"	Quality	Assurance	(QA)	is	defined	as	an	activity	to	ensure	that	an	organization	is	providing	the	best	possible	product	or	service	to	customers.	
\rCloud	Testing.Testing	your	iOS	app	on	real	devices	is	critically	important	since	the	performance	of	the	real	device,	different	operating	system	versions,	modifications	made	by	manufacturer	and	carriers	firmware	may	lead	to	unexpected	issues	with	your	app.	As	such,	it	can	be	contrasted	with	the	use	of	software	packages	developed	for	the	mass
market,	such	as	commercial	off-the-shelf	(COTS)	software,	or	existing	free	software.\rSince	custom	software	is	developed	for	a	single	customer	it	can	accommodate	that	customer's	particular	preferences	and	expectations.	The	standards	and	procedures	defined	by	a	quality	assurance	program	help	prevent	product	defects	before	they	arise.\rQuality
assurance	utilizes	one	of	three	methods:\rFailure	testing,	which	continually	tests	a	product	to	determine	if	it	breaks	or	fails.	As	web	technologies	can’t	directly	use	native	APIs,	hybrid	apps	have	to	wait	until	there’s	a	plugin	that	supports	the	new	feature.\rBetter	compliance	with	app	store	guidelines\rBecause	of	their	architecture,	native	mobile	apps
comply	better	with	app	store	guidelines.	We	listen	to	you,	know	your	business,	your	product,	your	requirements,	your	values	and	vision,	and	work	as	if	it's	our	own.	The	.NET	platform	is	based	on	Web	services	which	are,	in	turn,	defined	by	a	language	called	XML.\rWhat	is	XML?\rXML--the	eXtensible	Markup	Language--is	a	self-descriptive,	data
definition	language.	When	business	processes	are	properly	automated,	they	minimize	the	waste	in	time	and	resources	that	the	original	processes	contained.\rThink	of	it	this	way:	with	software	that	already	exists,	you	have	to	modify	your	process	to	meet	software	capabilities.	It	is	not	free	but	it	has	many	advanced	features	that	make	it	suitable	for
businesses.\rWhat	are	the	features	of	MS	SQL?\rIn	basic	terms,	an	MS	SQL	database	is	capable	of	storing	any	type	of	data	that	you	want.	However,	it	ought	to	be	a	FAQ	because	people	use	"C/C++"	as	if	it	meant	something	specific	and	as	if	they	knew	what	it	meant,	leading	to	much	confusion	and	misery.	Drupal	has	great	standard	features,	like	easy
content	authoring,	reliable	performance,	and	excellent	security.	Intuitive	and	easily	customizable	dashboards	provide	managers	real-time	visual	control	of	project	status.\rMy	Design	delivers	intuitive	3D	sketching	and	design	tools	that	unleash	a	designer’s	creativity.	It	can	be	extended	by	new	functions	without	writing	any	program	code.	This	means
that	the	programmer	does	not	have	to	spend	a	lot	of	time	configuring	files	in	order	to	get	set	up,	Rails	comes	with	a	set	of	conventions	which	help	speed	up	development.\rAnother	characteristic	of	Rails	is	the	emphasis	on	RESTful	application	design.	It	is	desirable	that	this	video	was	creative,	even	if	it	tells	about	a	large	company	or	reveals	serious
questions.	It’s	about	everything	else	too.	And	it	is	precisely	in	C#	that	extensions	are	often	written	for	other	programming	languages	used	as	a	layer	between	the	C	#	library	and	the	language,	the	possibilities	of	which	are	planned	to	be	extended	for	specific	purposes.A	pretty	popular	blockchain	in	C#.C#	is	widely	used	in	developing	games	on	Unity.
The	community	has	since	grown	and	spawned	several	sub-projects.\rIn	October	2009,	project	manager	Woodworth	and	developer	N.	Test	techniques	include	the	process	of	executing	a	program	or	application	with	the	intent	of	finding	software	bugs	(errors	or	other	defects),	and	verifying	that	the	software	product	is	fit	for	use.\rSoftware	testing
involves	the	execution	of	a	software	component	or	system	component	to	evaluate	one	or	more	properties	of	interest.	Thus	a	particular	customization	may	need	to	be	upgraded	for	compatibility	every	two	to	four	years.	At	Bineks	we're	sure	that	the	clean	code	is	as	important	as	the	clean	and	elegant	design.	Multiple	versions	have	been	released	since	it
was	developed.\rOn	December	5,	2008,	Google	announced	the	first	Android	Dev	Phone,	a	SIM-unlocked	and	hardware-unlocked	device	that	is	designed	for	advanced	developers.	The	C/C++	incompatibilities	provide	no	benefits	to	the	community	at	large,	cause	serious	problems	to	a	large	section	of	the	C/C++	community,	and	could	-	with	great
difficulty	-	be	eliminated.\rFor	a	far	more	detailed	presentation	of	my	views	on	C/C++	compatibility,	see	the	series	of	papers	I	wrote	about	this:\rB.	This	release	provided	an	updated	and	extended	API,	improved	development	tools	and	an	updated	design	for	the	home	screen.	This,	combined	with	a	“master	slide	deck”	means	that	you	can	ensure	greater
alignment	across	your	sales	reps.	The	use	of	an	adaptive	approach	allowed	us	to	make	a	breakthrough	in	the	field	of	mobile	versions	of	Internet	resources.\rTo	improve	the	website	promotion,	experts	recommend	placing	the	CSS	style	sheets	in	a	separate	document	so	as	not	to	increase	the	amount	of	code.	Built	on	the	basis	of	the	XNU	core	with	the
Aqua	graphical	interface.\rStarting	with	version	10.8	it	is	called	OS	X.\rWhat	are	the	advantages	of	macOS?\rFewer	virus	attacks:\rAs	macOS	is	the	second	most	used	operating	system	and	has	fewer	active	users	so	it	has	fewer	virus	attacks	also.	The	more	attractive	the	goods	are,	the	greater	demand	they	will	enjoy.	So	suppose	the	modules	you	want
don’t	exist,	you	can	create	one,	edit	an	existing	module,	or	hire	someone	to	do	the	job.Security.	Drupal	has	been	meticulously	tested	up	to	strict	security	rules	by	Drupal	experts	and	contributors.	This	allows	you	to	quickly	tailor	your	messaging	and	visuals	to	fit	the	needs	of	a	particular	prospect	or	market	segment.\rFirsthand	feedback	from
prospects.\r	There	are	a	lot	of	advantages	of	making	sales	presentations	a	two-way	conversation	as	opposed	to	a	monologue.	JavaScript	is	also	becoming	increasingly	widespread	as	a	back-end	development	language,	while	SQL	is	commonly	used	to	manage	and	analyze	data	in	website	databases.\rSince	different	websites	have	different	needs,	a	back-
end	developer	must	be	flexible,	able	to	create	different	programs,	and	they	absolutely	must	have	a	clear,	in-depth	understanding	of	the	languages	that	they	use.	It	encompasses	several	different	aspects,	including	webpage	layout,	content	production,	and	graphic	design.	With	presentation	software,	not	only	authoring	but	also	correcting	illustrations
can	be	done	easily.	You	can	attract	your	Apple	users	easily	if	an	application	will	be	created	on	a	synchronized	environment	Apple’s	platform.	Developed	in	1998–2001	by	a	group	of	engineers	under	the	leadership	of	Anders	Hejlsberg	at	Microsoft	as	the	main	language	for	developing	applications	for	the	Microsoft	.NET	platform.	It	is	intended	to	let
application	developers	write	once,	run	anywhere	(WORA),	meaning	that	compiled	Java	code	can	run	on	all	platforms	that	support	Java	without	the	need	for	recompilation.	Accept	this	fact.	No	problem!	Video	Explainers	understands	all	the	languages	so	does	our	videos,	if	your	audiences	do	not	understand	English	we	can	make	customized	videos	in	the
language	they	understand.\rMONITORING	PROJECT	DEVELOPMENT.	Gestures	support,	quadrant	blending	and	a	variety	of	advanced	features	make	it	possible	for	the	users	to	process	the	graphical	content.	This	information	can	be	emotional	and	functional.	The	advantages	to	the	environment	are	detailed	in	an	“energy	analysis”	at	the	back	of	the
book.	And	in	the	world	charts	on	the	4th	place	by	PYPL	PopularitY	of	Programming	Language	is	a	rating	using	Google	Trends.\rReason	#	3.	In	this	way,	the	final	standard	can	transparently	inform	implementers	where	they	need	to	pay	close	attention	to	security	and	privacy	issues.\rWhen	can	I	use	HTML5?\rPeople	can	already	use	parts	of	the	platform
that	interoperate,	but	W3C's	mission	is	global	interoperable,	to	ensure	that	the	web	is	available	to	all.	Free	support	additionally	is	available	in	different	IRC	channels	and	forums.	How	does	this	make	my	life	better?\rWith	apologies	to	Microsoft	for	stealing	the	term,	.NET	enables	a	better	PC	ecosystem.	When	your	presentation	is	ready,	you	can	publish
straight	to	YouTube,	Wistia,	Facebook	Ads,	and	any	number	of	other	locations.\rPowtoon	Features\rPowtoon	presentations	can	be	built	in	a	slideshow	form	or	a	movie	formText	effects,	image	holders,	characters,	animations,	props,	markers,	shapes,	transitions,	backgrounds,	and	many	other	styles	are	available	to	make	slides	uniqueA	dedicated	styles
menu	is	available	for	creating	greeting	cards	for	Thanksgiving,	Hanukkah,	Halloween,	winter	in	general,	and	Valentine's	DayThere's	a	huge	selection	of	pre-made	templates	that	you	can	choose	from	in	categories	such	as	stats,	events,	about	us,	explainer	video,	special	offers,	tutorials,	school/education,	and	animated	greeting	card.	One	might	say	that
.NET	and	Windows	have	a	symbiotic	relationship	going	forward.\rIs	.NET	is	being	ported	to	Linux?\rYes.	Since	website	speed	is	a	major	consideration	when	it	comes	to	search	engine	optimization	(SEO),	it	is	a	large	factor	when	developing	the	back-end.\rTo	fully	explain	what	is	a	web	developer	it	is	essential	to	know	that	back-end	developers	use	a
wide	range	of	different	server-side	languages	to	build	complicated	programs.	Simply	upload	your	photos	to	Canva,	drop	them	into	the	template	of	your	choice,	and	save	the	file	to	your	computer.\rFrom	basic	cropping	and	straightening	to	adding	textures	and	color	correcting,	Canva's	beginner-friendly	features	make	editing	photos	simple.	Since	the
launch	of	“TYPO3	version	4”,	TYPO3	has	remained	as	the	product	name	for	all	future	versions.	The	team	does	not	work	on	art	templates	and	hence	work	on	making	customized	characters	that	are	according	to	the	requirement	of	the	customers.	Some	of	the	most	popular	languages	used	include	PHP,	Python,	Java,	and	Ruby.	Android	is	incredibly	easy
to	customize,	both	in	terms	of	how	it	looks	and	how	it	works,	and	the	various	app	stores	aren’t	as	tightly	controlled	as	its	rivals’	stores,	like	Apple.\rWhat’s	with	the	candy	names?\rEach	new	version	of	Android	gets	a	code	name	based	on	consecutive	letters	of	the	alphabet.	Editing	a	Powtoon	feels	just	like	editing	a	presentation,	but	by	the	time	you



finish,	you	have	a	professional	video.	Another	popular	way	to	design	websites	is	with	a	content	management	system	like	WordPress	or	Joomla.	The	list	of	services	also	includes	services	for	installation,	updating	and	maintenance	of	software	products	and	computer	equipment.\rInformation	Services.\rand	etc.","iconURL":"	},
{"id":565,"title":"Design","alias":"design","description":"	Design	is	the	activity	of	designing	the	aesthetic	properties	of	industrial	products	(“artistic	design”),	as	well	as	the	result	of	this	activity	(for	example,	in	such	phrases	as	“car	design”).\rIt	is	believed	that	in	a	broader	sense,	the	design	is	not	only	intended	for	artistic	design,	but	should	also	be
involved	in	solving	broader	social	and	technical	problems	of	the	functioning	of	production,	consumption,	and	the	existence	of	people	in	the	objective	environment,	by	rational	construction	of	its	visual	and	functional	properties.\rThe	theoretical	basis	of	design	is	technical	aesthetics.\rThe	term	“industrial	design”	was	approved	by	the	decision	of	the	first
General	Assembly	of	the	ICSID	(International	Council	of	Societies	of	Industrial	Design,	International	Council	of	Industrial	Design	Organizations)	in	1959;	The	term	“design”	is	a	professional	abbreviation	of	the	term	“industrial	design”.\rDesigner	-	artist-designer,	a	person	engaged	in	artistic	and	technical	activities	in	various	industries	(including	an
architect,	designer,	illustrator,	poster	and	other	advertising	graphics	designer,	web	designer).\rThe	word	"design"	English-language	literature	of	the	beginning	of	the	XXI	century,	and	understands	the	style,	and	the	project,	and	design,	and	actually	"design"	-	a	professional	activity,	along	with	architecture	or	engineering
design.","materialsDescription":"	Design	object\rThe	object	of	design	can	be	almost	any	new	technical	industrial	product	(set,	ensemble,	complex,	system)	in	any	sphere	of	life	activity	of	people,	where	human	communication	is	socially	and	culturally	conditioned.\rThe	main	categories	of	the	design	object	are:\rThe	image	is	an	ideal	representation	of	the
object,	an	artistic-figurative	model	created	by	the	designer’s	imagination.\r	Function	-	the	work	that	the	product	must	perform,	as	well	as	the	semantic,	sign	and	value	role	of	the	thing.Morphology	-	the	structure,	the	structure	of	the	shape	of	the	product,	organized	in	accordance	with	its	function,	material	and	method	of	manufacture,	embodying	the
designer's	intent.Technological	form	-	morphology,	embodied	in	the	method	of	industrial	production	of	the	thing-object	of	the	design-design	as	a	result	of	artistic	understanding	of	technology.Aesthetic	value	is	a	special	value	of	an	object	revealed	by	a	person	in	a	situation	of	aesthetic	perception,	emotional,	sensory	experience	and	assessment	of	the
degree	of	conformity	of	an	object	to	the	aesthetic	ideal	of	a	subject.\rTechniques	for	finding	a	design	solution:\rExhibition	modelingMuseum	situational	modelingReincarnation	or	borrowing	positionPerson	projection	into	the	projected	objectScenario	modelingGame	Situational	ModelingMathematical	and	physical	modeling	of	the	dynamics	of	an	object
in	the	environmentGenerative	Design\rVarieties	of	design:\rAnimation	designArchitectural	designWeb	designGame	designGraphic	designUrban	designInterior	DesignClothing	designCeremony	DesignSound	designInformation	designBook	designLandscape	DesignParametric	designPrint	designInteraction	designSoftware	designIndustrial	DesignLight
designTransport	designFuturodesignEcodesign","iconURL":"	},{"id":589,"title":"Design	Animation","alias":"design-animation","description":"	Visual	marketing	is	firmly	in	the	lead	when	it	comes	to	promoting	a	business.	When	a	prospect	sees	you,	your	brand,	and	your	product	on	display,	you	want	them	to	leave	excited	for	the	benefits	you	can	offer
them.\rA	great	presentation	software	gives	you	the	tools	and	functionality	you	need	to	create	a	winning	presentation.	It	helps	in	accurate	testing	and	easy	coding.	For	example,	user	issues	that	surface	in	the	maintenance	and	support	phase	can	become	requirements	at	the	beginning	of	the	next	cycle.\rWhy	is	software	development	important?
\rSoftware	development	is	important	because	it	helps	businesses	differentiate	themselves	and	be	more	competitive.	\rYou	can	edit	your	slides	at	any	time,	a","og:title":"Powtoon","og:description":"Powtoon	makes	it	easy	to	create	engaging	videos	by	orienting	the	editor	around	a	slide	deck.	The	specialty	tasks	include	collaborating	on	the	concept
(usually	with	a	team),	attending	meetings	about	the	project,	paying	attention	to	what	customers	are	clicking	on,	doing	presentations	that	explain	the	various	potential	designs,	revising	designs,	and	preparing	asset	files	for	others	on	the	team	and	for	client	use.","iconURL":"	},{"id":890,"title":"Presentation	Software","alias":"presentation-
software","description":"Presentation	software	is	a	category	of	application	software	that	is	specifically	designed	to	allow	users	to	create	a	presentation	of	ideas	by	stringing	together	text,	images	and	audio/video.	For	a	long	time,	Windows	was	the	dominating	operating	system	of	the	nineties.\rWhy	Should	You	Use	Mac	OS	X	in	App	Development?	The
first	publicly	available	application	was	the	Snake	game.\rA	preview	release	of	the	Android	SDK	was	released	on	November	12,	2007.	CSS	lets	authors	move	much	of	that	information	to	another	file,	the	style	sheet,	resulting	in	considerably	simpler	HTML.","materialsDescription":"	Which	is	better:	plain	HTML	or	HTML	with	CSS?\rMany	site	developers
wonder	why	you	need	CSS	if	you	can	use	plain	HTML.	Android	smartphone	shipments	are	forecast	to	exceed	1.2	billion	units	in	2018	with	an	85%	market	share.","materialsDescription":"	Where	does	Android	come	from?\rIt	comes	from	Google,	who	actually	acquired	Android	in	2005	(no,	Google	didn't	invent	it).	Therefore,	this	type	of	product
promotion	should	be:\runusual	and	interesting;bright	and	memorable;efficient	and	selling.\rSteps	for	creating	a	video:\rPre-production	-	determination	of	goals,	audience,	product	features,	campaign	budget	and	task	completion	period.	With	custom	software,	you	can	build	a	system	around	the	existing	processes	you	have	in	place.	Scher	selected	the
portrait	for	the	cover	because	Szenasy	already	looked	so	much	like	a	young	intellectual	and	rebel:	the	image	perfectly	captures	the	passion	and	determination	Szenasy	would	later	bring	to	her	writing	and	advocacy.	Abele	resigned	from	the	project	to	focus	on	their	own	projects,	including	the	Lithium	web	framework	(previously	part	of	the	CakePHP
project).	They	also	help	in	the	implementation	of	some	interactive	elements	like	icons	&	buttons	and	usually	have	an	advantage	over	wireframes	&	prototypes;	mock-ups	offer	a	friendly	user	interface	and	you	need	not	rely	much	on	imagination.	A	Tag	line	is	also	important	for	a	Brand	which	could	express	the	benefits	of	your	concern	and	could	leave	an
impression	in	the	minds	of	the	customers.\rThe	important	elements	in	a	Brand	design	are	the	logo,	names,	tag	lines,	trademarks	and	packaging.	They	also	connect	absolutely	efficiently	with	the	modules.	We	use	our	mockups	to	correspond	design	ideas	to	you	and	we’ll	use	as	a	draft,	as	well,	to	develop	your	website	before	the	completion	of	the
design.\rFeatures	Of	Our	Web	Mockup	Services\rAt	IMMWIT,	we	design	each	of	our	website	mockup	design	service	with	a	bounty	of	beneficial	features	according	to	the	needs	of	our	customers.	Our	optimization	&	audit	gurus	will	boost	your	site’s	efficiency	sky-high!\rWeb	Design\rThe	look	matters,	you	know.	From	laptops	to	data	centers,	from	game
consoles	to	supercomputers	used	for	scientific	research,	from	cell	phones	to	the	Internet	-	Java	is	everywhere!\rWhat	is	the	performance	of	Java?\rPrograms	written	in	Java	have	a	reputation	for	being	slower	and	taking	up	more	RAM	than	those	written	in	C.	It	is	released	under	the	GNU	General	Public	License.	This	is	especially	important	for
performance-centric	apps	like	games	and	graphic-heavy	applications.\rConsistent	look	and	feel\rAs	native	mobile	apps	are	developed	using	native	SDKs	(software	development	kits),	their	UIs	look	consistent	with	their	platform.	This	is	great	because	in	some	other	popular	CMSs	you’d	need	to	go	to	your	server	and	operate	in	the	theme’s	files
directly.\rEasy	to	update.	Joomla	is	one	of	the	most	frequently	updated	engines	and	that’s	a	good	thing	because	the	Joomla	developer’s	team	brings	us	new	features	and	new	useful	functions	each	time.\rWhat	is	even	better,	you	can	apply	the	update	in	two-three	clicks	from	your	admin	panel.	In	general,	these	properties	indicate	the	extent	to	which	the
component	or	system	under	test:\rmeets	the	requirements	that	guided	its	design	and	development,responds	correctly	to	all	kinds	of	inputs,performs	its	functions	within	an	acceptable	time,it	is	sufficiently	usable,can	be	installed	and	run	in	its	intended	environments,	andachieves	the	general	result	its	stakeholder's	desire.\rAs	the	number	of	possible
tests	for	even	simple	software	components	is	practically	infinite,	all	software	testing	uses	some	strategy	to	select	tests	that	are	feasible	for	the	available	time	and	resources.	Animators	and	game	designers	rely	on	3D	modeling	tools	to	bring	their	ideas	to	life.	FCL	and	CLR	together	constitute	the	.NET	Framework.\rFCL	provides	user	interface,	data
access,	database	connectivity,	cryptography,	web	application	development,	numeric	algorithms,	and	network	communications.	Users	feel	comfortable	in	using	macOS	if	they	shifted	from	other	Apple	products.\rPerformance	and	long	life:\rAs	Apple	makes	both	hardware	and	software	so	it’s	hardware	communication	is	very	efficient	and	it	improves
performance.	Edited	by	Ann	S.	Unity	is	a	popular	game	engine.	Consult	the	Python	Package	Index	to	find	packages	of	interest	to	you.

","iconURL":"	},{"id":639,"title":"HTML	Development","alias":"html-development","description":"	Hypertext	Markup	Language	(HTML)	is	the	standard	markup	language	for	documents	designed	to	be	displayed	in	a	web	browser.	Almost	every	modern	presentation	software	offers	robust	mobile	functionality.\rHaving	the	consolidated	information
mentioned	in	the	last	point	available	at	all	times	is	a	powerful	asset	for	the	rep	doing	on-site	visits	or	demos.\rConsistency	across	the	team.	\rMost	presentation	solutions	allow	for	the	creation	of	custom	templates.	It	covers	the	full	process	from	creative	design	to	industrialization	and	commercialization.	For	an	advertisement	to	work,	"move	the	trade"	-
it	must	be	based	on	the	Idea	that	would	affect	the	customers	of	the	Customer.	At	this	stage,	important	work	such	as:\rvideo	concept	development;script	creation;storyboard	story;casting;choice	of	location;selection	of	costumes,	props;selection	of	equipment	for	shooting;approval	of	the	director	and	cameraman.\rProduction	-	direct	shooting
advertising.\rPost-production	-	processing	the	footage	(editing,	dubbing,	mixing	audio	from	video,	adding	special	effects,	etc.).","materialsDescription":"	What	are	the	commercials	for	ads?\rVideo	screensaver	-	a	short	plot	based	on	2D	and	3D	graphics.Advertising	plot	-	serves	to	promptly	inform	the	audience	(for	example,	talks	about	the	opening	of	a
new	cafe).A	simple	video	clip	is	created	using	computer	graphics	(both	two-dimensional	and	three-dimensional).Production	video	-	advertising	involving	actors.Cartoon	video	-	equally	well	accepted	by	both	children	and	adults.Animation	movie	-	can	be	made	in	the	form	of	3D	or	Flash-animation.\rWhat	are	the	benefits	of	commercials?\rAn	advertising
video	has	the	main	advantage	-	it	is	an	appeal	directly	to	the	audience.	Individual	programs	of	this	class	are	called	modeling	applications	or	modelers.\rThree-dimensional	(3D)	models	represent	a	physical	body	using	a	collection	of	points	in	3D	space,	connected	by	various	geometric	entities	such	as	triangles,	lines,	curved	surfaces,	etc.	This	is	only
possible	with	the	help	of	professional	eCommerce	developers.	Web	development	may	be	a	collaborative	effort	between	departments	rather	than	the	domain	of	a	designated	department.	For	some	mac	computers,	you	can	change	hardware	and	RAM	but	it	is	not	for	all	mac	computers.	Creating	videos	from	videos	requires	certain	skills	and
efforts.\rThere	are	several	types	of	videos:\rPresentation.	These	are	videos	that	talk	about	a	product,	service,	company,	etc.	A	tricky	move	can	significantly	increase	the	percentage	of	sales,	because	it	is	a	well-known	fact	that	a	beautiful,	bright,	catchy	container	helps	to	buy	it	deliberately	and	spontaneously.	Software	testing	can	also	provide	an
objective,	independent	view	of	the	software	to	allow	the	business	to	appreciate	and	understand	the	risks	of	software	implementation.	While	developing	an	app	for	the	business,	providing	a	powerful	shield	against	malware,	virus	and	other	internet	threats	for	app	development	of	a	business.	We’ll	take	utmost	care	in	our	design	services	to	impress	your
website	visitors,	which,	in	turn,	will	offer	them	a	good	impression	about	your	business.\rThe	Benefits	Of	Hiring	Our	Mockup	Services\rWhether	you	are	hiring	the	UI	mockup	or	mockup	PSD	services	of	IMMWIT,	it	will	not	only	improve	the	online	visibility	of	your	website,	but	it	will	also	fetch	your	more	leads	and	website	traffic.	Video	art	is	pure	art,	so
there	are	no	rules	and	restrictions.\rTypically,	promotional	videos	last	about	30	seconds.	This	is	because	it	will	allow	website	owners	to	preview	the	design	of	their	website	before	it	reaches	the	final	stage.	Ltd.	It	is	recommended	to	choose	more	modern	tools	that	don’t	over-brain	a	programmer.”\rOn	the	other	hand,	when	they	talk	about	C#,	they
always	mean	speed	and	large,	valuable,	serious	projects,	even	Megaprojects.	Always	take	into	account	the	necessities	of	the	technology	that	you	are	designing	for.	Instead,	Ruby	on	Rails	can	retrieve	this	information	from	the	database	based	on	the	class	name.\r"Fat	models,	skinny	controllers"	means	that	most	of	the	application	logic	should	be	placed
within	the	model	while	leaving	the	controller	as	light	as	possible.","materialsDescription":"	What	is	Ruby	on	Rails?\rRails	is	a	development	tool	that	gives	web	developers	a	framework,	providing	structure	for	all	the	code	they	write.	MySQL	is	also	used	by	many	popular	websites,	including	Facebook,	Flickr,	MediaWiki,	Twitter,	and	YouTube.\rMySQL	is
written	in	C	and	C++.	While	this	workbook	is	geared	towards	personal	branding,	the	strategies	will	work	for	any	type	of	business	model.\rOnce	you’ve	locked	in	who	you	are	as	a	brand,	it’s	time	to	build	the	identity	that	will	bring	your	brand	to	life	and	show	who	you	are	to	the	people	who	matter	most:	your	customers.","iconURL":"	},
{"id":890,"title":"Presentation	Software","alias":"presentation-software","description":"Presentation	software	is	a	category	of	application	software	that	is	specifically	designed	to	allow	users	to	create	a	presentation	of	ideas	by	stringing	together	text,	images	and	audio/video.	Since	then,	they	have	begun	to	reject	apps	that	rely	too	much	on	WebViews,
such	as	Ionic	View	that	allowed	developers	to	test	their	Ionic	applications.	Make	sure	you	know	what	the	process	is	for	leaving	and	what	those	different	‘leaving’	options	are.","iconURL":"	},{"id":609,"title":".Net	Development","alias":"net-development","description":"	.NET	Framework	is	a	software	framework	developed	by	Microsoft	that	runs
primarily	on	Microsoft	Windows.	However	it	is	widely	known	that	large	custom	software	projects	cannot	fix	all	three	of	scope,	time/cost	and	quality	constant,	so	either	the	cost	or	the	benefits	of	a	custom	software	project	will	be	subject	to	some	degree	of	uncertainty	-	even	disregarding	the	uncertainty	around	the	business	benefits	of	a	feature	that	is
successfully	implemented.Supplier	-	In	the	case	of	COTS,	is	the	supplier	likely	to	remain	in	business	long,	and	will	there	be	adequate	support	and	customization	available?	Animated	advertising	will	attract	the	views	of	new	customers	and	you	will	certainly	want	to	buy	products	or	services.	They	were	left	with	heavy	losses.Vulnerability	in	Windows	10.
Embedded	software	development,	that	is,	the	development	of	embedded	software,	such	as	used	for	controlling	consumer	products,	requires	the	development	process	to	be	integrated	with	the	development	of	the	controlled	physical	product.	Video	Explainers	delivers	videos	as	quick	as	they	can,	but	yes	if	you	give	us	deadlines	we	won’t	panic	because
we	love	to	handle	pressures.\rPOOL	OF	VOICE	OVER	ARTIST.	The	author	had	scant	functional	at	his	disposal.	Two	years	ago,	Magento	accounted	for	about	30%	of	the	total	market	share.\rVarien	published	the	first	general-availability	release	of	the	software	on	March	31,	2008.	For	example,	in	C#,	the	Linux	kernel,	Unix,	libraries,	environment,
interpreters	of	many	modern	programming	languages	are	written.\rReason	#	4.	The	availability	of	software	like	Adobe	Illustrator	and	Photoshop	have	become	staples	of	the	graphic	designer.\rWhat	can	a	graphic	designer	do	that	I	can’t	do?\rA	graphic	designer	does	more	than	just	put	their	creative	skills	to	work.	With	HTML	constructs,	images	and
other	objects	such	as	interactive	forms	may	be	embedded	into	the	rendered	page.	Among	the	features	changed	in	V2	are	the	following:	reduced	table	locking	issues,	improved	page	caching,	enterprise-grade	scalability,	inbuilt	rich	snippets	for	structured	data,	new	file	structure	with	easier	customization,	CSS	Preprocessing	using	LESS	&	CSS	URL
resolver,	improved	performance	and	a	more	structured	code	base.	In	2017,	Apple	restricted	its	submission	guidelines.	Thus,	you	may	not	worry	that	the	views	will	be	“merged”	to	the	wrong	users.Low	price	for	placement.	Video	advertisement	cost	is	not	cheap,	as	well	as	in	the	case	of	creating	any	high-quality	video	content.	Since	then,	Microsoft	has
changed	.NET	development	to	more	closely	follow	a	contemporary	model	of	a	community-developed	software	project,	including	issuing	an	update	to	its	patent	promising	to	address	the	concerns.\r.NET	Framework	led	to	a	family	of	.NET	platforms	targeting	mobile	computing,	embedded	devices,	alternative	operating	systems,	and	web	browser	plug-
ins.	A	more	comprehensive	list	of	tasks	to	which	web	development	commonly	refers,	may	include	web	engineering,	web	design,	web	content	development,	client	liaison,	client-side/server-side	scripting,	web	server	and	network	security	configuration,	and	e-commerce	development.\rAmong	web	professionals,	"web	development"	usually	refers	to	the
main	non-design	aspects	of	building	websites:	writing	markup	and	coding.	We	offer	website	designing,	development,	internet	marketing,	hosting	and	support	services,	as	well	as	web	and	mobile	app	dev","og:image":"	},"eventUrl":"","translationId":5121,"dealDetails":null,"roi":null,"price":null,"bonusForReference":null,"templateData":
[],"testingArea":"","categories":[{"id":565,"title":"Design","alias":"design","description":"	Design	is	the	activity	of	designing	the	aesthetic	properties	of	industrial	products	(“artistic	design”),	as	well	as	the	result	of	this	activity	(for	example,	in	such	phrases	as	“car	design”).\rIt	is	believed	that	in	a	broader	sense,	the	design	is	not	only	intended	for	artistic
design,	but	should	also	be	involved	in	solving	broader	social	and	technical	problems	of	the	functioning	of	production,	consumption,	and	the	existence	of	people	in	the	objective	environment,	by	rational	construction	of	its	visual	and	functional	properties.\rThe	theoretical	basis	of	design	is	technical	aesthetics.\rThe	term	“industrial	design”	was	approved
by	the	decision	of	the	first	General	Assembly	of	the	ICSID	(International	Council	of	Societies	of	Industrial	Design,	International	Council	of	Industrial	Design	Organizations)	in	1959;	The	term	“design”	is	a	professional	abbreviation	of	the	term	“industrial	design”.\rDesigner	-	artist-designer,	a	person	engaged	in	artistic	and	technical	activities	in	various
industries	(including	an	architect,	designer,	illustrator,	poster	and	other	advertising	graphics	designer,	web	designer).\rThe	word	"design"	English-language	literature	of	the	beginning	of	the	XXI	century,	and	understands	the	style,	and	the	project,	and	design,	and	actually	"design"	-	a	professional	activity,	along	with	architecture	or	engineering
design.","materialsDescription":"	Design	object\rThe	object	of	design	can	be	almost	any	new	technical	industrial	product	(set,	ensemble,	complex,	system)	in	any	sphere	of	life	activity	of	people,	where	human	communication	is	socially	and	culturally	conditioned.\rThe	main	categories	of	the	design	object	are:\rThe	image	is	an	ideal	representation	of	the
object,	an	artistic-figurative	model	created	by	the	designer’s	imagination.\r	Function	-	the	work	that	the	product	must	perform,	as	well	as	the	semantic,	sign	and	value	role	of	the	thing.Morphology	-	the	structure,	the	structure	of	the	shape	of	the	product,	organized	in	accordance	with	its	function,	material	and	method	of	manufacture,	embodying	the
designer's	intent.Technological	form	-	morphology,	embodied	in	the	method	of	industrial	production	of	the	thing-object	of	the	design-design	as	a	result	of	artistic	understanding	of	technology.Aesthetic	value	is	a	special	value	of	an	object	revealed	by	a	person	in	a	situation	of	aesthetic	perception,	emotional,	sensory	experience	and	assessment	of	the
degree	of	conformity	of	an	object	to	the	aesthetic	ideal	of	a	subject.\rTechniques	for	finding	a	design	solution:\rExhibition	modelingMuseum	situational	modelingReincarnation	or	borrowing	positionPerson	projection	into	the	projected	objectScenario	modelingGame	Situational	ModelingMathematical	and	physical	modeling	of	the	dynamics	of	an	object
in	the	environmentGenerative	Design\rVarieties	of	design:\rAnimation	designArchitectural	designWeb	designGame	designGraphic	designUrban	designInterior	DesignClothing	designCeremony	DesignSound	designInformation	designBook	designLandscape	DesignParametric	designPrint	designInteraction	designSoftware	designIndustrial	DesignLight
designTransport	designFuturodesignEcodesign","iconURL":"	},{"id":567,"title":"Graphics	Design","alias":"graphics-design","description":"	Graphic	design	is	the	process	of	visual	communication	and	problem-solving	through	the	use	of	typography,	photography,	and	illustration.	Human	observation	is	a	must	to	make	the	end	user’s	experience
convenient.\rQuality	Assurance	automation	tools\rRepeated	Execution:	When	you	need	to	execute	a	use	case	repeatedly,	automated	testing	is	a	better	option.\rRegression	Testing:	Automated	automated	QA	software	is	better	here	because	the	code	changes	frequently	and	the	regressions	can	be	run	in	a	timely	manner\rPerformance:	You	need	an
automated	QA	testing	software	when	thousands	of	concurrent	users	are	simulated	at	the	same	time.	It	is	the	most	capacious	and	easy	to	hear	important	information.\rHaving	made	the	decision	to	order	an	animation	video,	you	need	to	understand	what	tasks	it	should	perform.	Thus,	plan	accordingly	and	choose	the	appropriate	designs	or	colors	for
your	brand.	It	can	be	assisted	by	technologies	such	as	Cascading	Style	Sheets	(CSS)	and	scripting	languages	such	as	JavaScript.\rWeb	browsers	receive	HTML	documents	from	a	web	server	or	from	local	storage	and	render	the	documents	into	multimedia	web	pages.	As	a	user,	you	have	benefited	greatly	from	someone’s	efforts,	and	experience.A	huge
dedicated	community.	The	Drupal	community	is	large,	dynamic	and	has	functioned	well	since	2001.	Mix	and	match	these	components	to	enhance	Drupal's	core	abilities.	For	native	mobile	app	development	on	iOS,	Apple	suggests	using	the	modern	Swift	programming	language.	This	is	why	it’s	imperative	that	your	first	presentation	is	a	slam	dunk.
Other	examples	of	design	for	entertainment	purposes	include	novels,	vinyl	album	covers,	comic	books,	DVD	covers,	opening	credits	and	closing	credits	in	filmmaking,	and	programs	and	props	on	stage.	A	reason	for	this	system’s	stagnation	in	progress	is	the	brand’s	fear	in	offending	its	corporate	clients;	therefore	every	tech	change	has	to	be
introduced	painfully	slowly	so	as	to	be	assimilated	by	its	clients.\rApple,	on	the	other	hand,	has	slowly	crept	up	and	overtaken	Windows	and	other	operating	systems	primarily	because	they	are	not	afraid	of	taking	giant	leaps.	A	thick	black	rule	is	used	as	a	graphic	device	throughout	the	book,	underlining	the	title	typography	on	the	cover	and	section
openers	and	chapter	titles	inside.	Other	great	news	is	nearly	all	of	the	most	useful	modules	(Drupal	add-ons)	are	contributed	to	the	Drupal	community.	This	can	be	true	if	one	is	speaking	of	typical	challenges	and	typical	solutions.	I	never	saw	a	project	for	which	C	was	better	than	C++	for	any	reason	but	the	lack	of	a	good	C++	compiler.\rIs	C	a	subset
of	C++?\rIn	the	strict	mathematical	sense,	C	isn't	a	subset	of	C++.	These	devices,	and	their	software,	can	be	connected	as	part	of	the	Internet	of	Things	(IoT).\rSoftware	development	is	primarily	conducted	by	programmers,	software	engineers,	and	software	developers.	It's	up	to	you:	Present	live	or	send	your	presentation	with	a	customized	URL.	If
you	want	to	use	mock	ups	while	designing	your	business	website","og:image":"	},"eventUrl":"","translationId":6025,"dealDetails":null,"roi":null,"price":null,"bonusForReference":null,"templateData":[],"testingArea":"","categories":[{"id":579,"title":"Website	Mockup	Design","alias":"website-mockup-design","description":"	Mock-ups	are	the	key	aspects
of	web	visual	design.	As	it	turns	out,	she’s	particularly	interested	in	one	specific	feature	of	your	product.\rWith	a	great	presentation	tool,	you	can	edit	slides	immediately	(often	from	your	mobile	device,	if	needed).	It	supports	many	databases	like	MySQL,	Oracle,	Sybase,	Solid,	PostgreSQL,	generic	ODBC,	etc.\rWhat	is	PEAR	in	PHP?\rPEAR	is	a
framework	and	repository	for	reusable	PHP	components.	HTML,	CSS,	JavaScript,	Python,	PHP,	Ruby	on	Rail	and	related	technologies	are	the	fundamental	components	of	eCommerce	developer	skills.	The	W3C	operates	a	free	CSS	validation	service	for	CSS	documents.\rIn	addition	to	HTML,	other	markup	languages	support	the	use	of	CSS	including
XHTML,	plain	XML,	SVG,	and	XUL.\rBefore	CSS,	nearly	all	presentational	attributes	of	HTML	documents	were	contained	within	the	HTML	markup.	While	this	workbook	is	geared	towards	personal	branding,	the	strategies	will	work	for	any	type	of	business	model.\rOnce	you’ve	locked	in	who	you	are	as	a	brand,	it’s	time	to	build	the	identity	that	will
bring	your	brand	to	life	and	show	who	you	are	to	the	people	who	matter	most:	your	customers.","iconURL":"	},{"id":587,"title":"Packaging	Design","alias":"packaging-design","description":"	Package	design	is	a	key	element	in	consumer	branding.	Common	uses	of	graphic	design	include	corporate	design	(logos	and	branding),	editorial	design
(magazines,	newspapers	and	books),	wayfinding	or	environmental	design,	advertising,	web	design,	communication	design,	product	packaging,	and	signage.\rGraphic	design	is	applied	to	everything	visual,	from	road	signs	to	technical	schematics,	from	interoffice	memorandums	to	reference	manuals.\rDesign	can	aid	in	selling	a	product	or	idea.
September	2002.B.	This	increases	productivity,	as	there	is	less	need	to	write	out	separate	documentation,	making	it	easier	for	other	developers	to	pick	up	existing	projects.Rails	have	developed	a	strong	focus	on	testing	and	have	good	testing	frameworks.Rails	and	most	of	its	libraries	are	open	sources,	so	unlike	other	commercial	development
frameworks,	there	are	no	licensing	costs	involved.\rPotential	Rails	problems	and	limitations	and	how	to	overcome	them:\rNot	all	website	hosts	can	support	RailsJava	and	PHP	are	more	widely	used,	and	there	are	more	developers	in	these	languagesPerformance	and	Scalability","iconURL":"	},{"id":635,"title":"Python	Development","alias":"python-
development","description":"	Python	is	an	interpreted,	high-level,	general-purpose	programming	language.	Some	of	the	five	distinguishing	features	of	our	service	include:\rWe’ll	offer	only	artistically	designed	website	mockup	template.Clients	can	have	the	liberty	of	requesting	for	limitless	revisions.We’ve	a	huge	collection	of	mockup	models	and
templates,	so	clients	can	choose	the	best	one	according	to	their	taste	and	need.Hiring	our	mockup	design	website	service	will	offer	clients	an	opportunity	to	work	with	our	professional	web	designers.Our	designed	website	prototype	will	be	SEO-friendly	and	user-friendly,	as	the	website	will	load	within	seconds.\rWhat	Do	We	Do	During	Our	Mock	Up
Process?\rBefore	starting	our	mockup	designing,	we’ll	discuss	with	you	to	know	your	business	goals	and	needs.	(Scher	previously	collaborated	with	Szenasy	on	a	1999	redesign	of	Metropolis	and	with	Murphy	on	two	other	books,	The	Power	of	Pro	Bono	and	Material	Change.)	The	design	for	the	new	collection	is	a	riff	on	Eastern	European	graphics,	a
reflection	of	Szenasy’s	own	background—she	immigrated	from	Hungary	in	the	1950s—and	the	radical	perspective	of	her	writing.	Masters	and	G.	A	quality	assurance	system	is	meant	to	increase	customer	confidence	and	a	company's	credibility,	while	also	improving	work	processes	and	efficiency,	and	it	enables	a	company	to	better	compete	with
others.\rQuality	assurance	helps	a	company	create	products	and	services	that	meet	the	needs,	expectations	and	requirements	of	customers.	The	revelation	that	Google	was	supplying	new	SDK	releases	to	some	developers	and	not	others	(and	keeping	this	arrangement	private)	led	to	widely	reported	frustration	within	the	Android	developer	community
at	the	time.\rOn	August	18,	2008,	the	Android	0.9	SDK	beta	was	released.	Organize	your	workflow	with	shared	channels.	The	C/C++	Users	Journal.	We	use	the	following	technology	areas	for	our	Web	Development	Services:\rPHP	DevelopmentWeb	2.0	Projects	and	Ajax.NET	DevelopmentRuby	On	RailsContent	Management	SystemMobile	Connectivity
ProvisionQuality	Assurance	and	TestingOpen	Source	Ecommerce	IntegrationAction	Script	DevelopmentCustom	Solutions	DevelopmentDynamic	Website	DevelopmentEcommerce	Website	DevelopmentShopping	Cart	DevelopmentWeb	Portal	Development\rMobile	App	Development\rWith	the	advancement	of	technology,	mobile	app	development	has
become	a	necessity	for	almost	all	businesses.	Here	are	some	more	reasons	why	web	design	is	important	to	good	business.\rA	Good	Site	Increases	Customer	Conversion\rWhen	a	business	has	a	well-designed	website,	it	becomes	easier	to	get	more	customer	conversions.	Third	party	tools,	development	environments	and	language	support	have	also
continued	to	evolve	and	expand	since	the	initial	SDK	was	released	in	2008.	Being	a	collection	of	data	(points	and	other	information),	3D	models	can	be	created	by	hand,	algorithmically	(procedural	modeling),	or	scanned.	Today,	an	animated	video	is	a	fairly	well-known	and	sought-after	form	of	advertising.\rAnimation	video	today	is	a	must-have	for	any
company	that	has	a	website.	Each	smallest	element	should	be	worked	out	and	thought	out	because	it	is	important	to	create	it	so	that	it	works	for	the	brand,	its	success.\rWhat	features	does	the	packaging	design	provide?\rA	competent	packaging	design	allows	you	to:\rhighlight	the	product	among	competitors;draw	the	attention	of	the	target	audience
to	him;cheer	up	the	buyer;make	the	customer	trust	the	brand.\rThe	visual	effect	is	very	important.	It	will	make	you	a	lot	more	employable,	will	give	you	a	greater	understanding	of	the	whole	concept	of	what	is	web	development,	and	will	make	it	easier	for	you	to	create	entire	websites	on	your	own.","iconURL":"	},{"id":629,"title":"PHP
Development","alias":"php-development","description":"PHP	is	a	general-purpose	programming	language	originally	designed	for	web	development.	The	acquisition	completed	on	26	February	2008.	C#	has	a	huge	set	of	use	cases.\rThe	C	#	programming	language	is	mainly	used	to	create	corporate	software,	financial	projects,	for	example,	for	banks
and	stock	exchanges,	in	particular,	mobile	applications,	cloud	services.Compared	to	Java,	C#	interacts	more	easily	with	code	written	in	other	languages.	One	can	use	HTML5	today,	knowing	the	existing	limitations	and	ensuring	proper	fallbacks.\rWhich	Web	Browsers	support	HTML5?\rW3C	encourages	implementation	and	testing	long	before	a
specification	becomes	a	standard	to	ensure	that	two	people	can	read	a	specification	independently	and	write	interoperable	software.	Therefore,	the	name	of	the	brand	also	plays	a	major	role	in	the	success	of	a	business.	Joomla	has	SEO	tools	built	in.	Information	design	can	include	data	visualization,	which	involves	using	programs	to	interpret	and
form	data	into	a	visually	compelling	presentation,	and	can	be	tied	in	with	information	graphics.","materialsDescription":"What	is	graphic	design	and	what	does	it	include?\rGraphic	design	is	a	design	process	that	combines	text	and	graphics	in	a	way	that	is	intended	to	communicate	a	specific	message.\rWhere	is	graphic	design	used?\rYou	will	find
graphic	design	in	company	logos,	printed	materials	like	brochures,	posters,	signs,	greeting	cards,	postcards,	business	cards,	billboards	and	ads.	Issues	cited	include	bugs,	lack	of	documentation,	inadequate	QA	infrastructure,	and	no	public	issue-tracking	system.	Our	mobile	app	development	services	cater	to	Android,	Windows	and	iOS	wherein	we
ensure	that	the	app	is	optimized	for	speed,	performance,	look	and	feel	on	various	mobile	devices.We	provide:\rAndroid	App	DevelopmentiPhone	App	DevelopmentCross	Platform	App	Development","shortDescription":"Owebest	Technologies	Pvt.	It	allows	goods	to	stand	out	on	the	shelf,	attract	attention	and	motivate	the	buyer	to	purchase	in	conditions
of	high	level	of	competition	in	the	market.	That	is,	if	the	C/C++	incompatibilities	were	systematically	and	completely	eliminated	and	that	future	evolution	was	organized	so	as	to	prevent	new	incompatibilities	from	emerging.	At	the	time,	the	name	“freestyle”	appealed	to	him,	but	it	posed	some	problems	through	its	over-association	with	certain
activities,	products	and	trademarks.	An	object	abstraction	layer	so	that	your	test	analysts	can	write	the	tests	in	the	way	most	natural	for	them	and	your	automation	engineers	can	create	objects	that	point	to	physical	items	in	the	application	that	will	be	robust	and	not	change	every	time	you	resort	a	grid	or	add	data	to	the	system.Support	for	data-driven
testing	since	as	we	have	discussed,	one	of	the	big	benefits	of	automation	is	the	ability	to	run	the	same	test	thousands	of	times	with	different	sets	of	data.\r\r","iconURL":"	},{"id":649,"title":"QA	-	Quality	assurance","alias":"qa-quality-assurance","description":"	Quality	Assurance	(QA)	is	defined	as	an	activity	to	ensure	that	an	organization	is	providing
the	best	possible	product	or	service	to	customers.	As	of	May	2007,	in	compliance	with	the	specifications	of	the	Java	Community	Process,	Sun	had	relicensed	most	of	its	Java	technologies	under	the	GNU	General	Public	License.	It	is	not	by	chance	that	design	in	the	broad	sense	means	“the	original	train	of	thought,	a	new	layout	idea,	a	beautiful	design”.
Our	focus	is	always	to	make	sure	that	we	don’t	just	deliver	but	over-deliver	for	the	trust	and	money	our	valued	customers	put	on	us.	We	offer	website	designing,	development,	internet	marketing,	hosting	and	support	services,	as	well	as	web	and	mobile	app	dev","og:title":"OWEBEST	Software	Development","og:description":"OweBest	is	a	pre-eminent
IT	company	with	over	2500	projects	executed	in	the	global	IT	industry.	Szenasy,	Design	Advocate	(Metropolis	Books)	is	the	first	published	collection	of	Szenasy’s	writings.	CSS	is	a	cornerstone	technology	of	the	World	Wide	Web,	alongside	HTML	and	JavaScript.\rCSS	is	designed	to	enable	the	separation	of	presentation	and	content,	including	layout,
colors,	and	fonts.	This	makes	you	a	lot	more	employable,	increasing	your	job	security	in	the	future.As	a	full-stack	developer,	you	will	understand	the	connections	between	the	front	and	back-ends	of	a	website,	allowing	you	do	build	efficient	and	effective	programs	for	all	parts	of	the	website.Full-stack	developers	are	often	employed	to	oversee	large
projects	for	big	web	development	companies.	That	is,	by	making	life	easier	for	everyone	involved	with	PCs,	the	benefits	are	cross-pollinated.	And	just	about	every	Hollywood	blockbuster	uses	3D	modeling	for	special	effects,	to	cut	costs,	and	to	speed	up	production.\r\r\r","materialsDescription":"Criteria	to	consider	when	choosing	between	3D	software
programs\rThere	is	a	wide	range	of	3D	modeling	and	animation	software	addressing	different	fields	of	activity.	Google,	yahoo	and	every	search	engine	is	an	example	of	a	dynamic	website.\rWhat	is	the	name	of	the	scripting	engine	in	PHP?\rThe	scripting	engine	that	powers	PHP	is	called	Zend	Engine	2.","iconURL":"	},{"id":633,"title":"Ruby	on	Rails
Development","alias":"ruby-on-rails-development","description":"	Ruby	on	Rails,	or	Rails,	is	a	server-side	web	application	framework	written	in	Ruby	under	the	MIT	License.	Models	can	also	be	converted	into	a	static	image	through	3D	rendering,	commonly	used	to	create	photo-realistic	representation	for	sales,	marketing	and	eCommerce	applications.
An	object	abstraction	layer	so	that	your	test	analysts	can	write	the	tests	in	the	way	most	natural	for	them	and	your	automation	engineers	can	create	objects	that	point	to	physical	items	in	the	application	that	will	be	robust	and	not	change	every	time	you	resort	a	grid	or	add	data	to	the	system.Support	for	data-driven	testing	since	as	we	have	discussed,
one	of	the	big	benefits	of	automation	is	the	ability	to	run	the	same	test	thousands	of	times	with	different	sets	of	data.\r\r","iconURL":"	},{"id":647,"title":"Software	Testing","alias":"software-testing","description":"	Software	testing	is	an	investigation	conducted	to	provide	stakeholders	with	information	about	the	quality	of	the	software	product	or
service	under	test.	Your	every	bit	of	information	is	secured	with	Video	Explainers;	as	the	team	values	your	ideas	and	hard	work	and	make	sure	that	they	remain	confidential	till	you	disclose	them.	In	many	cases,	COTS	software	requires	customization	to	correctly	support	the	buyer's	operations.	In	this	model,	an	outsourced	team	becomes	your	technical
and	product	advisor.	Video	Explainers	works	their	best	not	to	put	burden	on	our	client’s	pocket	&	that’s	the	reason	why	our	prices	are	so	affordable.	Having	taken	a	lot	from	their	predecessors	-	C++,	Java,	Delphi,	Modula	and	Smalltalk	-	C#,	based	on	the	practice	of	using	them,	excludes	some	models	that	have	proven	to	be	problematic	when
developing	software	systems:	thus,	C	#	does	not	support	multiple	class	inheritance	(unlike	C	++).\rC#	was	developed	as	an	application	level	programming	language	for	the	CLR	and,	as	such,	depends	primarily	on	the	capabilities	of	the	CLR	itself.	Tags	were	not	enough.\rIn	connection	with	the	development	of	the	Internet,	the	base	of	HTML	language
tags	was	expanded	to	allow	the	appearance	of	documents	to	be	adjusted.	A	reduced	version	of	the	framework,	.NET	Compact	Framework,	is	available	on	Windows	CE	platforms,	including	Windows	Mobile	devices	such	as	smartphones.	Some	languages/programming	tools	allow	cross-platform	app	support,	i.e.	for	both	Android	and	iOS.	The	biggest
benefit	of	having	an	online	store	is	that	you	can	add	unlimited	products	and	catalogs	and	at	the	same	time	you	can	grow	your	customer	base	as	you	require.","iconURL":"	},{"id":621,"title":"WordPress","alias":"wordpress","description":"","materialsDescription":"","iconURL":"	},{"id":645,"title":"JavaScript	development","alias":"javascript-
development","description":"	JavaScript,	often	abbreviated	as	JS,	is	a	high-level,	just-in-time	compiled,	object-oriented	programming	language	that	conforms	to	the	ECMAScript	specification.	This	information	is	about	the	manufacturer,	place	and	date	of	production,	shelf	life,	availability	of	preservatives,	number	of	calories,	etc.	So	it	makes	more	sense
to	reduce	costs	by	hiring	an	outsourced	team	of	professionals	while	your	business	lives	on	investor's	money.	This	cascading	priority	scheme	is	predictable.\rThe	CSS	specifications	are	maintained	by	the	World	Wide	Web	Consortium	(W3C).	Well-designed	video	advertising	sets	the	company	apart	from	the	competition,	emphasizes	the	advantages	of	a
particular	product	and	leads	to	successful	business	development.\rCreating	videos	is	a	wise	and	right	decision	to	make	yourself	known	and	about	your	business.	The	SQL	part	of	"MySQL"	stands	for	"Structured	Query	Language"	the	most	common	standardised	language	used	to	access	databases.\rMySQL,	the	most	popular	Open	Source	SQL	database,
is	developed	and	provided	by	MySQL	AB.	For	example,	billing	system	and	inventory	management	system	for	the	retail	store	should	be	able	to	operate	separately.\rWhat	is	Graphic	User	Interface	(GUI)	Testing?\rGraphic	User	Interface	Testing	(GUI)	testing	is	the	process	of	ensuring	proper	functionality	of	the	graphical	user	interface	(GUI)	for	a
specific	application.	Google	states	that	"Android	apps	can	be	written	using	Kotlin,	Java,	and	C++	languages"	using	the	Android	software	development	kit	(SDK),	while	using	other	languages	is	also	possible.	The	early	feedback	on	developing	applications	for	the	Android	platform	was	mixed.	We	believe	that	client	satisfaction	is	the	most	important	thing
which	is	why	we	ensure	that	we	deliver	you	the	best	of	what	you	require.	And	the	most	effective	tool	for	him	can	surely	be	called	an	animated	movie.	The	biggest	market	share	can	be	found	in	German-speaking	countries.\rTYPO3	is	credited	to	be	highly	flexible,	as	code	and	content	are	operated	separately.	\rI	imagine	that	if	incompatibilities	were
eliminated	(by	making	changes	to	both	C	and	C++),	there	would	still	be	entities	called	C	and	C++,	but	then	C	really	would	be	defined	as	a	subset	of	C++.\rWhy	did	you	make	C++	(almost)	compatible	with	C?\rI	wanted	C++	to	be	compatible	with	a	complete	language	with	sufficient	performance	and	flexibility	for	even	the	most	demanding	systems
programming.\rAt	the	time,	I	considered	C	the	best	systems	programming	language	available.	You	can	also	delete,	append,	or	customize	information.	The	specialty	tasks	include	collaborating	on	the	concept	(usually	with	a	team),	attending	meetings	about	the	project,	paying	attention	to	what	customers	are	clicking	on,	doing	presentations	that	explain
the	various	potential	designs,	revising	designs,	and	preparing	asset	files	for	others	on	the	team	and	for	client	use.","iconURL":"	}],"characteristics":[],"concurentProducts":[],"jobRoles":[],"organizationalFeatures":[],"complementaryCategories":[],"solutions":[],"materials":[],"useCases":[],"best_practices":[],"values":[],"implementations":[]},
{"id":6831,"logoURL":"	,"logo":true,"scheme":false,"title":"Powtoon","vendorVerified":0,"rating":"0.00","implementationsCount":0,"presenterCode":"","suppliersCount":0,"supplierPartnersCount":0,"alias":"powtoon","companyTitle":"Powtoon	Ltd.","companyTypes":["vendor"],"companyId":9446,"companyAlias":"powtoon-ltd","description":"Powtoon
makes	it	easy	to	create	engaging	videos	by	orienting	the	editor	around	a	slide	deck.	The	first	ISO	C++	standard	was	C++98	as	described	in	The	C++	Programming	Language	(3rd	Edition).\rThe	current	definition	of	C++	The	2011	ISO	C++	Standard	described	in	The	C++	Programming	Language	(4th	Edition).\rYou	can	find	a	more	complete	timeline
and	more	detailed	explanations	in	The	Design	and	Evolution	of	C++	and	A	History	of	C++:	1979-1991	and	Evolving	a	language	in	and	for	the	real	world:	C++	19.","iconURL":"	},{"id":603,"title":"MacOS	Development","alias":"macos-development","description":"	The	key	to	great	app	development	lies	in	having	a	solid	foundation,	ideally	laid	in	having
a	good	operating	system,	to	begin	with	on	which	your	app	will	stand	on	and	initiate	all	its	operations.	Initially,	the	language	was	called	"C	with	classes"	as	it	had	all	the	properties	of	the	C	language	with	an	additional	concept	of	"classes."	However,	it	was	renamed	C++	in	1983.\rC++	is	one	of	the	most	popular	languages	primarily	utilized	with
system/application	software,	drivers,	client-server	applications	and	embedded	firmware.\rThe	main	highlight	of	C++	is	a	collection	of	predefined	classes,	which	are	data	types	that	can	be	instantiated	multiple	times.	While	this	workbook	is	geared	towards	personal	branding,	the	strategies	will	work	for	any	type	of	business	model.\rOnce	you’ve	locked
in	who	you	are	as	a	brand,	it’s	time	to	build	the	identity	that	will	bring	your	brand	to	life	and	show	who	you	are	to	the	people	who	matter	most:	your	customers.","iconURL":"	},{"id":581,"title":"3D	model	Design","alias":"3d-model-design","description":"	In	3D	computer	graphics,	3D	modeling	is	the	process	of	developing	a	mathematical	representation
of	any	surface	of	an	object	(either	inanimate	or	living)	in	three	dimensions	via	specialized	software.	You	can	create	one	or	more	such	files.\rPreviously,	search	engines	could	not	read	style	sheets,	which	made	it	possible	to	use	them	in	black	SEO,	for	example,	to	create	invisible	texts.	See	what	they	all	look	like	in	our	Android	UI	comparison.\rWhat	are
the	advantages	of	Android?\rChoice.	It	is	therefore	possible	to	code	C++	in	a	"C	style"	or	"object-oriented	style."	In	certain	scenarios,	it	can	be	coded	in	either	way	and	is	thus	an	effective	example	of	a	hybrid	language.\rC++	is	considered	to	be	an	intermediate-level	language,	as	it	encapsulates	both	high-	and	low-level	language	features.	Now	it	is
better	to	abandon	the	use	of	CSS	for	other	purposes.\rCSS	has	several	advantages	and	allows	you	to	improve	the	site,	making	it	more	attractive	to	visitors.	As	it’s	likely	that	app	stores	will	continue	cracking	down	on	hybrid	apps,	native	mobile	apps	are	also	a	more	future-proof	investment.","iconURL":"	},
{"id":565,"title":"Design","alias":"design","description":"	Design	is	the	activity	of	designing	the	aesthetic	properties	of	industrial	products	(“artistic	design”),	as	well	as	the	result	of	this	activity	(for	example,	in	such	phrases	as	“car	design”).\rIt	is	believed	that	in	a	broader	sense,	the	design	is	not	only	intended	for	artistic	design,	but	should	also	be
involved	in	solving	broader	social	and	technical	problems	of	the	functioning	of	production,	consumption,	and	the	existence	of	people	in	the	objective	environment,	by	rational	construction	of	its	visual	and	functional	properties.\rThe	theoretical	basis	of	design	is	technical	aesthetics.\rThe	term	“industrial	design”	was	approved	by	the	decision	of	the	first
General	Assembly	of	the	ICSID	(International	Council	of	Societies	of	Industrial	Design,	International	Council	of	Industrial	Design	Organizations)	in	1959;	The	term	“design”	is	a	professional	abbreviation	of	the	term	“industrial	design”.\rDesigner	-	artist-designer,	a	person	engaged	in	artistic	and	technical	activities	in	various	industries	(including	an
architect,	designer,	illustrator,	poster	and	other	advertising	graphics	designer,	web	designer).\rThe	word	"design"	English-language	literature	of	the	beginning	of	the	XXI	century,	and	understands	the	style,	and	the	project,	and	design,	and	actually	"design"	-	a	professional	activity,	along	with	architecture	or	engineering
design.","materialsDescription":"	Design	object\rThe	object	of	design	can	be	almost	any	new	technical	industrial	product	(set,	ensemble,	complex,	system)	in	any	sphere	of	life	activity	of	people,	where	human	communication	is	socially	and	culturally	conditioned.\rThe	main	categories	of	the	design	object	are:\rThe	image	is	an	ideal	representation	of	the
object,	an	artistic-figurative	model	created	by	the	designer’s	imagination.\r	Function	-	the	work	that	the	product	must	perform,	as	well	as	the	semantic,	sign	and	value	role	of	the	thing.Morphology	-	the	structure,	the	structure	of	the	shape	of	the	product,	organized	in	accordance	with	its	function,	material	and	method	of	manufacture,	embodying	the
designer's	intent.Technological	form	-	morphology,	embodied	in	the	method	of	industrial	production	of	the	thing-object	of	the	design-design	as	a	result	of	artistic	understanding	of	technology.Aesthetic	value	is	a	special	value	of	an	object	revealed	by	a	person	in	a	situation	of	aesthetic	perception,	emotional,	sensory	experience	and	assessment	of	the
degree	of	conformity	of	an	object	to	the	aesthetic	ideal	of	a	subject.\rTechniques	for	finding	a	design	solution:\rExhibition	modelingMuseum	situational	modelingReincarnation	or	borrowing	positionPerson	projection	into	the	projected	objectScenario	modelingGame	Situational	ModelingMathematical	and	physical	modeling	of	the	dynamics	of	an	object
in	the	environmentGenerative	Design\rVarieties	of	design:\rAnimation	designArchitectural	designWeb	designGame	designGraphic	designUrban	designInterior	DesignClothing	designCeremony	DesignSound	designInformation	designBook	designLandscape	DesignParametric	designPrint	designInteraction	designSoftware	designIndustrial	DesignLight
designTransport	designFuturodesignEcodesign","iconURL":"	}],"characteristics":[],"concurentProducts":[],"jobRoles":[],"organizationalFeatures":[],"complementaryCategories":[],"solutions":[],"materials":[],"useCases":[],"best_practices":[],"values":[],"implementations":[]}],"jobRoles":[{"id":58,"title":"Chief	Executive	Officer"},{"id":66,"title":"Chief
Sales	Officer"},{"id":74,"title":"Sales	Management"},{"id":82,"title":"Marketing	Management"}],"organizationalFeatures":[],"complementaryCategories":[],"solutions":["Aging	IT	infrastructure","Low	employee	productivity","HR	management","Customer	attrition","High	costs"],"materials":[{"id":1979,"title":"","description":"Work","uri":"	}],"useCases":
[],"best_practices":[],"values":["Reduce	Costs","Improve	Customer	Service","Ensure	Compliance","Increase	Customer	Base","Enhance	Competitive	Ability"],"implementations":[],"productImplementations":[]}},"aliases":{},"links":{},"meta":{},"loading":false,"error":null,"useProductLoading":false,"sellProductLoading":false,"templatesById":
{},"comparisonByTemplateId":{}},"filters":{"filterCriterias":{"loading":false,"error":null,"data":{"price":{"min":0,"max":6000},"users":{"loading":false,"error":null,"ids":[],"values":{}},"suppliers":{"loading":false,"error":null,"ids":[],"values":{}},"vendors":{"loading":false,"error":null,"ids":[],"values":{}},"roles":{"id":200,"title":"Roles","values":{"1":
{"id":1,"title":"User","translationKey":"user"},"2":{"id":2,"title":"Supplier","translationKey":"supplier"},"3":{"id":3,"title":"Vendor","translationKey":"vendor"}}},"categories":{"flat":[],"tree":[]},"countries":{"loading":false,"error":null,"ids":[],"values":{}}}},"showAIFilter":false},"companies":{"companiesByAlias":{},"aliases":{},"links":{},"meta":
{},"loading":false,"error":null},"implementations":{"implementationsByAlias":{},"aliases":{},"links":{},"meta":{},"loading":false,"error":null},"agreements":{"agreementById":{},"ids":{},"links":{},"meta":{},"loading":false,"error":null},"comparison":{"loading":false,"error":false,"templatesById":{},"comparisonByTemplateId":{},"products":
[],"selectedTemplateId":null},"presentation":{"type":null,"company":{},"products":[],"partners":[],"formData":{},"dataLoading":false,"dataError":false,"loading":false,"error":false},"catalogsGlobal":{"subMenuItemTitle":""}}	The	UI	of	mobile	apps	should:	consider	users'	limited	attention,	minimize	keystrokes,	and	be	task-oriented	with	a	minimum	set
of	functions.	In	simple	words,	verification	takes	place.\rValidation.	Always	consider	the	items	that	you	are	selling.	Its	language	constructs	and	object-oriented	approach	aim	to	help	programmers	write	clear,	logical	code	for	small	and	large-scale	projects.\rPython	is	dynamically	typed	and	garbage-collected.	At	this	point,	you	must	join	the	Apple
Developer	Program.	The	waterfall	model	is	a	traditional	version,	contrasted	with	the	more	recent	innovation	of	agile	software	development.","materialsDescription":"	What	is	software	development?\rSoftware	itself	is	the	set	of	instructions	or	programs	that	tell	a	computer	what	to	do.	It's	distributed	under	the	terms	of	the	GNU	General	Public	License
(GPL).	For	example,	a	web	designer	is	often	able	to	create	wireframes,	workflows,	and	sitemaps	and	understand	how	to	develop	easy	navigation	for	the	user	experience.\rWhat	else	does	a	graphic	designer	accomplish	as	part	of	the	work	they	produce	for	a	client?\rBesides	turning	their	client’s	vision,	brand	image	and	value	proposition	into	a	graphic
display,	a	designer	will	undertake	many	specialty	tasks	as	part	of	a	graphic	design	project.	The	JavaScript	interpreter	is	included	in	all	major	Internet	Browsers--so	as	long	as	you	have	an	Internet	Browser,	you're	all	set.	It	can	run	on	several	web	servers,	such	as	Apache	or	IIS,	on	top	of	many	operating	systems,	among	them	Linux,	Microsoft	Windows,
FreeBSD,	macOS	and	OS/2.\rTYPO3	is,	along	with	Drupal,	Joomla!	and	WordPress,	among	the	most	popular	content	management	systems	worldwide,	however	it	is	more	widespread	in	Europe	than	in	other	regions.	For	example,	a	project	about	the	creation	of	jewelry	does	not	require	the	same	3D	object	software	as	a	project	of	creation	of	aircraft
models.\rAre	you	using	a	3D	drawing	software	for	3d	printing,	Laser	Cutting	or	just	for	creating	some	digital	art?	PHP	has	been	widely	ported	and	can	be	deployed	on	most	web	servers	on	almost	every	operating	system	and	platform,	free	of	charge.\rThe	PHP	language	evolved	without	a	written	formal	specification	or	standard	until	2014,	with	the
original	implementation	acting	as	the	de	facto	standard	which	other	implementations	aimed	to	follow.	Work	—	Apr	13,	2022	Paula	Scher	and	team	design	the	promotional	campaign	for	this	summer’s	festival	of	free	performances	presented	by	The	Public	Theater	in	Central	Park.	Publications	—	Mar	20,	2014	The	first	published	collection	of	writings	by
the	design	writer	and	educator,	Susan	Szenasy.	When	the	packaging	design	is	built	taking	into	account	this	stage	-	on	it	you	can	often	find	interesting	details	that	are	invisible	at	first	sight;	any	texts	and	facts	that	reveal	the	brand’s	legend.	It	is	also	a	core	strength	of	Drupal	compared	with	other	CMS.	Пожалуйста,	попробуйте
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